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PREFACE
t
This report was prepared by the Douglas Aircraft Company, McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, Long Beach, California, under Contract NASI-14724. It is
the final technical report covering design, manufacture and ground test activi-
- ties during development of production methods for an advanced composite rudder
for the DC-IO transport aircraft. This work follows on the heels of the effort
initiated under Contract NASI-12954 (Flight Service Program for Advanced
Composite Rudders on Transport Aircraft) and its purpose is to provide produc-
tion and flight service data on primary composite structure for commercial
transport aircraft. This work was conducted between December 6, 1976 and
October 15, 1978.
The following Douglas personnel were the principal contributors to the
program:
A. Cominsky Project Manager
M. Ashizana Structural Design
F. Braun Stress Analysis
R. Palmer Material and Producibility Engineering
R. Gariss ]
P. Marra Manufacturing Development
J. Sullivan
R. Stringham }
G. Stuart Vibration Testing
G Hinote
D. Hagemaier }V. Cusimano Non-Destructivelnspection
M. Platte Cost Analysis
The project was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), Langley Research Center. Mr. Marvin B. Dowwas the
Project Engineer for NASA.
iii
NOTICE
Use of commercial products or names of manufacturers in this report
does not constitute official endorsement of such products or manu-
facturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
. i
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SECTION1
,'-" SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
-_ This finalreportdescribesproductionmanufacturingprocessesand
materialsfor the graphite/epoxycompositeupperaft rudder. The fabrication
methodsare basicallythe sameas thosedevelopedunderContractNAS1-12954
and describedin Reference2.
-- Themold curingof the firsttestrudderwas unsuccessfuland a develop-
ment subprogramwas undertakento improvethe rudderbox fabricationprocess.
r- Attentioncenteredon the rubbermandrelpropertiesand size. Whenthiswork
was successfullyaccomplished,theproductionof rudderswas resumedand con-
tinuedto the completionof a testrudderand 10 productionrudderssuitable
for airlineflightservice.
Throughouthe rudderfabricationphaseof the program,considerable
attentionwas focusedon the recurringlaborcoststo helpestablishthe
__ extentof economiesanticipatedfromthisfabricationprocess.
Thisprogramdevelopedand demonstratedproductionproceduresthrough'the
-- sequentialfabricationof 10 compositerudders. The estimatedvaluesfor re-
curringlaborwere not entirelyachieveddue to unforeseendifficultieswith
-- the qualityof thewovenbroadgoodsand withthe productionperformanceof the
machineshopand fiberglasshop. The performanceof the lattertwodepart-
_ mentsshouldhaveverylittlebearingon the costof graphite/epoxyfabrication
by meansof the trappedrubberprocess.Veryusefulrecurringlaborcostswere
accumulated.The use of an automatedcurecyclecontrolsystemwas implemented
and was successfullydemonstratedas consistentqualitypartswere produced.A
frontsparlocatorintroducedintothe fabricationprocesswas instrumentalin
accuratelylocatingthe frontsparand reducingthe timerequiredto attach
the hingefittings.
The programcarriedout to establishthermalexpansionand bulkmodulus
propertiesfor Dapco38-3siliconerubberwas very successful.Thispermitted
the verificationof the rubbermandrelsizeand an estimatefor the maximum
internalrubberpressureto be achievedduringa curecycle. The consequences
of toolspring-backduringdepressurizationcouldthenbe properlyassessed.
I
Gel temperaturedatafor Narmco5208resinwas identifiedfor two heating
rates(0.56and O.83°K/min.)and rubbermandrelpropertieswereshownto endure --
for at least43 curecycles.
The advancedcompositeupperaft rudderis satisfactoryfor production
and airlineserviceand a costsavingin a fullproductionmanufacturingmode
is anticipated. --
SECTION2
_" INTRODUCTION
The objectives of this program were to develop and demonstrate production
manufacturing processes for the graphite/epoxy composite rudder to show that
.-- it is cost-competitive with the metal rudder it replaces. The composite rud-
: ders were fabricated by the thermal expansion molding (trapped rubber) process.
The details of this process as applied to the rudder component were developed
under NASAContract NASI-12954 from January 1974 through April 1976. The
rudder system and dimensions are shown in Figure I.
This thermal-expansion molding technique consolidated laminated composite
-- elements into a monolithic assembly in a single cure cycle, reducing the need
: for precision control of detailed parts and secondary bonding operations. The
thermal-expansion molding technique exploits the thermal-expansion character-
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FIGURE 1. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF RUDDER SYSTEM
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isticsof siliconerubbertoolsto supplycuringand bondingpressures.The
individualpartsof the moldingassemblyare laidup usinguncuredlaminates,
densified,and trimmedto sizeon simpleancillarytools. The individualparts
are thenassembledin a curingtoolconsistingof variousmetaland silicone --
rubberelements.The assembledtoolis heatedso thatthe thermalexpansionof
the rubberfurnishesthe pressurerequiredto consolidatethe individualparts --
intoa curedlaminateassembly.The heatingcycleis controlledto provide
the temperatureand pressurephasingrequiredto cureand bondthe laminates.
The firstphaseof the programwas spentin devisingprocessmodifications
thatwouldcontributeto fabricationeconomiesand thenarranginga lO-rudder --
manufacturingplanincorporatingthe processimprovements.Thiseffortwas
followedby a quantitativeanalysisof theanticipatedcostsavingsand the
resultingcostof fabricatingthe 10 productionrudders.
At thisjunction,theTentativeProductionCommitmentCriteriagivenin
Table1 weredeveloped.Thesecriteriacontainsix itemswhich,if satisfied
by subsequentevents,wouldtendto showthatthe use of compositeruddersfor
full productionwouldbe economic,serviceable,certifiable,and acceptable.
TABLE 1
PRODUCTION COMMITMENT CRITERIA
1. TARGET MANUFACTURING MAN-HOURS FORTHE GRAPHITE/EPOXY MOLD ASSEMBLIESFOR UNITS 8, 9 AND
10 ARE 1110 HOURS. .._
2. PROJECTEDCOMPOSITERUDDER PRODUCTION CROSSOVERTARGET IS WITHIN 100 UNITS.
3. NO SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCIES IDENTI FlED IN THE SERVICE EVALUATION PROGRAM OF CONTRACT
NAS1-129_.
4. PRODUCTION UNITS WILL HAVE FAA CERTI FICATION (BEING MADE DURING SUBJECTCONTRACT).
5. NO DIFFICULTIES ANTICIPATED FOR PRODUCTION ACCEPTANCEBY AIRLINES.
6. FIRM AND ANTICIPATED DELIVERIES OF DC-IO AIRCRAFT OF AT LEAST 100 AIRCRAFT AFTER THE --_
COMPOSITERUDDER HAS BEEN INCORPORATED INTO PRODUCTION.
Although the graphite fiber (T300) and resin system (N5208) are the same
as were used for the original rudder program, uniwoven and biwoven 1.067-m
broadgoods was the form of the material chosen for this contract. Specimen
testing was limited to fatigue and bolt-bearing tests since considerable data
fromthe DAC IRADwovengoodsspecimentestprogramwere available.
4
Followingcompletionof manufactureof the graphite/epoxytestunitrudder,
a vibrationshaketestwas successfullycarriedout. This testdemonstrated
thatvibrationequivalent o twicethe levelexperiencedin servicewill not
affectthe structuralintegrityof the compositerudder. The modalsurveytest
was alsocompleted;it led to the conclusionthatthe rigidityand flutter
r_ safetyof the upperforwardmetalrudderfittedwith a compositeaft rudder
are satisfactory.
The testrudderboxwas loadedintothemoldingtool (PLM)and curedon
October18, 1977. On removalfromthe PLMafterthe curewas completed,it
_- was observedthatthe frontsparhad failedin compressionand thatmany ribs
weredamagedand misshaped.An investigationto determinethe causesof the
_- problemrevealedthatthe mandrelrubberhad beenoversizeand had produced
thewarpedrib websduringthe PLM loadingoperation.The oversizemandrel
-- rubberhadalsoproducedexcessivepressuresduringthecurecycle,which
resultedin excessivetoolspring-backloadsthatcrushedthefrontsparweb
duringtoolcooldown.#.-..
The situationcalledfor the developmentof engineeringmethodsfor
_" designingand inspectingtherubbermandrelsin orderto provideconfidence
in the trappedrubberprocess.Thus,a manufacturingprocessdevelopmentsub-
_ programwas addedto the contract.Thisconsistedof:
1. Themeasurementof the linearcoefficientof thermalexpansionfor
Dapcocast38-3siliconerubber.
2. The determinationof valuesfor the bulkmodulusof Dapcocast38-3sili-
conerubber.
-- 3. The establishmentof a methodfor designingthe rubbersizeto produce
the desiredpressure.
4. The establishmentof a methodfor avoidingfrontsparand rib crushing.
-- 5. The castingof new rubbermandrels.
6. The inspectionmeasurementof the new rubbermandrelsto verifytheirsize.
7. The curingof a replacementestrudder.
5
8. The determinationof rubbermandrel pressureduring a rudder cure cycle
and the durabilityof these mandrels throughsubsequentcures.
The manufacturing process development subprogram was carried out success- __
fully. The molding of the second test rudderwas consideredsatisfactory
inasmuchas the spars, skins, and ribs were intact. However,a littlemore
than half of the ribs were weak and splintery. This requireda search for the
L
cause and a solutionto this problem. It was found that this troublewas
relatedto moisture contaminationof the uncuredrib laminatesduring the long -_
(6 to 7 months) storageperiod and that this moisturecould be removedby sub-
jectingthese parts to a repeat predensificationoven cycle. --
i
The majority of the good ribs were locatedin the upper portionof the
rudder box. This circumstancewas very fortunatesince the test plan required
the use of the upper 1.2 m of this rudder box for the vibrationshake test
specimen. [
A productionschedulewas drawn up that called for the productionof one
rudder box per week and requiredanother5 to 6 weeks throughfinal assembly
of the full rudder unit. After the curing of the first rudder box, it was
determinedthat the thermocoupleinformationused for the automaticcontrolof
the cure cycle processwas unreliable. Becausethermocoupledata were vital
to the satisfactoryfunctionof the microprocessor,rudder box productionwas
halted for a 3-week periodwhile the wiring of the thermocouplesand heaters
was renovated. After completionof the rewiringprogram,rudder production
was resumedand continuedto completionwithin the productionschedule.
With the completionof the lOth rudder unit, the principaleffortwas -
directedtoward analyzingthe recurringlabor cost data. Comparisonswere
made with estimatesarrivedat during the cost reductionphase to evaluatethe
degree of successin meeting the cost-savinggoals and in determiningthe ad-
visabilityof committingthe DouglasAircraftCompanyto the productionof
graphite/epoxycompositeupper aft ruddersfor the remainderof the DC-IO
productionoutput.
SECTION3
"- PROCESSMODIFICATIONSAND COSTANALYSIS
ProcessModifications
The trappedrubberprocesswas thebasicmanufacturingtechnique(Figure2).
Processmodificationsaredescribedin thissectionwhichweredesignedto
accomplishsubstantialcostsavingsduringthe fabricationof 10 upperaftcom-
positeruddersin a productionmode.
The basicmaterialwas Thornel300 graphitewithNARMCOresin5208,the
sameas was usedfor the original10 graphitecompositerudders. Thisprepreg
materialwas purchasedin the formof 95-percentunidirectionalweave(21warp
count)and bidirectionalweavefabric23 by 24 count,8 harnesssatinweave.
It was expectedthatthiswouldhelpreducelayupman-hours.Bothweaveswere
orderedin 1.067-m(42-inch)widthsand designdatawereavailablefromcurrent
-- IRADprogramresults(Table2).
SIDE
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MANDRELS END BEAM-
_ 'r . t- .
LOCKING BAR (TYP)BASE BEAM
-FRONT-SPAR PLANE
LOCATOR
FIGURE2. GRAPHITECOMPOSITERUDDERMOLD CONCEPT
TABLE 2
COMPARISON-COMPOSITE MATERIAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES - T300/N5208
3-IN. TAPE 95-PERCENT ---
(7.$2 ©m) UNI.WEAVE BI-WEAVE
F t (MPa) 1539 1329 669L
FiC" (MPa) 1393 1160 611
E t (GPa) 147 137 78:6L
EL (GPa) 131 132 6_4_9_
P (kg/m3) 1520 1520 1520
t (mm/ply) 0.14 0.15 0.33
The basicskinpanelsweremadefromunidirectionalweavefabricwith a
(0°/45°/-45°) s layup.
The frontspar,rearspar,typicalribs,and the skindoublerswere
combinationsof unidirectionaland bidirectionalweavefabric,whereasthe
hingeribswere entirelybidirectionalweavefabric. The thicknessof these
structuralcomponentswas expectedto increasemoderatelyoverthosefor the
original10 graphiterudders;the estimateof the resultingweightincreaseis
Shownin AppendixG.
The strengthand stiffnessvaluesof thesefabricmaterialsare somewhat
lessthanthoseusedfor the tapematerials.However,the thicknessincrease
of the fabricmaterialsoverthe tapematerialsmore thancompensatesfor the
reducedstrengthand stiffness(Table3).
TABLE 3
COMPARISON-RUDDER STIFFNESS
PROPERTIES - WOVEN VERSUS TAPE --_
RUDDER BOX
STIFFNESS PERCENT
PROPERTY INCREASE
AE 3.55
El 4.79
xx
El 3.54 "-'-"yy •
GJ 0
8
A comparisonof the nominalthicknessper ply of the tape and the woven
forms of the graphite/epoxymaterialis as follows:
_- Tape t = 0.14 mm (0.0055in.)
95-PercentUnidirectionalWeave t = 0.15 mm (0.006in.)
,_ • BidirectionalWeave t = 0.33 mm (0.013in.)
The use of 95-percentunidirectionaland bidirectionalweave graphite/
epoxy cloth in 1.067-mwidths was expectedto speed the layup process. A 35-
percentman-hoursavingswas anticipated(Table4).
TABLE 4
PROCESSAND TOOLING MODIFICATIONS
SAV_INGS
'PER CURE
DESCRIPTION BENEFITS CYCLE
USEUNI-WEAVE AND BI-WEAVE SPEEDLAY-UP 35%
: THORNEL 300/NARMCO 5208 RESIN.
BUILD OVERHEAD CLOTH DISPENSING TOOL
AUTOMATED HEATER CONTROLS FACILITATE CURE CYCLE 14 MH
REWORK FRONT/SPARWEB LOCATOR FOR SPEEDUP HINGE ASSEMBLY 15%
INCREASEDACCURACY DUE TO REDUCED SHIMMING.
REDUCED MOLD, MANDREL
AND PERSONNEL DAMAGE.
MAKE SECONDASSEMBLYJIG REMOVE ASSEMBLY 10%TO
BOTTLENECK 35%
REVISED LAY-UP FOR FIBERGLASS L/E SPEEDLAY-UP 21%
Form Block. -- Changingfrom 7.62 cm graphitetape to woven cloth altered
laminationthicknessand ply dimensionsin the buildupareas. These changes
requiredrevisingthe rib, closingrib and spar form blocks,andassociated
layout templates. The revisedply dimensionsin the skin doubler area required
a remake of the two skin master layouts.
Heater Control. -- The manual temperaturemonitoringand controlsystem,
used on the ten ruddersmolded under ContractNASI-12954was modified into a
computer-controlledcure processsystem,making this a totally "hands-off"
operation. This was expectedto result in a savingsof 14 man-hoursper rudder
cure cycle (Table4). The previouscure processrequireda minimum of two
highly skilledpeople full time. Portionsof the existingsystem,such as the
Triac heatermodulator,were utilized in the new system. An ASR 33 teletype
terminalwas used for producinga permanentrecord of the cure process(Figure3).
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FIGURE 3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM
This modificationwas considereda must to permit the use of this processby
semiskilledlabor•
Replacingthe individualpedestalson the PLM (Figure4) with one continu-
ous member allowedthe thermocoupleconduitto be a straighttube that could
greatlyreduce tool cleanuptime. A means of quicklyreplacinga faulty heater
elementwas also incorporatedinto the tool. The old design requiresa tool
downtimeof about 2 days to replacea heater.
PlasticLaminatingMold (PLM).-- The rudder box mold tool (PLM) underwent
major modification. The front spar web locatorwas reworkedso that the front
spar was positionedmore accurately. This simplifiedthe assemblyof the
hinges and the controlrod fittingsto the rudder box by reducingor eliminat-
ing the need for shimming.
The front spar web locatorwas redesignedto increaseits rigidity and
to be a net fit on the rib-bay spikes• The individualspike pedestalswere
eliminatedand replacedby one full-lengthmember• The front spar locatorand
the base beam were reworkedso that the front spar locatorlifts the cured
rudder box assemblyfrom the tool. The increasedrigiditycould eliminate
(1) hand-fittedshims beneaththe rudder hingesand (2) a differenttool setup
10
r--
operation(adjustingthe jackscrewtubesusinga depthmicrometer,thenbolt-
- ingthe sparlocatorto them). The closefit on the rib-bayspikesshould
preventfrontspardamageif any metalmandrelsinadvertentlystickto a spike
-- (Figure4). The reworkof the frontsparlocatorwas estimatedto effecta
15-percentman-hoursavings(Table4).
The frontsparaccessholeswereto be moldedwith removablealuminum
ringsthatindexon the spikes. This shouldeliminatepersonalinjuriesand
damageto the rubbermandrelsas theyare removedfromthe rib-bays.
Therewas not enoughvolumefor rubberaft of the rearsparweb locator
to producethe pressurerequiredfor rearsparcuring. The rearsparweb
locatorwas redesignedto correctthiscondition.
The redesignof the two sparlocatorsnecessitatedthe fabricationof a
_ dummypartand recastingthe rubberin theseareas. The originaldummypart
was damagedbeyondrepairwhen the existingrubberwas cast. The existing
rubbermandrelsin the areabetweenthe two sparshad beenaccidentallyburned
by overheatedheatersin a numberof placesand the mandrelsin the centerpor-
tionof the rudderwere undersizedresultingin somelow-pressureareas. In
viewof this,the rubberin the entiretoolwas recast. To counteracthe
low-pressureffectof the undersizerubber,thethicknessof the shrouds,
-- excludingthe closingrib shroud,was increasedto 0.762mm (0.030in.)per
_ side. The closingrib shroudhad shimsspot-weldedto thetwo sides. This
-- causedexcessivemark-offon the loweredgeof the rudders.Theseshroudswere
remade.
4.
ExistingAssemblyJig.-- Themodificationsto theexistingassemblyjig
wereminimal. Bolted-onlocatorsno longeruseddue to a changein manufac-
-- turingconceptwereremoved.
SecondAssemblyJig.B A secondassemblyjigwas requiredto providea
meansof locatingand assemblingthe leadingedgedetails,the trailingedge
details,the tip,and thefairingassembliesto the rudderbox. Thesefunc-
-- tionswereformerlyaccomplishedin the existingassemblyjig. Performing
theseoperationsin theexistingassemblyjig causedthe toolto becomea
-- bottleneck.Splittingtheseoperationsoff enableda more efficientuse of
assemblypersonneland was an aid in maintainingthe schedule(Figure5). The
_ man-hoursavingsis estimatedto be between10 percentand 35 percent(Table4).
11
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RudderBoxTrim.-- Themannerin whichthe existingtrimtool is attached
to the rudderboxwas modifiedto improvethe setuptime.
.. BroadgoodsHandlingSystem.-- A new overheadwovenclothdispensertool
was proposedto easethe handlingof largeboltsof graphite/epoxyclothand
permitproperfiberorientationwithminimaleffort. It is verydifficultto
lay up laminatethatis bubble-freeandwrinkle-freewith tackywidecloth
withoutsomemeansof supportingthe rollof cloth. Thisconditionis not
-- seriouswithglassclothbecausethe fiberangularorientationtoleranceis
not as criticalas withgraphite.
FiberglassLeadingEdge.-- Severalsmalllocaldoublershavebeenjoined
intoa singledoublerand two outer0.127-mmlayerswereremovedand replaced
by one 0.254-mmlayer. Severalrevisionsof thisnaturereducedthe handling
and layuptimesubstantially.A man-hoursavingsof 21 percentin layuptime
-- was expectedto resultfromthisprocessmodification(Table4).
As a resultof the proposedtoolingmodificationsand processrefinements,
the following man-hour improvements were anticipated per operation (Figure 6).
METALPARTS _' _ BOXASSEMBLY
48% SAVINGS
28% SAVINGS
4120 2335
HOURS 1"_ HOURS
GRAPHITE_ FIBERGLASS
-- LAYUP PARTS17%SAVINGS
36% SAVINGS
2391
310___44HOURS _ HOURS2368
FINAL
ASSEMBLY_ _ MISCELLANEOUS
2-_-3-HOURS 458880HOURS
ACTUALSLEGEND: HOURSESTIMATED
FIGURE 6. EXPECTED MAN-HOUR IMPROVEMENTS
p-.
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• MetalParts-- 28-percentsavingdue to singlemachinesetupsfor 10
shipsets
e GraphiteLayup-- 36-percentsavingdue to broadgoodsutilization
• Final Assembly -- lO-percentsavingdue to secondassemblyjig (AJ)
implementation
• Box Assembly-- 48-percentsaving due to automatedheat controland
eliminationof difficulthandlingoperations.
• FiberglassParts -- 17-percentsaving due to redesignof details
• Miscellaneous-- 48-percentsavingdue to processrefinements.
These improvements are depicted in Figures 6 and 7 and Tables 5 and 6 and
compared with actual labor hours derived from fabrication of the first ten
rudders (Ref. 2, p. 95). The source of the estimated values is the result of
the bottoms-upestimates.
FAIRINGS, SEALS
DOORS, ETC. /
//
/
TOTALSAVINGS _.
32%
/ .'
I
I
FORMERRUDDERPROGRAM CURRENTRUDDERPROGRAM
(ACTUALMAN-HOURS) (ESTIMATEDMAN-HOURS)
FIGURE 7. RECURRING MANUFACTURING COSTSDC-IO UPPER AFT COMPOSITE RUDDER
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TABLE 5
ACTUALS FOR ALL TYPES OF RECURRING LABOR DC-IO COMPOSITE RUDDER
UNITSI THROUGH10(FIRSTRUDDERCONTRACT)
RECURRIING DIRECT LABOR (MANHOURS) FOR GIVEN UNIT NUMBER
CATEGORY
1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 TOTAL
GRAPHITE 941 666 553 640 516 571 604 569 495 484 6,039
FIBERGLASS 356 Z35 Z00 Z78 Z31 Z41 191 ZI4 Z01 Z44 Z,391
METAL FAB. 155 155 155 155 155 II6.Z II6.Z l16.Z l16.Z l16.Z 1,356
MISC. FAB. 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 880
-- ENGI_NEER ING* 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 830
:TO0 LING_ II0 II0 II0 II0 II0 II0 II0 II0 II0 II0 I, IO0
PLANNING _ 33.5 33.5 33.! 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 335
I
[NSP. & NDT Z791 Z36 ZlZ Z37 Zl0 Z05 198 187 176 180 2,120
FINAL ASSY. 408 4Z9 359 468 341 ZTZ 718 "Z99 ?.57 Z57 3,308
r--
TOTAL ?.453.5Z035.5 793.5 '09Z.5 1767.5 1719.7 1641.7 1699.7 1559.7 L595.7 18,359
SOURCE: Reference Z
_ TABLE 6
ESTIMATES FOR ALL TYPES OF RECURRING LABOR
DC-IOCOMPOSITERUDDER(CURRENTCONTRACD
ESTIMATEDRECURRINGLABOR MANHOURS_FOR GIVENUNIT NUMBER
CATEGORY ]l 12 13 14 i5 16 17 18 19 20 TOTAL
GRAPHITELAYUP &
MOLD ASSY. 442 405 382 365 354 344 336 328 323 317 3,596
FIBERGLASS 243 224 212 203 197 lgl 187 183 ]79 176 1,995FABRICATION
SHEETMETAL AND
MACHINEDPARTS 165.1 160.7 156.9 153.1 150.0 147.0 i44.2 141.6 139.3 137.1 1,495
FABRICATION
MISCELLANEOUS 49 48 47 47 46 45 45 44 44 '43 458
FABRICATION
ENGINEERING
..-- (SUSTAINING) 71 71 70 70 69 69 67 66 65 54 672
TOOLING(SUSTAINING) 106 90 85 80 74 69 69 64 58 58 753
PL_(NING 42 39 38 36 35 35 34 34 33 33 359
INSPECTIONAND NDT 165 155 149 144 14l 138 136 133 131 129 1,421
FINALASSEMBLY 370 308 300 294 294 287 284 281 279 276 2,973
-- TOTAL 1653.1 1500.7 1439.9 1392.1 1360 1325 ]302.2 1274.6 1251.3 ]223.1 13,722
7-
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Themetalpartscostsshownin Figures6 and 7 are for the forwardand
aft rudderfittings,whereasthemetalpartsshownin Tables5 and 6 are for
aft rudderfittingsonly. The piechartsin Figure7 are a comparisonof the
recurringcostsfor the initialrudderprogram(Units1 through10)and the
currentprogram(Units11 through20). A totalsavingof 32 percentis antici-
pated. The savingsindicatedon thesepie chartsare a percentageof the total
$
recurrlngcosts.
CostAnalysis
Introduction.-- This sectioncontainsthe resultsof the costanalysis
and the approachtakento arriveat thedata thatwere usedto projectfrom
the developmentphaseto a productionmode. Thesedata includethe testrud-
dersfromthe initialprogram(NAS1-12954)and thecurrentprogram(NAS1-14724).
The 10 ruddersfromthe initialprogram(NAS1-12954)havebeenidentifiedas
units1 through10, and the 10 ruddersin the currentprogram(NAS1-14724)
havebeenidentifiedas units11 through20. The primaryobjectivewas to
utilizeboththeestimateddataand the actuallabordata to projectto a pro-
ductionmodeand determinethe crossoverpointwhencost parityis achieved
with conventionallyproducedrudders.
The ProductionCommitmentCriteriagivenin Table1 containsix itemsof
whichItems1 and 2 are concernedwith thecostof compositerudderfabrication.
Item1 stipulatesthatthe numberof man-hoursrequiredto fabricatethe --
graphite/epoxymoldassembliesfor Units18,19 and 20 is 1110or less. The
actualman-hoursexpendedfor theseunitswere 1165 (391+ 385+ 389)or ap-
proximately5 percentoverthe targetvalue. Item2 stipulatesthatthe
compositeruddercrossoveroccurswithin100 units. This targethas been
achievedand is shownin Figure8.
Understandingthe compositionof the labordatawas an importantelement
of the costanalysiseffort,particularlywhenapplyingthesedatafor the
derivationof the crossoverpoint. Sincethis is a developmentprogram,a
varietyof chargesappearedagainstthe laboraccountswhichweredirectly
attributableto the resolutionof developmentproblems.Therefore,it was
necessaryto adjustthe reportedman-hoursto somedegreeso thatonlythe
man-hoursthatcontributedto the fabricationof the compositerudderunits
were considered.
IB
- ' I i I
3
J
J
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o
2 _ I I
_ _ r- COMPOSITE RUDDER
_ *_= / (COST PLOTTED AT LOT MID POINT)
O
CONVENTIONAL BASELINE _tJ.I _..,J
N 1.0 - _ .-,,,,,
.J 9 76i _'_
< _
o 7
z
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5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8090100 200
UNIT NUMBER
FIGURE 8. DC-10 UPPER AFT RUDDER CROSSOVER
-- BasicMan-HourData.-- The basicman-hourdata thatweregenerated uring
the studyphaseand thosedatathatwere alsousedas thebasisfor developing
-- crossoverpointsare summarizedin the followingtables:
Table5, ActualRecurringLabor,Units1-10
Table6. EstimatedRecurringLabor,Units11-20
Table7. ActualRecurringLabor,Units11-.20
Accumulatingand analyzingthe basicdatafor the productionof the com-
positerudderswas a primeconcernof the rudderfabricationcontractsin order
to establishan adequateand properdatabasefromwhichto estimatethe cost
benefitsresultingfrom theuse of compositerudders
A descriptionof all aspectsof the programunderwhichrudderunits1
_ through10 were fabricatedis givenin Reference2. Graphicalrepresentations
of the recurringlaborhoursin totaland alsofor the graphiteportiononly
for units1 through20 are shownin Figures9 and 10, respectively.Whilethe
recurringlaborin Figure9 doesnot showa continuousreductionin laborwith
each succeedingunit,it does,however,exhibita downwardtrend. The data
are alsotypicalof thoseresultsthatcan be expectedin a developmentpro-
gram. However,the laborhoursin thisfirstgroupof 10 unitscovera variety
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TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF ACTUAL RECURRING LABOR - UNITS 11 THROUGH 20
RECURRIIIGLABOR(HArI-IIOURS)PER urIITIIUHBER
CATEGORY l] 12 13 14 !5 16 17 18 19 2n TOTAL
GRAP}:ITELAYUP 524 516 496 482 435 467 426 391 385 3_9 4,511
AND MOLD
ASSErIULY
FIBERGLASS 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 2,350
FABRICATIOi4
MACHIIIED 277 277 277 277 277 277 277 277 277 277 2,770
PARTS
fIISCELLAilEOUS 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 a7 ^7 47n
FABRICATION
ErlGINEERI;IG Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill l,lln
_ (SUSTAIrlING)
TOOLING 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 470
(SUSTAINING)
-- PLArlI_ING' 30 16 16 20 4n 16 16 2_ 36 27 241
II_SPECTIOil 147 183 If6 137 39 65 89 85 n2 Ill I,n54
AND NDT
FINAL 151 199 219 167 175 147 134 ll_ ll9 120 1,549
!ASSEHBLY
TOTAL 1569 1631 1564 1523 1406 1412 1382 1335 1339 1364 14,525
of problem-solvingeffortsas well as reworklabor,all of whichare typical
of development.In Figure10 a similarplotis presentedin whichonlythe
laborhoursfor the graphite/epoxymoldare exhibited.
A comparisonof estimatedand actualrecurringcostsfor units11 through
20 is shownin Table8. Thereare a numberof reasonsfor the variancescon-
- tainedin Table11. Forexample,in the caseof the graphitelayupandmold
assembly,the varianceof +25 percent (or 915 hours) is felt to be within the
-- estimatingtolerancesassociatedwith a developmentprogram. However,a large
portionof the variance is due to the use of broadgoodson the second 10 units
_ (11-20). Initially,it was believedthat broadgoodswould reducefabrication
laborhourswiththis particularcomponent.In actuality,the reverseoccurred
and additionalhours were incurredin areas requiringa selectivebuildupof
material. In addition,the broadgoodshada greaterwastefactorthanwas
experiencedwith the tapematerial.Anotherfactorthatincreasedman-hours
-- fromthe estimatedlevelwas the needto reworkunits13 and 16 becauseof
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TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED LABOR HOURS AND ACTUALS
UNITS 11 THROUGH 20
RECURRING LABOR HOURS
" PERCENT
CATEGORY ESTIMATES ACTUALS CHANGE
GRAPHITE LAYUP AND MOLD ASSEMBLY 3,596 4,511 +25
FIBERGLASS FABRICATION 1,995 2,350 +18
MACHINED PARTS 1,495 2,770 +85
MISCELLANEOUS FABRICATION 458 470 +3
ENGINEERING, SUSTAINING 672 1,110 +65 ,
TOOLING, SUSTAINING 753 470 -38
PLANNING 359 241 -33
INSPECTION/NDT 1,421 1,054 -26
FINAL ASSEMBLY 2,973 1,549 --48
TOTAL 13,722 14,525 +6
damageincurred in the process. Onbalance,, the manufacturing development
center did reduce the labor hours 25 percent over the first 10 units for the
graphite moldassembly, and additional reductions are a reality in the afore-
mentionedareas. Fiberglass details exhibited an 18-percent increase over the
estimated level and only 1.7-percent decrease from the first 10 units. Prob-
lems with the tooling coupledwith physical damageto the parts required new
toolingand additionalaborhoursfor fabricatingnew fiberglassdetails.
One of the largestvariancesoccurredwithmachinedmetalpartsfabrication;
thiswas attributedto a numberof individualsetups;utilizingmachined
details insteadof forgings;redesignof a maindrivehingefittingto elimi-
natean interferenceproblem;and the impactonthe laborhoursfor fabricating
new parts. Sustainingengineering*exhibiteda sizableincrease,whichre-
sultedfromprovidingsolutionsto on-goingdevelopment/manufacturingproblems.
With the resolutionof theseproblems,it is anticipatedthat:
*SomecostsoriginallylistedunderTool Sustainingare includedin Engineering
Sustainingfor rudders11-20.
m
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I. The graphitelayup and mold assemblycan meet the target**value and
-- providethe estimatedreduction'
_ 2. The fiberglasscan not only achievethe target**but also achievean
additionalreductionof 9.8 percent.
-- 3. The target**hours for machined fittingsare not only achievable,but a
new target can be established33 percentlower than the estimatedvalue
-- if forgingsare utilized.
4. Sustainingengineeringcaneasily be reduced40 percentbelow the target**
-- value.
_ Projectionand Crossover.-- The data providedin the previoussection
clearlyestablishthat there are anomaliesin the data base. These anomalies,
while not unexpectedin a developmentprogram,tend to distortsubsequentpro-
jectionsto a productionmode and mask the potentialcost benefitsachievable
with compositesin this particularapplication. Adjustingthe data base
-- providesacceptablecrossoverpoints to the extent that the compositeconcept
is competitivewith the conventionalmetal construction. For purposesOf this
-- study, it was deemed advisableto maintaina conservativeapproachand utilize
as much of the actualsas was rationallypossible in developinga projection
-- to a productionmode. In doing this, data were extractedfromthe actualsof
the second 10 units and appliedto the first 10 productionunits. These data
_ are shown in Table 9, the total of which is almost equal to the resultsob-
tained for rudders11-20.
-- The computationalprocessfor derivingthe crossoverand accomplishing
the cost projectionis based on the followingguidelines:
1. The graphite layup and mold assemblyfollowa progressimprovementcurve
of 80 percentfrom units 1 to 100 and 84 percentfrom units 100 to 220.
2. The cumulativetotal for the first 10 units and the individualfunctional
_ totals for these units are the values given in Table 9.
3. Sheet metal and machined parts and miscellaneousfabricationfollow a
-- 90-percentprogressimprovementcurve from unit 1.
**ReferenceTable 8.
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4. Finalassemblyfollowsan 80-percentprogressimprovementcurvefrom
unit1.
5. Sustainingengineeringand sustainingtoolingfollow55.37-percentand
53.7-percentprogressimprovementslopes,respectively.
6. Planningand inspectionare computedas functionsof manufacturinghours
and the supportfactorsare 4 percentand 13.6percent,respectively.
J
7. Graphitematerialcostsare basedon dataobtainedfrom industryprojec-
tionsas shownin Figure11.
8. Costdata are plottedat lotmidpointsbasedon the followingquantity
assumption.
10 units
10 unitsfollowing10
20 unitsfollowing20
20 unitsfollowing40
20 unitsfollowing60
20 unitsfollowing80
20 unitsfollowing100
50 unitsfollowing120
50 unitsfollowing170
The resultsof the crossoveranalysisare plottedas a unitcurvein
Figure8. Paritywith the conventionalrudderis reachedat unit76. Since
someuncertaintyexistsin the pricingof thegraphiteraw materials,calcula-
tionsweremade to determinethe sensitivityof cross-overpointwithchanges
in materialprice. Whenthe pricelevelwas increased50 percent,thecross-
over pointmovedfrom76 to 84. At a 100 percentincrease•in price,a cross-
overof 98 was achieved.
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TABLE 9
"" RECURRING LABOR HOURS FOR 10 PRODUCTION UNITS
FUNCTION LABOR HOURS
p..,=
LAYUP AND MOLD ASSEMBLY 4,330
FIBERGLASS FABRICATION 2,340
SHEET METAL AND MACHINED 2,660
PARTS
,---. MISCELLANEOUS FABRICATION 460
ENGINEERING, SUSTAINING 1,110
TOOLING, SUSTAINING 185
PLANNING 454
I NSPECTI ON/N DT 1,542
FINAL ASSEMBLY 1,549
TOTA L 14,630 "
p-.-.
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\
60
=o \ \
uJQ % _ -- BI-WEAVE
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,-,- 40 \_O30'- _%
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FIGURE11. GRAPHITEEPOXYMATERIAL COSTTREND
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SECTION4
-- TESTS
A comprehensiveprogramhad been carriedout within Douglasunder an IR&D
program to define the strength allowables for the uniwoven and biwoven com-
posite material used in the current program. As a result, only the following
specimenand subcomponenttests were considerednecessaryto verify the static,
acoustic,and flutterstrengthadequacyof the ruddersmade of woven broadgoods:
1. A fatiguetest for biwovenmaterialwas performedon a sandwichbeam
specimen,P/N Z3943311,shown in Figure 12. This provideda means of
Z comparingbiwovenmaterialfatiguepropertiesfor an isotropiclayup with
7.62 cm tape graphite/epoxymaterial,where both were fabricatedfrom
r.-
prepregT300/N5208graphite/epoxy.
_ 2. Abolt bearingtest for a compositeof biwovenand uniwovenmaterialwas
conductedon the bearingspecimen,shown in Figure 14. This test verified
the bearingstrengthof the front spar flange layup which was typicalof
the combinedfront spar and skin to which the upper drive hinge isat-
tached. The test setup is shown in Figure 13.
3. A subcomponentvibrationshake test was conductedto verify the acoustic
and vibrationstructuralstrengthof the woven broadgoodsrudder.
4. A modal survey test was conductedon a completerudder to verify the
_- fluttersafetyof the upper metal rudder fittedwith a compositeaft
rudder.
Test Results
Test 1 - FatigueTest. -- The resultsof the fatiguetests of the bidirec-
-. tional broadgoodsspecimens(P/NZ3943311)were as follows:
StaticTest (one specimen)
FailureLoad = 5694 N (1280 Ib)
FailureStress = 344.6 MPa (49,980psi)
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FatigueTest (threespecimens)
Loading = +__3003N (+__675Ib)
1. Cyclesto Failure = 464,000
_- 2. Cyclesto Failure = 605,000
: 3. Cyclesto Failure = 361,000
Thesetestswereconductedat roomtemperatureand normalhumiditycondi-
tions. Environmentaldegradationfactorsshouldbe no worsethanfor other
_- T300/N5208graphite/epoxystructures.The resultsof the testson the two
typesof specimens(i.e.,the bidirectionalbroadgoodsversusthe7.62-cmtape
specimens)are shownin Table10.
_- TABLE 10
FATIGUETEST RESULTS
STATIC TEST FATIGUE TEST
RUDDER SPECIMEN NOMINAL AVG
PROGRAM PIN LAY UP t LOAD Ft LOADING CYCLES
-- ORIGINAL Z394111_7-50ol 1.12 MM 4982 N 397.2 MPa +3003 N(3-IN. TAPE) [0°/+45 /90 ]= (0.044 IN.) (1120 LB) (56,600 PSI) (+675 LB) 465,000
NEW Z3943311 1.37 MM 5649 N 344.6 MPa +3003 N 477,000
(BROAD- [(0_)0)*(+45)*]s (0.054 IN.) (1280 LB) (49,980 psi) (+675 LB)GOODS)
*BIDIRECTIONAL BROADGOODS
Test 2- Bolt Bearing Tests. -- The purpose of this test was to compare
-- the bearing strength properties of wovenbroadgoods(current rudder program)
with the properties for 7.62-cm tape (original rudder program), where both
_ material forms contained only T300/N5208graphite/epoxy prepreg. The layup of
the bearing specimenswas pseudoisotropic and representative of the combined
skin and spar flange at the drive hinge attach points.
The test specimenused for the current programis described in Figure 14
-- and has a layupequivalento the tapespecimensusedfor the boltbearing
testsof theoriginalrudderprogram. Thisspecimenwas designedso thattwo
testscouldbe conductedon eachspecimen.Six specimenswere fabricatedand
a totalof 12 testswere conductedusingthe testsetupshownin Figure13.
-- The testresultsare givenin Table11 alongwith thecomputationfor the
standarddeviation.The comparisonof the bearingstrengths hownin Table12
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TABLE 11
BOLT-BEARING TEST RESULTS (RT AND DRY HUMIDITY)
Li Li.LAv GSPECIMEN FAILURE LD FAILURE
NO. (i) (kN) (kN| DESCRIPTION
1 27.69 - 1.51 BOLT TENSION
2 31.47 2.27 COMPOSITEBEARING
3 27.25 - 1.96 BOLT TENSION --_
4 28.02 - 1.18 BOLT TENSION
5 29.87 - 0.67 COMPOSITEBEARING
6 29.02 --0.18 COMPOSITEBEARING
7 27.36 -- 1.85 BOLT TENSION
8 29.47 0.27 BOLT TENSION
9 27.85 - 1.36 BOLT TENSION
10 32.32 "3.11 COMPOSITEBEARING
11 30.58 1.38 BOLT TENSION
12 29.51 0.31 BOLT TENSION
AVG 29.20 "-"
[_ _ t 1/2 [29"951112STANDARD DEVIATION = Z;(Li-L,,VG) = 11
= 1.65 kN
TABLE 12
COMPARISONOF BEARINGSTRENGTH "
NEW ORIGINAL
RUDDER RUDDER
PROGRAM PROGRAM
AVERAGE LOAD (kN) 29.20 27.17
STANDARD DEVIATION (kN) 1.65 1.94
indicatesthatthe bearingstrengthfor the rudderof the currentprogramis
greaterthan for the originalrudder programand the scatteris less. Thus, --
it will be conservativeto use the "A" value and "B" value bearingstrength
allowablesfrom the data gatheredunder contractNAS1-12954for stress analy-
sis purposes.
Test 3- SubcomponentVibration,ShakeT st.-- Vibrationtestswerecon-
ductedon a box component(Figure15) representingthe upper end of the
compositerudder. The componentconsistedof the uppereightrib-baysof the -_
rudder, the upper hinge and actuatorfitting installations,and appropriate
sectionsof the leadingedge, trailingedge, and tip installations. The
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FIGURE 15. BOX COMPONENT - VIBRATION TEST
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aerodynamicfairingfor the upperactuatorfittingwas alsoinstalledas shown
in Figure15. The componentwas mountedon a vibrationtestmachineusing
productionpushrodsand attachinghardwareas showninFigure 16. The aero-
dynamicfairingwas removedin Figure16 for clarity.
Priorto the vibrationtest,the ruddercomponentwas inspectedby ultra-
sonicscanand someareasof suspecteddebondingwere detectedand markedon
the rudderto comparewith a posttestscanto establishwhetherany growthof
the debondedareasoccurreddue to vibration. -_
A modalsurveywas conductedfirstand sixchannelsof straingageswere
installedto monitorstressesin the componentat selectedlocationson the
skinpanels. A randomvibrationenvironment,basedon measuredservicecondi-
tions at the DC-IOfin tip and on acousticlevelsat the upperrudder,was
thenappliedto the specimen.The randomvibrationinput,overa frequency
bandwidthfrom 350 to 1800Hz,was equivalento 8.6-groot-mean-squarelateral
accelerationof the rudder.
The randomvibrationtestwas conductedfor46.5hours,the timerequired
to accumulate100millionstresscyclesin thecriticalskinpanel. This input
exceededthe maximumvibrationlevelsencounteredin servicedue to impinging
noiseand randomvibration.At the conclusionof 46.5hoursof testing,a
checkwas madeto determineif therehad beenanychangein the previously
determinedrudderrotationfrequency.
The frequenciesof therotationmodeand two othermodesweremeasured
followingthe randomtest. Comparisonsof pretestand posttestfrequencies
are listedbelow.
ModalFrequencies
Pretest(Hz) Posttest(Hz)
53 (rotation) 53_
111 108.9
174 Not read
197 195.2 i
w
w
FIGURE 16. BOX - VIBRATION TEST SETUP
JFollowingthe vibrationtest,the ruddersectionwas inspectedusinglthe
ultrasonicscanand therewereno new debondedareas,norany changesin the
pretestdebondedareas.
"--4
In a separatetestwitha dwellat the rotationfrequencyof 53 Hz, the
frequency,heldconstantat 53 Hz for 1 hour,thenchangedfrom53 Hz to
51,8Hz for466 minutes(7.8hours). The testwas terminatedat thispoint
sinceit appearedthatthe rotationfrequencyhad stabilized.
It was concludedthatthevibrationequivalento twicethe levelexperi-
encedin servicewill not affectthestructuralintegrityof thecomposite
rudderand thatDrawingWMC 7028,RudderAssembly- GraphiteCompositeUpper
Rudder,complieswith the acousticand vibrationstructuralrequirementsof
the FAA.
Test 4 - ModalSurveyVibrationTestand FlutterAnalysis.-- In order
to evaluatethe flutteranddynamiccharacteristicsof thewovenbroadgoods
rudder,sinusoidalresonancetestswere performedon a completerudderto
obtainthe firstthreeresonantfrequenciesand modesof vibration(Figure17).
Then,the identicalmodalsurveywas performedon a tapecompositerudder
manufacturedunderContractNAS1-12954.Thesetestswereconductedas follows:
The upperaft rudderswere eachsuspendedon strings,measurementstations
weremarked,and a 155.7-Npeakforceshakerattachedas shownin Figure17.The
rudderwas excitedwith constantpeakforcesinusoidalinputswhilethe frequency
was variedfrom 5 to 200 Hz. Acceleration-versus-frequencyresponseplots
weremadefor eachrudderconfiguration.The firstthreeresonantvibration
mode shapeswererecordedby measuringand plottingaccelerationsat many -_
locationsalongthe surfacewhilevibratingat the resonantfrequencies.Node
lineswere plottedas pointsof zeroaccelerationin eachof the vibration
modes.
Theselaboratoryvibrationtestsof the new compositeupperaft rudder -_
were performedto assesswhetherthechangein constructionsignificantly
affectedthe rigidityof the rudder. Table13 is a summarycomparisonof test
frequenciesof the tapelayerandwovenbroadgoodsdesigns. As can be seen,
thewovenbroadgoodsdesignexhibitedslightlyhigherfrequenciesthandid the
tapelayerdesign. The modeshapesdid notchangesignificantlybetweenthe
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FIGURE 17. SIMPLE LINE SUSPENSION FOR FREE-FREE RUDDER MODAL SURVEYI
I
TABLE 13
I DC-10 COMPOSITE UPPER AFT RUDDER FREQUENCIES
--501 RUDDER* -503 RUDDER**
MODE Hz Hz1 34.9 38.3
2 73.1 80.8
I 3 93.3 96.7 ....
*--501 RUDDER IS "TAPE LAYER" CONSTRUCTION
i **--503 RUDDER IS"WOVEN BROADCLOTH" CONSTRUCTION
I
I
rudders. The datashowthatthewovenbroadgoodconstructionincreasesthe
firstspanwisebendingfrequencyby 9.7 percent,torsionby 10.5percent,and
secondspanwisebendingby 3.6 percent.
It has beenshownthathigheraft rudderfrequenciesare beneficialto
flutterspeed. Therefore,it is concludedthatthe flutterspeedwiththe
wovenbroadgoodsdesignwill be equalto, or greaterthan,thatof thetape -_
layerdesign.
z
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SECTION5
_" CUREOF THE TEST RUDDERBOXAND RESULTS
,- One ship-setof graphite/epoxyrudder parts consistingof ribs, front and
rear spar, and skins was predensifiedat 394°K (250°F)for 1 hour at vacuum
,- pressureand stored in a freezerat 255°K (O°F). When all was in readiness,
the graphite/epoxyparts were removedfrom storage,warmed to room temperature,
removedfrom sealedwrappers,and loaded into the ruddermoldingtool along
with the internalmetal and rubber mandrels. The steel side plates were bolted
into place and the moldingtool was rolled into the oven. The thermocouple
_" and heaterwire harnessterminalswere connectedto the microprocessorand the
rudder box curing procedurewas started. The oven was set at a constant505°K
-- (450°F)during the heat-upperiod of 4-I/2 hours, at which time all functioning
thermocouplesindicated450°K (approximately350°F). This was consideredthe
start of the cure, and the oven temperaturewas reducedto 450°K (350°F).
This situationcontinuedrelativelyconstant,and the end of cure occurred
2-I/4 hours later, at which time the oven was opened.The moldingtool was
rolled out of the oven and allowedto cool down overnight.
_ During the cure, 99 thermocouplesin contactwith the rudderand the
molding tool Were monitored. The rudder locationsof these thermocouples,as
well as typicalteletypeprintoutsof temperaturereadings,are given in
AppendixC. AppendixC also containsa surveyand plot of skin temperatures
throughthe heat-upand cure periods.
To open the molding tool (PLM),the steel side plates and the closing
bars were first removed,therebypermittingthe rudder box to be removedby
lifting upward. Considerable difficulty was encountered in lifting the rudder
box. This was later thought to be caused by the shift of the internal metal
mandrels, which in turn was attributed to the use of 6.35-mm (O.25-inch) Teflon
insulation plates at the base of each metal mandrel heater spike (see Figure 18).
The external surfaces of the side skins and rear spar were well formed and
__ appeared to have very satisfactory resin content. However, when the rudder
was lifted off the PLM, it became apparent that the front spar and ribs were
damaged extensively. Due to the difficulty of viewing the damage inside the
rudder, the rudder was dissected by a cut made parallel to the front spar and
;PIKE
f FRONT SPAR LOCATOR PLANEj
6.35 MM (0.25 IN.)|
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I I i
f PLM
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FIGURE 18. DIAGRAM OF 6.35 MILLIMETER (0.25 INCH) TEFLON PL'ATE AT BASE OF THE
PLM METAL SPIKE --_
5.08cm (2 inches)aft of thefrontsparto producea forwardand aft portion
of therudder. Subsequentcutsof the forwardportionperpendicularto the
frontsparprovidedexcellentviewsof the frontsparweb cracks. Frontspar
and rib damageare shownin Figures19 to 26. A listof theproblemsencoun-
teredwith the testrudderboxcure is givenin Table14,togetherwith
probablecausesand the proposedremedies.
The rib indentations(Problem1 of Table14) run in the lengthwisedirec- -_
tionof mostof the rudderribs. Theseindentationslineup with theedgesof
the centralsectionof the rubbermandrelbetweenthe ribweb and themetal
mandrel. Locationmeasurementsof the ribWebs indicatethatthe centralpor-
tionsof eachrib web adjacentto the rib flangesaredisplacedfrom their
correctlocations.Fromtheseobservations,it was concludedthattherib
indentationsresultedfrom loadingthemoldingtool,startingfromone end,
withrubbermandrelsand densifiedgraphite/epoxydetailsthatwere too large --
for the availablespacein the PLM. Theseoversizerubbermandrelsand
graphite/epoxydetails,as theywerebeingloadedintothe PLM,tendedto --
causethe outeredgesof the ribsto be displacedfromthe centralportionsof
the rib (seeFigures19,25 and 26).
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TABLE14
TEST RUDDERCURE - LISTOF PROBLEMS
PROBLEM PROBABLE CAUSE PROPOSED SOLUTION
t--= 1. RIB INDENTATIONS RIB WEBS WERE DEFORMED DURING USE MORE ADVANCED DENSIFICATION:
(SEE FIGURES 11 AND 12) TOOL LOADING: 121.1°C (250°F), 3690 PA (100 PSI), 1 HOUR
: TOO THICK GR/EP RIB ITEMS RIBS, FRONT SPAR, SKINS, BLEEDER CLOTH
TOO MUCH RUBBER REDUCE RUBBER BY GRINDING OR SANDING
2. RIB FAILURES RIB INDENTATIONS AT TOOL LOADING MORE ADVANCED DENSIFICATION
_" (SEE FIGURES 9 AND 12) SQUEEZE OF SKINS AT TOOL LOADING MORE ADVANCED DENSIFICATION
TOOL SPRING BACK AT COOL*DOWN DRILL HOLES IN RUBBER TO REDUCE PRESSURE
POOR CORNER RADII BOLT UNTOROUING AT OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE
STIFFEN TOOL SIDE PLATES
RADIUS RUBBER MODERATELY
3. FRONT SPAR CRACKS SQUEEZE OF SKINS AT TOOL LOADING EXTRA SKIN DENSIFICATION
(SEE FIGURES 7 AND 8) POOR CORNER RADII RADIUS RUBBER MODERATELY
EXCESSIVE TOOL SPRING*BACK SAME AS FOR PROBLEM 2
THERMAL STRAIN DUE TO F/S LOCATOR RELAX FIT OF ACCESS HOLE METAL DISCS TO
METAL MANDRELS
4. THERMOCOUPLE DENTS RELATIVE MOVEMENT OF FRONT THREAD THE SUPPORT PINS AND ADD JAMB NUT
IN FRONT SPAR WEB SPAR LOCATOR WITH RESPECT TO UNDER FRONT SPAR LOCATOR
(SEE FIGURE 10) THE THERMOCOUPLE SUPPORT PINS
5. LOOSE METAL MANDRELS DEFORMATION OF 1/4-INCH TEFLON REMOVE THE TEFLON PLATE AND REPLACE BY
AFTER CURE CYCLE PLATE AT BASE OF EACH METAL ONE OF ALUMINUM
t--" MANDREL
: 6. DIFFICULT REMOVAL OF PROBLEM 5 SAME AS FOR PROBLEM 5
RUDDER AND F/S LOCATOR
FROM MOLDING TOOL
FIGURE 19. RIB INDENTATIONS
SIDE SKIN
FRONT SPAR LOCATOR
__ THERMOCOUPLE
AND SUPPORT PIN
FIGURE 20, THERMOCOUPLE INDENTATIONS
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FIGURE 21. FRONT SPAR WEB DAMAGE - STA ZAR = 482.10
FIGURE 22. FRONT SPAR WEB TO FLANGE DAMAGE
f
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FIGURE 23. RIB WEB DAMAGE - STA ZAR 502.47
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FIGURE 24. FRONT SPAR WEB THERMOCOUPLE INDENTATIONS
-FIGURE 25. RIB WEB INDENTATIONS
FIGURE 26. RIB WEB INDENTATIONS AND DAMAGE
Rib and front spar web failures (Problems2 and 3 of Table 14) were caused
primarilyby the spring-backof the rudder box moldingtool during tool cool-
down. During heat-up,the trappedrubberexpandsand exerts considerable
pressureon the PLM steel side plates. These plates deflectdue to the rubber --
pressureand the rudder box skins gel againstthe steel side plates in this
oversizecondition. When the cure is complete,the cooldownphase commences.
As the rubber pressuregraduallyreducesto zero, the steel side plates tend
to springback and exert pressureson the rudder box inside the steel molding
tool. Gradually,the allowablecompressivestrainsin the rib and front spar
webs were exceeded,resultingin failure.
The thermocoupleindentations(Problem4 of Table 14) were between
0.254 mm (0.010 inch) and 0.381 mm (0.015inch) deep and occurred in the for-
ward face of the front spar web at a criticalsection(midwaybetweenthe front
spar web access holes and an equal distancefrom the left and right front spar
flanges). The front spar locatoris not supportedcontinuously;therefore,
during a cure cycle, the rubber pressureproducesa bendingdeflectionof the
front spar locator. In this condition,the thermocouplesupportpins penetrate
a littleabove the front spar locatorand indentthe front spar (see Figures
20 and 24). These indentationsoccur at a relativelycriticalfront spar
section.
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SECTION6
_" RECOVERYINVESTIGATION
_- The recovery investigation task was organized to determine the underlying
reasons for the unsuccessful attempt to mold the composite rudder box for the
_ test rudder. In addition, it was decided that this investigation should
attempt to penetrate deeper into the sensitivity of trapped rubber molding to
place it on a sound engineering basis. The following is a list of tasks or
investigations undertaken:
-- I. Resin and void content tests (test rudder box)
2. Shrinkage of DAPCO38-3 silicone rubber rectangular slabs
3. Mold release spray tests
4. Looseness of internal metal spikes after the test rudder cure
5. Front spar web thermocouple indentations
- 6. Rubber mandrel oversize investigation
7. Rib web indentations (test rudder box)
8. Coefficient of thermal expansion (DAPCO38-3 silicone rubber)
9. Bulk modulus tests (DAPCO38-3 silicone rubber)
- I0. Resin gel temperature determination
11. Dummypart fabrication and size determination
12. New rubber mandrel casting
__ 13. Front spar reinforcement to resist tool spring-back effects
14. Endurance of rubber mandrels
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Task 1 -- Resin and Void ContentTests (Test RudderBox)
Tests to determinethe resin and void contentvalues for specimens
obtainedfrom the unsuccessfulrudder box were carriedout. The resultsare
given in Table 15. These values lie within the requirementsof DPS 1.621-2
(DouglasProcessSpecification)and are satisfactory.
TABLE 15
RESIN AND VOID CONTENT - TEST RUDDER BOX
RIB SPAR DPS
SKIN SPAR WEB WEB J-621-2
PERCENT RESIN CONTENT 23.57 23.08 22.70 24.36 21 TO 31
(PERCENTBY WEIGHT)
PERCENT VOID CONTENT 0.07 --0.15 0.06 2.08 2 (MAX)
(PERCENT BY VOLUME)
FIBER VOLUME (PERCENT) 70.18 70.90 71.19 67.87 m
DENSITY (GM/CU CM) 1,5978 1.6039 1.6026 1.5613
Task 2 -- Shrinkageof DAPCO 38-3 SiliconeRubber RectangularSlabs
This test was devisedto permit comparisonof the shrinkageof rectangular
slabs of DAPCO 38-3 siliconerubber subjectedto variouscure cycles.
Molded rubber slabs were cast using DAPCO 38-3 siliconerubberwith the
additionof 5 percent'thinnerand 5 percentcatalyst. Four castingswere made
and four differentcycleswere used to cure them. A descriptionof each rubber
slab and each cure cycle is given in Table 16.
Each cured rubber specimenwas subjectedto three separateheat cycles of
450°K (350°F)for 4 hours. The specimens were unrestrainedduring these
heat cycles. Dimensionalmeasurementswere made after each cycle was completed
and the specimenshad cooled down to room temperature(see Table 17).
The resultsof this test clearlyindicatethe advantageof rubber cure
cycle No. 2, since shrinkagedue to cure cycles No. 1 and 2 shows a reduction
from 0.002 m (0.080in.) to 0.0003m (0.010in.) (Table17, Column 5).
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TABLE 16
"-" DAPCO38-3 SPECIMENSAND CURE CYCLE
DESCRIPTION FOR SHRINKAGE TEST
SPECIMEN
NO. 1 NO. 2 NO. 3 NO. 4
RUBBER WITH
r--- PLAIN RUBBER PLAIN RUBBER PLAIN RUBBER METAL SCREENING
(OLD CURE CYCLE) (NEW CURE CYCLE) (NEW CURE CYCLE) (NEW CURE CYCLE)
(HOURS) (HOURS) (HOURS} (HOURS)
CAST SILICONE RUBBER SPECIMENS AND CURE IN MOLD
R.T. (HOURS) 48 48 96 48
65.6°C (IN
(150°F) MOLD) 2 2 2 2
REMOVE FROM MOLD FOR POSTCURE
93.3°C
(200VF) -- 4 4 4
121L1°C
(250°F) 2 4 4 4
148h9°C
(300VF)' -- 4 4 4
176L7°C
(350°F) 2 4 4 4
TABLE 17
DAPCO38-3 SPECIMEN SHRINKAGE VERSUS
TIMES AT 176.7°C (3.50°F)
- (9 @ ® ® .® ® ® ® ® @
SPECIMEN DIMENSION
SHRINKAGE DUE
TO HEAT CYCLING
AFTER SHRINKAGE m, (IN.I
ORIGINAL ORIGINAL DUE TO AFTER HEAT AFTER HEAT AFTER HEAT
SPECIMEN DIMENSION CASTING CURE CURE CYCLE NO. 1 CYCLE NO- 2 CYCLE NO- 3 TOTAL PER UNIT
NO. 1 h _).423 0.421 0.002 0.420 0.420 0.420 0.001143 0.00270
-- (16.6_5) (16.575) (0.080) (16.550) (16.534) (16.530) (0.045)
w - 0.0833 0.0830 0.083 0.0829 0.000381 0.00457
(3.280) (3.268) (3.270) (3.265) (0.015)
I t - 0.0391 0.0389 0.0388 0.0386 0.000508 0.0130(1.540) (1.530) (1.528) (1.520) (0.020)
" NO. 2 h 0.422 0.422 0.0003 0.420 0.420 0.420 0.00127.0 0.00301
(16.610) (16.600) (0.010) (16.550) (16.550) (16.550) (0.050)
w -- 0.0815 0.0810 0.0815 0.0815 0 0
(3.210) (3.190) .(3.210) (3.210)
t -- 0,O401 0,0395 0.0395 0.0394 0.000660 0.0165
(1.578) (1.555) (1.555) (1.552) (0.026)
NO. 3 h 0.421 0.421 0.0004 0.420 0.418 0.418 0.002464 0.00585
(16.588) (16.572) (0.016) (16.550) (16.475) (16,475) (0.097)
w -- 0.0826 0.0824 0.0824 0.0824 0.000127 0.00154
(3.250) (3.245) (3.245) (3.245) (0.005)
t - 0.040 0.0392 0.0392 0.0392 0.000381 0.00962
(1.560) (1.545) (1.545) (1.545) (0.015)
NO. 4 h 0.421 0.421 0:0003 0.421 0.421 0.421 0 0
(16.585) (16.575) (0.010) (16.575) (16.575) (16.575)
w - 0.0841 0.0841 0.0841 0.0841 0 O
(3.310) (3.310) (3.310) (3.310)
t - 0.0391 0.0384 0.0384 0.0381 0.00102 ' 0.0260
(1.540) (1.510) (1.510) (1.500) (0.04|
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Task 3 u Mold Release Spray Tests
With a view to reducing the amount of bulk inside the PLM, it was proposed
that mold release spray be substituted for the O.0762-mm-thick (O.O03-inch-
thick)Teflon tape used in the manufacture of.the first ten rudders for protect-
ing the rubber mandrels and providing a nonstick surface. Ease of applying a
liquid release agent as compared with Teflon tape was the basic consideration.
Sample sprayed-on coats of 0.0508/0.0762 mm(0.002/0.003 inch) thick were
tried. The samples were cured for
16 hours minimum at room temperature
2 hours at 339°K (150°F)
2 hours at 394°K (250°F)
The release agent worked well as a release for rubber mandrels used in a
mold. However, its inability to slide against itself made it inappropriate
for application to the rudder rubber mandrels.
Task 4 m Looseness of Internal Metal Spikes After the
Test Rudder Cure
The looseness of the internal metal spikes and the difficulty of removing
the rudder and front spar locator from the molding tool, as described in
Table 14, were attributedto the 6.35-mm (O.25-inch)Teflon plate at the base
of each metal spike (Figure18). These were replacedby aluminumplates of
equal thicknessand size. During a subsequenttrial assemblyof the molding
tool, it was discoveredthat the rubbermandrelsused for the unsuccessful
rudder cure did not fit well with the newly assembledmetal mandrels. Thus,
it was resolvedthat new rubbermandrelswould have to be cast before an
attemptwas made to cure anotherrudder box as it would be too difficultto
orient the metal mandrels to fit the existingrubber.
Task 5 m Front Spar WebThermocouple Indentations
The thermocoupleindentations(Figures20 and 24) were between0.254 and
0.382 mm (0.010and 0.015 inch) deep and occurredin the forwardface of the
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front spar web at a criticalsection (midwaybetweenthe front spar web access
holes and an equal distance from the front spar flanges). This problemwas
eliminatedby threadingthe supportpins and adding jamb nuts under the front
spar locator (see Figure 27). A height adjustmentnut was also added at the
base of each thermocouplepin.
RUBBER PRESSURE
tNT SPAR
LOCATOR
FIGURE 27. MODIFICATION OF THERMOCOUPLE PIN INSTALLATION TO PREVENT '
F/S INDENTATIONS
Task 6 -- RubberMandrelOversize Investigation
The extensivefront spar and rib cracks (see Figures21 to 26) in the
unsuccessfulrudder box were indicativeof very high rubber pressure,which
-- meant that the rubber mandrelswere oversize. This led the investigatorsto
: theorizethat the rudder thicknessmay be oversize since the moldingtool side
plateswould deflectexcessivelyunder high rubber pressure. Measurementsof
the height of the front spar indicateda possibleoversizeof 3.30 mm (0.130
inch). Calculationsbased on this oversizefront spar produceda computed
rubber pressureof 5.28 MPa (766 psi) (seeAppendixB).
-- Subsequentinvestigationsrevealedthat the front spar locator,which was
used to locate the dummy part for castingthe front spar rubbermandrels,was
-- 4.064 mm (0.160inch) oversize. Becausethe front spar rubbermandrelswere
used to locate the dummy part for castingthe internalrubbermandrels,the
_ resultinginternalmandrelswere cast 4.064 mm (0.160inch) oversizeat the
front spar and tapereddown to the propersize at the rear spar.
-- It was resolvedthat new rubber mandrelswould be needed for the next
ruddercure and that the new rubber mandrelswould be thoroughlyinspected
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before use to avoid the possibility of a size error. The measurements result-
ing from this inspection are described in Task 12 and also in Appendix P.
Task 7 -- Rib Web Indentations(Test Rudder Box)
It is clear that the size of the rubber mandrels and the B-stage woven
graphite/ epoxy details must be as small as possible for proper loading of the
PLM. Thus, for the next loadingof the PLM, the graphite/epoxydetailswere
predensifiedvery close to their final thickness. This densificationwas done
at 394°K (250°F)and vacuum pressurefor 30 minutes.
Task 8 -- Coefficientof ThermalExpansion '--
(DAPC038-3 SiliconeRubber)
Accuratevalues of the thermalcoefficientof expansionfor DAPC0 38-3
siliconerubber were necessaryto enable the rubber pressureinside the rudder
box moldingtool to be calculated. Therefore,tests were conductedto deter-
mine the linearthermalcoefficientof expansionfor DAPC0 38-3 silicone
rubber with and withoutembeddedwire mesh. A completedescriptionof these
tests and the results is given in Appendix F. A summary of the results is
given in Table 18. TABLE 18
RESULTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT TESTS '°:
DAPCOCAST 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
(1) R (2) eCR (xl06 m/m/OK )e L (xl06 m/m/OK)
SPECIMEN DIMENSION
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN 0.0254 m 0.0762 m 0.1524 m PER
DESCRIPTION NO. (1 IN.) (3 IN.) (6 IN.) SPECIMEN AVERAGE
DAPCO 38-3 WITH 1 479 185 108 772* 1 A!
EMBEDDED METAL 3 293 178 80 551 / ' 565
MESH 5 331 172 76 579 J
DAPCO 38-3 ONLY 2 182 187 179 548
4 152 179 177 508 528
6 155 185 189 529
*IRREGULAR TEST RESULT _REF; APPENDIX F)
(I) R
e L : SYMBOL FOR THE RUBBER LINEAR COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION
(2) eCR : SYMBOL FOR THE RUBBER CUBIC COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION
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It is assumedthat the cubic expansioncoefficient,a , should be the
F- same for the two types of specimens:
R
"- _C = 546.5 x 10-6 (m3/m3/°K)
= 303.6 x 10-6 (in.3/in.3/°F)
The specimensfor the thermalexpansioncoefficienttests were made from
__ Dapcocast38-3 siliconerubber,three with expanded-metalmesh and three with-
out. These specimenswere cured as describedfor specimenNo. 2 (Table16).
Specimendimensionsare shown in Figure 28. It should be noted that metal
screeningused with three of the specimenswas placed in the middle of the
specimenwith the longitudinaldirectionin line with the O.1524-meter(6-inch)
-- dimension. This metal screeningis describedas 2.5 black metal lath, 0.79-
by 1.27-cmdiamonds,26-gauge steel.
_0.0762
(3IN.)
0.0254
( 1IN.)
t
•--- _ (6IN.)
NOTE: WIRE MESH CAST
TO WITHIN 1/4 INCH
OF SPECIMEN EDGE
FIGURE 28. SPECIMEN - THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT TEST -
DAPCOCAST 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
The DAPCO 38-3 siliconerubberwas preparedin the followingmanner:
Add 5-percentDAPCO 38-3 thinnerby weight. Thoroughlymix with 5-percent
r- catalyst. Deaeratein vacuumchamberfor 10 to 15 minutes. Rubberwill remain
fluid for about 3 hours. Cure the rubber specimenas follows:
Room Temperature 24 hours
333°K (140°F) 2 hours
-- 394°K (250°F) 4 hours
450°K (350°F) 4 hours
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Task 9 -- Bulk ModulusTests (DAPCO38-3 Silicone Rubber)
A knowledgeof the bulk modulus propertiesfor DAPCO 38-3 siliconerubber
is requiredto computetrappedrubber pressure. A descriptionof these tests
and the resultsare given in AppendixJ. The final bulk modulusproperties
(i.e.,the averagevalues for the relationshipbetweenrubber pressureand
bulk strain)are given in Figure 29. !
Additionaltests were then conductedto demonstratethe abilityto utilize __
the bulk modulus propertiesfor predictingrubber pressuredue to the applica-
tion of heat to a specimenof rubber trappedin an enclosure. These tests
were successfuland are describedin Appendix K.
The number of cure cycles for which rubbermandrelsmay be used is not
known. However,the bulk modulus propertiesof a rubber specimenwhich had
undergone43 heat cyles were determinedin Test 97 of AppendixJ. These
propertiesare plottedin Figure 29 and show excellentagreementwith the
average propertiesin this figure. It can thus be concludedthat rubber man-
drels are usable for greaterthan 43 heat cycles providedthe rubber pressure
is kept below 2.07 MPa and the temperaturebelow 450°K.
Task 10 -- Resin Gel Temperature Determination
In view of the importance of providing 0.69 MPa (100 psi) rubber pressure
before resin gel occurs during the rudder box cure cycle, it is important to
establish the temperature of the rubber mandrels (during the cure cycle) when
gel occurs. The gap size of rubbermandrelsmust be designedto provide
0.69 MPa at the gel temperature.
The first step consistedof determiningthe gel temperaturefor a particu-
lar heat rise rate for T300/N5208graphite/epoxywoven broadgoods. The test
method to acquirethis data is describedin AppendixH. The gel temperature
resultsof these tests are given in Table H-I. The gel temperatureis pre-
sentedas a region in Figure H-1 rather than as a definitetemperature,since
this test method only produceddata for the O.56°K/minute(1°F/minute)heat
rise gel temperaturewithin 5.6°K and the O.83°K/minuteheat rise gel tempera-
ture within 11.1°K.
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FIGURE 29. RELATIONSHIP OF PRESSUREVERSUS BULK STRAIN
-- (DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER)
The second step consisted of preparing the graphs in Figures H-2 to H-7.
-- Thesegraphscontainsevenlinesradiatingfromthe roomtemperature,zero-time
origin,whereeach linerepresentsa heatriseratefrom0.56to 0.89°kper
_ minute. An upperand a lowergel temperaturelinewas drawnto intersecteach
radiallineusingdatafromFigureH-I. Then,thermocoupledatafromthe
teletyperecordsof the testruddercurecycle(TableC-2)wereplottedon
thesegraphs. Eachgraphcontainsthedata fromone thermocouple.Judgment
is usedto replacethe thermocoupledata curveby an averageheat-uprate line.
-- The intersectionof theaverageheat-upratelinewitha gel temperatureline
givesthe theoreticalgel temperatureand timeto gel. The actualgel tempera-
- ture is the thermocoupledatavalueat the timeto gel. Thesevaluesare
displayedon eachgraphin AppendixC.
Thesegraphsfor the purposeof estimatingthe gel temperaturewere pre-
paredfor six thermocouplereadingslocatedat threerudderstations
-- (ZAR= 413.53,476.94,and 555.47). A summaryof the estimatedgel temperatures
at eachrudderstationis givenin TableH-2.
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Table H-2 actuallygives the temperaturerange duringwhich gel occurs at
the three rudder locations. Since it has been agreed that it is necessaryto --
have a minimumof O.69-MPa (lO0-psi)rubber pressureat the gel temperature,
the rubber gap will be designedto providea minimumof 0.69 MPa just before
gel occurs. These design criteriaare given in Table H-3. The temperaturesfor
which the rubber should producea minimumof 0.69 MPa are derivedfrom Table H-2.
The temperaturefor which the rubber pressureshould not exceed 2.07 MPa (300
psi) is the nominal peak temperatureof the cure cycle.
Task II - Dummy Part Fabricationand Size Determination
Previousdummy parts consistedof fiberglassbondedon a sheet of plywood
backing,which representedthe left- and right-handdummy skins. There were
also 31 dummy ribs and the dummy front spar of aluminumsheet. These items
constitutedthe dummy part and were assembledinto the PLM to form a shape
suitablefor castingthe internalrubbermandrels.
This dummy part was designed so that the rubbermandrels cast would pro-
vide a O.508-mm (O.020-inch)gap betweenthe mandrelsand the inner surfaceof
the cured compositerudder box. Naturalshrinkageof the rubbermandrelsduring
the rubber cure procedure(Table17, specimenNo. 4) was compensatedfor by
wrappingsof O.089-mm (O.O035-inch)Teflon tape as a protectivecoat on the
sectionedrubber mandrels. This rubber gap was emPiricallydevelopedunder
ContractNASI-12954and it worked successfullyfor the cure of II rudders.
It was establishedin Task No. 6 and Appendix'Bthat the internalrubber
mandrels used in the cure of the test rudderwere oversizeand that a new set
of mandrelswould have to be cast. The plywoodbase used for constructingthe
dummy part skins was suspectedof warpingduring the rubber cure procedure.
Also, the flatnesstoleranceof plywoodwas consideredinsufficientfor the
fabricationof futuredummy parts.
Replacementdummy part side skins were fabricatedusing 6.35-mm (O.25-inch)
aluminum plate as a base in place of the plywood. These dummy skins were laid
up to providea rubber gap of 0.508 mm (0.020 inch). The left-handside dummy
skin was cured under vacuum pressureand was near design gauges. The right-
hand side dummyskin, however, was cured under O.35-MPa (50-psi) pressure and
resulted in an undersize part. An undersize dummyskin could produce rubber
mandrels with reduced gap.
A survey of the left- and right-hand dummyskin thicknesses was made and
._ a record is given in Appendix D. An estimate of the gap allowances was also
made (Appendix L). There was considerable variation in these gap allowances.
Figures L-6 and L-7 were prepared to permit a judgment to be made concerning
the rubber gaps that would result from casting rubber mandrels with the dummy
skins. The shaded area of these figures shows what rubber gaps are accePtable
-- to provide a satisfactory rubber pressure during graphite/epoxy rudder box cure
cycle. On this basis, the dummyskins were judged to be acceptable.
The dummyribs were fabricated from 1.60-mm (O.063-inch) and 2.03-mm
(O.080-inch) standard aluminum sheet for the secondary and hinge ribs, respec-
_- tively. This choice was based on the following information:
- I. The desired rubber gap per rib face after casting, curing, sectioning, and
Teflon wrapping should be 0.508 mm(0.020 inch).
2. Rubber shrinkage due to cure equals 0.005 cm per cm.
3. Teflon tape used for wrapping the rubber sections is 0.076 mm(0.003 in.).
Task 12 - Cast NewRubberMandrels
-- Preparations were made to cast new rubber for the front spar flange and
also new internal rubber mandrels for the next rudder cure. The wire screen
_ reinforcement for the front spar forward flange rubber was installed in the
PLMand is shown in Figure P-I. The front spar forward flange dummyparts,
which were sized to provide a O.508-mm (O.020-inch) rubber gap, were placed in
position on the PLM (Figure P-2) and made ready for the rubber pour. The front
spar forward flange rubber was poured and subjected to a 2-day room temperature
-- cure followedby 4 hours at 339°K (150°F). At this time, measurementsof the
rubber gap dimensionswere made at variousZAR stationsand are recorded in
Table P-2.
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Postcuringout of the tool up to 450°K (350°F)was accomplishedlater
along with the curing of the main rubbermandrels. Cylindricaltest specimens
(If.9 cm diameterby 2.5 cm thick)were cast using the same rubber mixtureand
cured up to 450°K (350°F). The excessiveshore hardnessvalues (65) of these
specimenslead to the discoverythat:
I. Six percentcuring agent had been mixed with the Dapco 38-3 silicone
rubber receivedfrom the vendor.
2. The vendor'sDapco 38-3 alreadycontained9-percentthinner.
The desired rubbercompositionwas the one used to cast all the specimens
used for the Dapco 38-3 siliconerubber propertiesinvestigationreported in
AppendixJ. That mixturewas as follows:
I. Dapco 38-3 pure siliconerubber
2. Thinner (5 percentof pure rubber)
3. Curing agent or catalyst (5 percentof pure rubber).
However, specimensfrom the 6-percentcuringagent compositionwere tested
and indicationswere that the physicalpropertiesof this rubber were not sig-
nificantlydifferentfrom the propertiesgiven in AppendixJ.
The rubbermixture used to pour the main internalrubbermandrelswas
formulatedby adding4-I/2 percent*curing agent by weight to Batch 257 of
Dapco 38-3, which contained9-percentthinner. This mixturewas degassed
under vacuum conditionsand poured into the assembleddummy parts and PLM,
which is describedbelow.
*Batch 257 of Dapco 38-3 contained9 percentthinner
Siliconerubber content= 91 percent
Therefore5 percentcatalyst= 0.05 x 91 percent= 4.55 percentof Batch 257.
Preparationswere made to cast the main internalrubbermandrels. The
dummy front spar web was laid on the front spar locator. Four breakawaymetal
mandrelswere mountedon each heater spike. Six stripsof metal screeningwere
attachedto each metal mandrel and spacerswere used to keep each strip about
0.64 cm (1/4 inch) off each metal mandrel (see FiguresC-3, C-4, and C-5).
When this was completed,the dummy skins and dummy ribs were placed in position
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on the PLM(see Figure C-5). The 5.08-cm-thick steel PLMside plates were
clamped on the .outer sides of the dummy skins to stiffen the dummy skins and
keep them properly located.
After the mold assembly was filled with the silicone rubber mixture, the
following cure took place:
In the dummypart mold
"- 36 hours at room temperature
4 hours at 339°K
With the dummyskins and ribs removed
4 hours at 366°K
_- 4 hours at 394°K
4 hours at 422°K
" 4 hours at 450°K
After completion of the cure cycle, the main rubber mandrels were removed
from the PLMand trimmed of excess rubber flashing. A preliminary dimensional
check of mandrels 4, II, 20, and 27* was compared with drawing rudder dimensions,
and indications were that a satisfactory rubber gap existed. Then the rubber
mandrels, which are pyramid-shaped on the outside with a pyramid hollow on the
_- inside, were sectioned into six pieces similar to the section view in Figure 30.
RUDDER SKIN
,.__. F TYPICAL RIB/
_ A B
METAL D _ METAL _ METAL
C MANDREL MANDREL MANDREL
RUDDER SKIN
FIGURE 30. CROSSSECTION OF RUBBER MANDREL SECTIONS
-- *The internal rubber mandrels are numbered from 1 to 30, one for each rib-bay
starting from the large end of the rudder. The mandrels for each bay (I-30)
are further subdivided into IA, IB, IC, ID, IE, and IF, etc., to 30A, 30B,
-- 30C, 30D, 30E and 3OF.
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The volume of each of six sections ofmandrels 4, II, 20, and 27 was -
measured by immersing the sections in a container of water and measuring the
amount of overflow. The resulting rubber mandrel volumes are given in Table -_
P-3. The purpose of measuring the volume of the rubber mandrels of rudder bays
4, II, 20, and 27 was to verify that the rubber was sized properly. To accom-
plish this, it was necessary to estimate the following quantities per rudder
bay at room temperature:
I. Rubber mandrel volume
2. Metal mandrel volume
3. Composite material volume
4. PLMtool inside volume.
The rubber mandrel volumes were obtained by the method described above.
The metal mandrel and the PLMtool inside volumes were.obtained by linear
dimension measurement. The composite material volumes were estimated using
PLMtool inside dimensions and layup nominal postcure thicknesses. The results
of these estimates are given in Table P-4 of Appendix P. The maximumand
minimum rubber gap estimates emerged from the computations of maximumand
minimum tool bay volumes. This resulted from the location of the dummyribs
in the oversize slots in the dummyskins (due to the tolerance requirements Of
placing30 dummy ribs in 30 slots in the left- and right-handdummy skins during
the rubbercasting effort).
The desiredrubber gap after one layer of O.076-mm (O.O03-inch)Teflon
tape is wrappedaround each rubber mandrelsectionwas 0.508 mm (0.020 inch)
although the gaps in the "adequategap"range of FiguresL-6 and L-7 would be
satisfactory. Columns II and 12 of Table P-4 give the maximumand minimumof
the estimatedrubber gap for the sectionedmain rubbermandrels.
Taking into considerationthe accuracyof these measurementsand estimates,
it was concludedthat the gaps betweenthe main rubbermandrelsand the side
plates of the PLM tool were satisfactoryfor the curing of anotherrudder box.
Task 13 - Front Spar Reinforcementto ResistTool Spring-BackEffects
Rib and front spar web failures (Problems2 and 3 of Table 14) are caused
primarilyby the spring-backof the rudder box molding tool during tool cooldown.
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Stiffeningof the tool sideplateswas onemethodtakenintoconsideration
for reducingfrontsparand rib compressivestrainsdue to toolspring-back.
Preliminarycalculationsindicatedthatthe toolsideplateswouldhaveto be
stiffenedaboutfourtimestheirpresentstiffnessto alleviatethe possibility
of toolspring-backcrushing(Figure31). Thiswas consideredimpractical.
: It was decidedto remedythe crushingof the compositerudderboxduring
toolcooldownby reinforcingthe frontsparweb. Itwas anticipatedthatthe
internalrubbermandrelswouldbe castso thatthe internalpressureduringa
ruddercurecyclewouldnotexceed2.07-MPa(300-psi)pressure.Thus,the
-- frontsparweb was reinforcedto supportthe toolspring-backloadsresulting
froma maximumof 2.07-MParubberpressure.
The distributionof reinforcinglayersaddedto thefrontsparweb is
shownin FiguresM-l and M-2. Theseadditionalayersweredesignedto provide
r---
sufficientstrengthto haltthe toolsideplatespring-backbeforethe front
sparweb compressiondeformationexceeded8000_m/m (8000_in./in.).These
frontsparreinforcinglayersare orientedperpendicularto the hingelineto
preventany significantincreasein rudderstiffness.A typicalcalculation
and theresultsfor threeruddersectionsaregivenin AppendixM and Figures
M-4,M-5,and M-6.
Task 14- Enduranceof RubberMandrels
One littleknownfactorwas the abilityof therubbermandrelsto produce
consistentpressureduringmanyrepetitionsof curecycles. The resultsof
Test97 recordedin AppendixJ indicatedthat a cylindricalspecimenof Dapco"
38-3 siliconerubberperformedverywell after43 heat/pressurecycles,but
thesecyclesdid not accuratelysimulatean actualrudderbox curecycle.
Itwas consideredesirableto monitortherubberpressureduringthe
anticipatedproductionof II rudderboxes. The use of pressuregagesmounted
in the PLM sideplateswas consideredunreliableand expensive.Therefore,it
was decidedthatthisjob couldbe donesimplyand inexpensivelyby bonding
straingageson theouterfaceof the PLM sideplatesand recordingthe readings
throughouthecurecycle. Thiswas doneat StationZAR =461 midwaybetween
thefrontand rearsparson the left-and right-handsideplates.
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During a cure cycle, the pressurefrom the internalrubber mandrelswould
deflect the PLM side plates and produce strains. These side plate strains were
compared with the results from beam theory calculations and an estimate of the
rubber pressurewas obtained. The relationshipbetweenthe PLM side plate
strains and internal rubber pressure (namely, that plate strain of 716 gm/m
_- represents2.07-MPa (300-psi)rubber pressure)are given in AppendixE. The
resultsof this survey,throughthe curing of II rudder boxes, are shown in
__ Figure E-I.
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SECTION7
_- RUDDERPRODUCTION
The new rubber mandrels were declared to be satisfactory (Section 6,
: Task 13). A complete set of laid-up parts were predensified for 30 minutes at
394°K (250°F) at vacuumpressure. These parts were loaded into the PLMto
L
_- fabricate the replacement test rudder and subjected to the cure cycle which
consisted of:
• • Roomtemperature to 450±8°K at 0.55 to l.l°K per minute (350 ± 15°F
at 1 to 2°F/minute).
e Hold at 450°K (350°F) nominal with no thermocouple exceeding 461°K
__ (370°F), for 3 hours starting with the first thermocouple to reach
: 436°K(325°F).
-- • Coolbelow339°K(150°F)for all thermocouplereadingsbeforeopening
the mold.
Afterthe replacementestrudderboxwas cured,the visualinspection
revealedthatthe skinsand frontand rearspareswerefine,but thatmore than
halfof the ribshad splinterycracksand threeof the ribshad 7.6-to lO.2-cm
breaks. Numerousribswere indentedmoderately(seeFigure19). The faulty
-- ribs were situated in the lower two-thirds of the replacement test rudder.
Thus, it appeared that the shake test specimen, which makesuse of the upper
-- 1.2 m of the rudder box, could be fabricated from the replacement test rudder.
Moisture Contamination
-- The rib problem was attributed to the following. The ribs for the No. 2
test rudder box had been stored in the freezer for 9 months. Whenremovedfrom
_ thefreezer,theyexhibiteda dullgray,verydry appearanceand lackedtacki-
nessafterthawingout. Theywerequitelimpeventhoughtheyhad beenorigi-
nallystoredin the predensifiedcondition.Itwas suspectedthatthe postcure
conditionof theseribscouldbe.attributedto moisturecontamination.Tests
on a precuredrib indicatedthatthe desiredfreshtackyappearanceand stiff-
nesscouldbe restoredby subjectingthe rib to a repeatpredensificationcycle
withoutadverselyaffectingthe time-to-gelpropertyof theresin. Itwas then
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decided that graphite/epoxy items that had been stored in the freezer for
several months would be subjected to a second predensification cycle before
being used for the curing of the production rudders.
With this decision made, the prospects for the fabrication of an improved
rudder box appeared very favorable. Therefore, the next rudder box (identified
as the No. 1 production rudder) was loaded into the PLMand subjected to the -_
standard cure cycle. After the rudder box had completed the cure cycle and had
been removed from the tool, the visual inspection revealed that the skins, ribs, -_
and spars were of good quality.
Molding Tool (PLM) Modification
During the cure of the first production rudder, considerable difficulty
was experienced because of the unreliable readings of many of the thermocouples
that the microprocessor used for controlling the output of the internal electric
heaters. Improper functioning of the thermocouples was attributed to worn and
damaged wiring. The heater and thermocouple wiring was accumulated into bundles,
which were permanently attached to the PLMand had to be moved in and out of the
oven with the PLM. Furthermore, during the loading and unloading of the PLM,
the wire bundles were vulnerable to damage from foottraffic.
Since the proper functioning of the microprocessor during a rudder cure
was dependent on the receipt of good, reliable thermocouple information, it was
considered essential to improve the thermocouple and heater wiring connections
before the next rudder box was cured. A thermocouple and heater improvement
effort was conducted to provide quick disconnects'at the PLM. Thus, the wire -_
bundles would remain in the oven throughout the rest of the rudder fabrication
program and remain connected to the Doric Digitend 220 _P multiplexer. This
would reduce the probability of damage to the Doric during the connect/disconnect
operation originally required for each rudder cure effort. The wiring with the
fiberglass insulation was retained. The fiberglass insulation has a tendency
of becoming dry and brittle with use in the oven and requires regular inspection
and repair. An attempt was made to rewire with kapton-insulated wiring, but the
required lead time to obtain delivery was unacceptable.
: RudderProduction
_- Withthe PLMmodificationcomplete,rudderfabricationresumed. The
rudderproductionwas dividedintosix operations:
: I. DetailFab: Subcomponentlay-upand predensification.
_" 2. FabBox: Loadthe PLM,cure in oven,removefromPLM,drilland trim
box.
: 3. Inspection:Visualand ultrasonic.
-- 4. AJl: Installrudderbox in the firstassemblyjig,attachhinge
i and crankfittings.
5. AJ2: Installrudderbox in the secondassemblyjig, locateand
drillattachholesfor fiberglassubcomponents.
6. FA: Finalassembly,countersinkholes,andattachthe fiberglass
subcomponents.
The schedulecalledfor performingoperationNo.2 at the rateof One per
-- week,whichwas maintainedthroughthe fabricationof all the remaining
rudders. ForoperationsNo. l to 6, the scheduleallowed8 weeksfor the
firstfiveruddersand 7 weeksfor the secondfiverudders. Table19 shows
thecomparisonbetweenthe scheduledtimespanand theactualtimespanto
performoperationsNo. 2 to 6.
Weight Summary
A summaryof the weight estimatesfor the rudderand subcomponentsis
given in AppendixG. The summaryincludesa comparisonwith the original
tape rudder. Table 20 summarizesthe comparisonbetweenestimatedand actual
weightsfor productionrudder units No. 9 andlO.
Front Spar Web Wrinkles
Inspectionof the front spar web of rudder box unit No. 3 revealed
numerouswrinkles. These front spar wrinkleswere attributedto the excessive
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TABLE 19
TIME TO COMPLETERUDDERFABOPERATIONSNO.2-6
SCHEDULE ACTUAL
RUDDER TIME TIME
NO. (WEEKS) (WEEKS)
1 6 6
2 6 4
3 6 7*
4 6 3-1/2 :
5 6 5
6 5 7*
7 5 6
8 5 5
9 5 5
10 5 5
*SOME REPAIRS CARRIED OUT
TABLE 20 --
WEIGHTSUMMARY
COMPLETE RUDDER
RUDDER BOX LESS PAINT
Kg, (LB) Kg, (LB)
RUDDER
NO. ESTI MATE ACTUAL ESTI MATE ACTUAL --
9 15.36 14.15 27.60 27.90
(33.86) (31.2) (60.85) (61.5)
10 15.36 14.15 ' 27.60 27.90
(33.86) (31.2) (60.85) (61.5)
REFERENCE APPENDIX G APPENDIX G
use of force when fittingthe front spar web onto the 30 access hole metal
discs. Lack of fit at some of the access holes due to tolerancebuildup --
requiredthe use of force to make the front spar web sit down on the front
spar locator. X-ray examinationrevealedthat voids existedin the front spar
web at some of the wrinklesand it was decidedto secondarybond additional
reinforcementto strengthenthe entire lengthof the web. It was also resolved _
to avoid the wrinkle problemby custom trimmingthe access holes in the front
spar web before curing the remainingrudder box units so that the web would
• fit onto all the access hole metal discs without the use of force.
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Rib-to-SkinJoints
The NDI (nondestructiveinspection)for the No. l productionrudderwas
done using the digitalultrasonicthicknesstester. This revealedmany 1.3-cm-
wide disbond indicationsat the rib-to-skinjoints centeredat the licorice
stick location(Figure32). This is consideredacceptablefor strengthas the
remainingjoint area providesan ample margin of safetyfor the appliedloads
involved.
DISBOND INDICATION AREA
--3.8cm'_S
\ SKIN
RIB
i f
FIGURE 32. RIB TO SKIN JOINT
It was theorized that the problem of disbonding between the rib flanges
and the skins was relatedto the gellingof the rudder box beforethe Curing
temperatureof 450°K was reachedduring the oven cure cycle. Assumingthe gel
temperatureis 422°K, as the temperaturecontinuesto rise during the heat-up
portionof the cure cycle, the trappedrubber pressurecontinuesto increase
causingthe PLM to expand in conjunctionwith the thermalexpansionof the
tool. The gelled rudder skins within the PLM are easily forced to conformto
the expandingshape of the PLM. However,the rudder gelled box ribs and spars
experiencelittleforced or thermalexpansionand so retain their 422°K gelled
size. Thus, the forces in the ribs attemptingto restrainthe skins cause the
skin-to-ribseparationat the licoricestick area. It was theorizedthat an
improvedrudder box could be obtainedif the gellingof the rudder box occurred
at the final cure temperatureor during the constantcure temperatureportion
of the heat cycle.
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In keepingwiththe abovetheory,the PLMwas heatedup more rapidlyfor
the curingof No. 8 rudderbox thanfor previousrudderboxcures. In this -_
way,gel mightoccurat a temperaturecloserto thecuretemperature.The
oven is 6.1 m highand it was thoughtsufficiento increasethe openingof the -
lowerhotair ductslocatedon the left-handsideof theoven. This resulted
in the PLMand rudderbox left-handskinsheatingup somewhatmorequicklythan
theright-handskins. Whenultrasonicinpsectionwas conducted,it was seen
thattherewereconsiderablylessdisbondindicationson the left-handside
thanon the right-handside.
As a consequenceof thistest,it appearsthattheruddersidethatheats
up fastestachievesa moreadvancedcurethanthe sidethatheatsup more
slowly. Whenthe disbondforcesbuildup sufficiently,the sidewith the more --
advancedcureremainsintactwhilethe othersidetendsto experiencethe
rib-to-skindisbonds.
In an attemptto improvequalityof therib-to-skinjoints,as shownby
the ultrasonicinspectionof disbondindicationsbetweenthe rib flangelicorice
sticksand thematingskinsurface,fourribsof the sixthrudderbox layup
were suppliedwith largerthanusuallicoricesticks. Normally,the rib
licoricesticksaremade of 2.54-cm-widestripsof graphite/epoxytape,which
are heldat one endwhiletheotherend is twistedby an electricdrill. Thus,
for the sixthrudderbox,two ribsweregivenlicoricesticksof 3.18-cmtape,
two ribswere givenlicoricesticksof 3.81-cmtapeand the remainingribswere
laidup with the usual2.54-cmtapelicoricestick. Afterthe sixthrudderbox
i
was cured,it was determineduringthe ultrasonicinspectionthatthe wider
tapedid notalterthedisbondindicationsituation. --
MisplacedLicoriceStick
Priorto thecuringof the rudderboxunitNo. 7, it was observedthatat --
a few ribs,the licoricestickmightbe misplacedfromits properlocation.
Thismisplacementcouldresultin a reducedcornerradius(seeFigure33). It -_
was resolvedto pay verycloseattentionto the licoricesticklocationduring
the loadingof themoldingtoolfor the curingof the remainingrudders.
Improperlyplacedlicoricestickswererelocatedor, if the existingonewas
not movable,an extraone was added.
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_'- FIGURE 33. EFFECT OF MISPLACED LICORICE STICK
"- WovenBroadgoods
The follow-onprogramforthe secondset of 10 compositerubbershas
employedthe use of biwovenand uniwovengraphite/epoxyprepregmaterialsin
lieuof the 7.62-cm-wideunidirectionaltapepreviouslyusedon the initial
program. It was estimatedthatutilizationof broadgoodsversustapewould
constitutea 30- to 50-percentman-hoursavingsin layuptime,primarilydue to
thematerial'swidth(1.07m) and the factthatlayupof biwovenmaterialwould
be equalto two pliesof tape. The rationalefor substitutingbroadgoodsfor
"- tapeto savecostsappearedto be extremelysoundand realistic;however,it
did not proveas effectiveas expectedin thisprogram.
The followingobservationsweremade andexperiencesencountereduring
the routinelayupof graphite/epoxyprepregmaterials(broadgoods)for the
-- secondset of lO productionrudders:
_- I. BroadgoodmaterialreceivedfromNarmcowas extremelytacky(withinspeci-
ficationlimits)and quitedifficultto removefromthe rolls. Also
materialwas of nonuniformqualitydue to vendor'smanufacturingprocess.
The rollshad manydefectsthatrequiredcuttingcare priorto layup.
_- 2. Removalof polyethyleneseparatorfilmwas difficult,•thuslendingitself
to wrinklingof prepliedmaterials.
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3. Overallhandlingwas more difficultthan with the 7.62-cm-widetape,
probablydue to the 1.07-mwidth of the broadgoods.
4. Priorto layup use, 2.54 to 3.81 cm of salvagehad to be trimmedfrom
both edges of the material. This led to extra man-hoursin handling.
5. Materialwastehas beenexcessive,in somecasesas highas 50 percent,
due to plyorientationanddetailconfiguration.Equivalentapematerial
wasteis lessthan5 percent. __
6. Formingof individualdetails (i.e.,ribs) has been more difficultwith
woven broadgoodsthan with unidirectionaltape. Also, the materialtends
to bridge in corner areas as evidencedin the cured part. This phenomenon
was minimalwith the tape rudders. --,
Woven broadgoodsare not recommendedfor use in future compositerudder
fabricationunless improvementsare made in the qualityof the materialswhich
will allow reductionsin layup time to be realized. However,this type of
materialmay easily prove to be efficientfor large, simple types of components. -_
Rubber Pressure
The rubber pressureduring a cure cycle was estimatedby measuringthe 'i
axial strain in the PLM 5.08-cm-thicksteel side plates and comparing•with
computed values. The monitoredstrainvalues of two of the rudder box cures -_
are given in FiguresE-2 and E-3. The maximumreadingsrecordedduring each _
rudder box cure and the correspondingestimatedrubber pressureat the strain --
gage stationare shown in Figure E-l. The first use of the rubber for the
replacementrudder box produceda maximumpressureof 2.17 MPa. The maximum
pressureproducedduring the curing of the lOth rudderwas 1.86 MPa. This
shows that the rubber mandrelsare a reasonable,reliablemeans of producing
pressurefor this processwith a useful servicelife. --
The strain gage values given in Figure E-2 show that the rubber startedto _
producepressureshortlyafter the oven was turned on, and the •maximumstrain
was reached in 3-I/2 hours. The maximumstrain of 750 _mm/mm correspondsto a
maximumrubber pressureof 2.17 MPa (FigureE-l), which shows that the goal of
not exceeding2.07 MPa to avoid yielding the rubber has not been significantly
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exceededconsideringthe steep slope of the pressureversus bulk rubber strain
of Figure J-12.
_- Anothergoal of this cure was to providea minimumof O.69-MPa (lO0-psi)
rubber pressurewhen the resin gelled.The O.69-MPa (lO0-psi)rubber pressure
_ correspondsto 716/2.07x 0.69 = 239 _mm/mm of strain (Page E-2), which
occurredat about 1.05 hours after the oven was started. However,the informa-
tion of Figure H-4 indicatesthat the gel temperatureof 430°K was achievedat
the heat-uprate of O.73°K/minuteor (430 - 297) x I/0.73 x 1/60 = 3.03 hours
after the oven was started. This indicatesthat the gelpoint was reachedwhen
the rubber pressurewas 2.07/716x 720 = 2.08 MPa (FiguresE-1 and E-2).
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APPENDIXA
_- APPENDIXA
CURECYCLE
TEMPERATURE
CONTROLSYSTEM
SECTIONA-I
HARDWAREDESCRIPTION
The Composite RudderTemperature Controller functions as an automatic meansof
measuring 97 part and tool temperatures and turning on or off 31 electrical heaters
during the cure cycle. This is accomplished using a thermocouple multiplexer, a
microcomputer with a resident control program, and a heater modulator. A block
diagram of this system in its final configuration is shownin Figure A-I.
-- The multiplexeris a DoricDigitrend220-_pDataLogger. The multiplexer
acceptsiron-constantanthermocoupleinputsand performscoldjunctioncompensation,
analog-to-digitalconversion,and linearizationin additionto itsswitchingfunc-
tions.The switchingis accomplishedusingfield-effectransistorsratherthanthe
conventionalreedswitches.It alsocontainsa digitalclockwhichis synchronized
with a 60-Hertzpowerline. Eachtemperaturescanrequiresapproximately5 seconds
and is initiatedby thecomputer.Eachscanproducesthe timeof day,a self-test
value,and 99 temperatures.Eachelementis a BinaryCodedDecimal(BCD)number
consistingof up to fivedigitsand is furnishedto the computeron an interrupt
basiswith no "handshaking."An opencircuitedthermocoupleis digitizedas all
nines.
The computer(FigureA-2) is an Intel8020single-boardtypeusingan 8080A
centralprocessingunit (CPU). Thisboardhas 2048 (2K)eight-bitwords(bytes)of
read-writememory(RAM)and provisionsfor 4096 (4K)bytesof read-onlymemory(ROM).
The input-output(I/O)capacityof thisboard,48 lines,was insufficentfor the task
so the I/Ocapabilitywas expandedto 96 lineswith an IntelSBC I04 I/Oexpander
board. This actionalsoadded4K bytesof RAM and provisionsfor adding4K bytes
of ROM. As the softwaredesignevolved,thisROM capacitybecameinsufficientand
an Intel416memoryexpanderboardwas added. Thisresultedin havinga totalROM
capacityof 16K bytes. Additionalfeaturesof theseboards,suchas interval
timers,a programmableinterruptcontrollerand a universalsynchronous,asynchronous
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receiver/transmitter (USART),were advantageously used. The temperature con-
trol system program is resident in the computer as firmware. It consists of -_
14 Intel 2708 erasable programmableread-only memories (EPROM). The computer
externalinterfacesare the Doricdatalogger,the heatermodulator,a teletype
writer,an alarmbell,and an outputlinethatwas to be usedas an oven
temperaturecontroller.
The heatermodulatorusedto curethe originallO rudderscontained
31TRIAC solid-stateswitcheswith potentiometersthatcontroltheirfiring
angles. Thesepotentiometersweremanuallyadjustedduringthe cureof the
rudderbox to varythe heatervoltageforfasteror slowerinternalheating.
The planwas to incorporatetheseTRIACswitchesin the presenttemperature
controlsystem. The computermanufacturerecommendedagainstthis,however, -_
due to the noisyelectricalpowerenvironmentheseswitchescreatedwhen they
were switchedon. Theywere replacedwith simplezero-crossingsolid-state
swichesand the heatertemperatureswerecontrolledby turningthe heaterson
or off for shortintervals.The heatermodulatorand the computercommunicate
with one anotherby meansof a 31-bitheatercontrolwordand a 31-bitheater
statusword. UsingtemperaturereadingsfromtheDoricDataLogger,the com-
putercomputesa desiredtemperatureforeach heaterand comparesthiswith --
the actualheatertemperature.It theninformstheheatermodulatorby means
of the heatercontrolword whichheatersshouldbe on and whichshouldbe off.
---..
A fewmillisecondsafterreceivingthisinformationthe heatermodulatorwill
haveturnedon or off all 31 heaters. (Theheatersare almostequallydis-
tributedon a 3-phase120-voltserviceso thattheydo not all turnon or off
simultaneously.)It thenreturnsthe actualon-offstatusof eachheaterto
the computerby meansof the heaterstatusword.
The 31 home-madeset pointcontrollers,usedto controlthe TRIACswitches
duringthecureof the firstlO rudders,were incorporatedintothe heater
modulatoras a backupsystemto be usedin the eventof a computerfailure.
Thesecontrollerswere neverused. A completelymanualsystem,consistingof
manualon-offswitchesthatbypassedthesolid-stateswitches,was also incor-
porated.This systemwas to be usedin theeventof a solid-stateswitch -_
failure. No switchfailureswere everencountered;however,theseswitches
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were occasionally used to good effect when it was desired to have a part
temperature a little higher and this condition was beyond the computer's
intelligence.
The teletypewriter (TTY) is used to record a temperature history of the
entire heatup and cure process for quality assurance purposes. A temperature
profile of the internal heaters, spar and skin temperatures, as well as oven
air temperature, is printed every I0 minutes. The TTY is also used to call
attention to conditions that may requirehuman intervention. The alarm bell
- is rung concurrently with the printing of the message to attract that attention.
The control of the oven was never implemented due to budget constraints;
and all oven temperature settings were made by hand using the manual oven con-
troller. The computerized control was to have consisted of one output line
that would have energized a solenoid which in turn would drop the follower on
the oven programmable temperature controller to a lower setting. This control
would have been limited to temperature decreases only, i.e., oven temperature
reduction to 450°K at start of cure and reduction to 322°K (minimum controller
setting) at end of cure.
r--
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SECTIONA-2
"- SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION
.- Introduction
The GraphiteCompositeRudder Cure Cycle ControlProgramis a microproc-
essor programwhich monitorsthermocouplesand controlsheatersattachedto the
curing tool while the compositematerial is in the oven. Its primary inputs
-- are 99 temperaturereadingssuppliedby the Doric Digitrend220-_P data logger.
Its primaryoutputsare carriedon controllines to 31 heaterslocatedalong
the length of the tool. It also displaysdata on a teletype,both automati-
cally and in responseto an inquiry,and sounds a loud bell in case of an
abnormalcondition.
The program includesa self-testmode that verifiesthe correctoperation
-- of the thermocouples and heaters before beginning a cure. Once the heatup
cycle is begun, the program can run without human intervention, except when
manual action is required to reduce the oven temperatureand to correct
seriouserrors.
-- ProgramSpecification
_ General- The programoperatesin two basic modes: hardwareself-test
and cure cycle control. In the self-testmode, the programand the user
togetherverifythat the thermocoupleinputsand heater controloutputsare
functioningproperly. In the controlmode, the program (1) monitors the
temperatures,(2) determinesoutputsand verifiesheater controls,(3) deter-
- mines when to reduce the oven temperature,(4) respondsto inquiries,
(5) detectsand reportserror conditions,and i6) in case of a seriouserror
-- which the programcannot overcome,sounds the loud bell and relinquishes
control to a manual backup system.
When the restart button is pressed,the user has the opportunityto do
the self-testzero or more times. When the user tells the programthat the
hardware is functioning properly, the cure cycle control module is entered
and continues executing until either power is turned off or the restart button
_- is pressed again.
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Self-Test Mode - The self-test mode has two parts: thermocouple test and
heater test.
At the start of the thermocouple test, the program asks the test super-
visor to manually read the temperatures. Then the program reads the tempera-
tures using the Doric temperature multiplexor. The program verifies (I) that
the self-test temperature (temperature No. O) is between I128°K and I133°K,
(2) that no thermocouple is open, (3) that all temperatures are feasible, and
(4) that the Doric unit responds as expected. If necessary, error messages
are typed out. The temperatures are then typed out and the supervisor is asked
to compare them to those recorded earlier. If the test was not successful, it
is repeated; otherwise the supervisor is asked to prepare for the heater test.
The heater test is conducted for each of the 31 heaters. A heater is
turned on until its temperature rises and then turned off. An error message
is printed if (I) the heater fails to turn on, (2) additional heaters come on, -_
(3) the heater temperature fails to rise, (4) the heater fails to turn off, or
(5) the heater temperature continues to rise significantly after the heater is
turned off. If the program cannot turn off a heater or if a heater temperature
is rising abnormally, the program sounds the loud bell.
Cure Cycle Control Mode - In the control mode, the program operates with-
out human intervention except for errors which cause the program to sound the
loud bell to call for manual control.
Approximately every 6 seconds, the program completes a scan of all thermo-
couple temperatures. Using the heater temperatures just input and the most
recently computed desired heater temperatures, the program decides whether to
turn each heater on or off. If the desired temperature is higher than the
actual heater temperature, the heater is turned on; otherwise it is turned off.
Approximately every minute the program computes the desired heater tem-
peratures. The goal of the computation is to set the heaters such that each
spar temperature is close to its neighboring skin temperature while maintain-
ing each spar temperature close to the average spar temperature. In order to
prevent destroying the rubber, the heaters must never exceed 477°K. During
the cure cycles, the heater temperatures must be maintained between 444 and
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455°K so that temperatures remain within the 442 to 458°K cure range. After
the cure, the desired heater temperatures are zero so that the heaters are
always off.
During the heat-up phase, the program checks whether it is time to reduce
the oven temperature from 505 to 450°K by forecasting the expected temperatures
at the end of the 20 minutes required for the oven temperature decrease. At
the appropriate time, the "reduce oven temperature" line is turned on and a
r_
message is printed.
Also during the heat-up phase, the program checks for the start of the
cure phase, which is defined as the time when all of the composite temperatures
(spar, skin, rear spar, and leading edge thermocouples) are at least at ther-
minimum cure temperature (442°K)o When it detects this condition, the program
4
types a message and then remembers thetime, so that at the end of the cure
cycle (2 hours later) it can commandthe oven to turn off.
-- About every I0 minutes the program types out the current temperature of
each thermocouple. To get temperatures at other times, or to get additional
information from the program, the program responds to a few simple inquiries
which are described in the users' guide.
_- Whenthe program detects an error condition, it prints an error message.
If the problem is so severe that the program is no longer able to function
properly, the loud bell is rung to signal that manual control is required.
The error messages are listed in the users' guide.
If it is apparent to a humanobserver that a particular thermocouple is
giving an erroneous reading, it is possible to tell the program to ignore that
thermocouple and treat it as if it were open. This means that an average of
neighboring values is used in place of the erroneous reading.
; MemoryAddresses - The assignment of addresses to memory, input/output
devices and interrupt vectors follows:
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FOUNDON
ADDRESSRANGE UNIT MEMORYTYPE
0000 - OFFF (4K) 80/20 EPROM(erasable programmable
read-only memory)
I000 - IFFF (4K) 104 EPROM
2000 - 33FF (5K) 416 EPROM
3800 - 3FFF (2K) 80/20 RAM (randomaccessmemory) --
4000 - 4FFF (4K) 104 RAM
Other memory addressesare not available.
ProgramOverview
Methodology- The cure cycle controlprogram (includingthe self-test
mode) is written in PL/M using the INTEL MDS (MicrocomputerDevelopment
System). The programis designedas a set of highlymodular subroutineswith
a restricted use of common("PUBLIC" in PL/M) data. Almost all communication __
between separately compiled modules is via passed arguments. PUBLICdata is
used for data to which the inquiry module must have access.
Because the program resides in ROM, it is not possible to use the INITIAL
attributeto initializedata. Instead,each module which requiresthat some --
of its data be initializedhas an initializationprocedurewhich must be
called prior to callingany other procedureof the module.
A file of abbreviationsfor commonlyused PL/M words and phraseshas been
used in every module via the $1NCLUDEoption. This file also gives alternate
names to the basic data types to indicate how a variable is used (for example,
BOOL for a BYTE variablecontaininga TRUE or FALSE value).
The $1NCLUDEoption is also used to includesmall files for the declara-
tion of external procedures,input/outputport assignments,data structures,
etc. This reducesthe amount of text within a module and makes it easier to
change the includedtext than if the text were repeatedin each module. --
Only two subroutines,both small, are written in assembly languagerather
7-
than PL/M. They performfunctionswhich are straightforwardin assembly
languagebut which would be very clumsy and large in PL/M.
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LibraryStructure- In orderto minimizethe time-to-runlibraryupdates,
the objectmoduleshavebeengroupedintoseverallibraries.The libraryname
to whichthe objectmodulebelongsis the extensionof the sourcefilename.
" The libraries follow the hierarchical structure of the program; that is, a
mdoule must only call modules in the sameor lower libraries.
! The libraries are: CCl, CC2, CC3, CC4, CC5, PUT, and UTL.
-- Libraries PUTand UTLcontain general purpose routines which maybe used
in future PL/Mprograms.
Algorithm for Ideal Heater Temperature Computation - The computation has
two potentially conflicting goals: (I) to make the spar temperature match the
'-- adjacentskintemperatures,and (2)to make the spartemperaturesuniform
alongthe lengthof the part.The computationalgorithmfindstemperaturesat
which to set the heaters, thereby giving each of the two goals equal weight.
The algorithm is derived from equations of current, past and future tem-
peratures, and heat transfer coefficients.
-- Several assumptions were madein order to use simple equations. Most
important is that the temperature at a spar thermocouple is a function solely
of its current temperature and of the temperaturesat the two closest heaters,
and that the temperature at a skin thermocouple is a function solely of its
current temperature and of the temperature of the corresponding point on the
outside of the plate. It is assumedthat the temperature on the outside of
the plate will not change within the period projected in the computation (about
-- 1 minute).Also it is assumedthatthe heatercan respondquicklytoreachthe
computedidealtemperature.However,sincethe heatersin factcool rather
.- slowly, it was necessary to prevent high heater temperature which might cause
overheating of the part.
-- It is furtherassumedthatthe heattransfersfromthe heatersto the
sparsand fromthe platesto the skinsare linearfunctions.Thismeansthat
thereis a "skincoefficient"whichmeasuresthe rateof heatchangeat the
skinsas a functionof the platetemperatures,and a "sparcoefficient"which
measuresthe rateof heatchangeat the sparsas a functionof the skin
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temperatures.. These coefficients are not known in advance but are computed by
the program based upon the most recent sets of temperatures. -_
In defining the equations, a simplified situation is used in which there
is only one heater, one spar, one skin, and one plate thermocouple. In the
real situation the equations are more complicated because there are many of
each type; the heaters are between the spars rather than a one-to-one corres-
pondence between heaters and spars; and the heaters and spars are in the center
with skins and plates on both sides. The simplified situation permits a
clearer presentation of the essence of the equations.
.=_
Symbols used in the equations are:
SK° = current skin temperature
SKI = skin temperature expected 1 minute from now
Po = current (and future) plate temperature
SP° = current spar temperature
SPIA = spar temperature 1 minute from now which would satisfy the goal of i
keeping the spar temperature close to the skin temperature
SPIB : spar temperature 1 minute from now which would satisfy the goal of
keeping the spar temperatures even along the length of the part
SP1 : desired spar temperature 1 minute from now
H : heater temperature to which the heater will be set during the
following minute
A = heat transfer coefficient between plate and skin -"
B : heat transfer coefficient between heater and spar
M = number of spars along the length of the part
N = number of minutes over which a current difference between spar
temperature and skin temperature and between a spar and the average
spar will be corrected
The heat transfer coefficients are defined such that they are always at
least 1 (where 1 represents perfect heat conductivity) so that integer values _
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can be used in the program for the coefficients. Therefore, the coefficients
are defined by the equations:
= + (P - SK )/A
-- SKI SKo o o
: + (H - SPo)/BSP1 SPo
Therefore,
DSK = SKI - SKo = (Po - SKo)/A
The goal of keeping the spar temperature close to the skin temperature is
met by changing the spar temperature at the same rate as the skin temperature
while correcting any current difference within N minutes:
SK - SP
: + _ 0 0
-- SPIA SPo DSK N
-- The goal of maintaininguniformspar temperaturesis met by trying to
match the averageof SPIA over the lengthof the part within N minutes:.
(zSPIA/M)- SP°
- :
SPIB SPo N
The two goals are combined by taking their average:
SPIA + SPIB
SPI = 2
Solvingfor H gives:
H = B(SP1 - SPo) + SPo
-- The computed heater temperatures are subject to limit constraints. During
the heat-up phase, the maximumpermitted temperature is between 461 and 472°K
._ depending on the location of the heater. During the cure phase, all heater
temperatures are restricted to 444 to 455°K. During the cool-down phase, all
heaters are turned off (0°). Also the heater temperature may not be greater
than that temperature which will cause a 1.67°K per minute change in the spar
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temperature. This restrictiondampenssevere osciallationsof computed heater
temperatureswhich occasionallyoccur.
Of course,the coefficientsmust be computedbeforethe foregoingequation
can be used. The coefficientsusedin the programare the averageof themost
recentlycomputedcoefficients,wherethe individualcoefficientsare computed
as follows:
let
SK_I = skintemperatureone timeintervalago
P-l = platetemperatureone timeintervalago
SP_I = spartemperatureone time intervalago
Ho = currentheatertemperature
SK - SK_II/A = _ .o
P-l - SK-I
SP° - SP_I
I/B =
Ho - SP_I
Notethatthe inversesof thecoefficientsare computedby the program,
whichuses scalingto preventlossof accuracy. If P-l = SK_Ior
Ho = SP_I,no coefficientcan be computedso theaveragecoefficientwill not
includesuchcasesin itsaverage. Also if I/A or I/B is negative,the caseis
excluded. If I/Aor I/B is >l, itsvalueis reducedto l becausethe unusually
highheattransferrate impliedshouldbe an abberation.
ThermocoupleNumberingScheme- A consistentnumberingschemeis usedfor
thermocoupletemperaturereadingsin the program.
Heaterthermocouplesare numberedfrom l to 31. All otherthermocouple
groupsare numberedfromO: sparsfrom0 to 31; leftskinsand rightskins
fromO to 7; leftplatesand rightplatesfrom0 to 2; and leftovenair,
rightovenair, leftleadingedge,rightleadingedge,leftrearsparand
rightrearsparfrom0 to I.
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Brief History of System Problems - The first rudder was cured using the
computerized temperature control system. The 8080A central processing unit
(CPU) was removed from the control system and the ICE-80 In-Circuit Emulation
"- feature of the Microcomputer Development System was substituted. This in
essence allows a person to stand inside the CPU, observe all that is transpir-
-- ing, look at or change any memory location, and change the program (not recom-
mended) while the control system is controlling the process.
The Temperature Control System software performance was generally satis-
factory. However, eight changes of a minor nature were deemed necessary.
-- These are:
I. Add ability to selectively ignore thermocouples by user input.
2. Reducemaximumallowableheatertemperaturesat smallend (topof rudder)
-- of tool.
3. Correct program abort on "TEMP> 532.6°K.
4. Increase the length of time the alarm bell rings.
5. Set the desired heater temperatures to zero degrees at end of cure cycle.
-- 6. Allow user override of start of cure time.
7. Check for oven temperature in the neighborhood of 450 degrees Kelvin after
"REDUCEOVENTEMPERATURETO 450 DEGREES"message as well as an immediate
drop in temperature.
8. Give error messages a higher interrupt priority to enable them to print
_ throughnormal output.
Change 3 above reflectsa change in a basic concept. It was originally
-- thoughtthat if some conditionswere to occur, such as a heater that would not
turn off or a temperaturethat exceededsome set limit, the computercould not
-- cope with these situationsand would call for human intervention,and relin-
quish control. Humanswould thencontrol the process in a manual mode. During
the cure of the first rudder,a temperaturereadingin excess of 533 degrees
Kelvinwas encounteredfour times and the programquit each time. It was
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obvious the condition was momentary and no valid explanation could be offered.
Each time the program quit, the point in the process was lost, and all process
history was lost. In view of this, it was decided to have the computer call
for help and explain the problem it encountered, but the decision to abort the
automatic mode and enter the manual mode would be left to a human being. The
computer will persevere in spite of all obstacles.
After curing the second rudder, the following additional changes were made
to the software:
I. Flag all ignored thermocouples on the temperature profile output by
printing an asterisk after the temperature.
2. Removeignored thermocouples from part temperature spread.
3. Test for possible incorrect thermocouple reading and flag same for user
evaluation. This was accomplished by testing for a five-degree tempera- --
ture drop when temperatures were expected to be in a steady state or
increasing.
4. Make selectiveignoranceof thermocouplesa generalcase; allow user to
ignore adjacentthermocouples.
After these changeswere made, only one additionalchange was made. This
was to refine and increase the accuracy of the "oven cutback to 450 degrees"
algorithm.
Hardware malfunctions were infrequent. The first seven rudders were
cured with no CPU installed in the computer; ICE and the 80 feature were used
instead. The reason for this was the malfunctioning of the prom programmer.
It was impossible to program the read-only memories and it was necessary to
use the program that was on a floppy disk in the microcomputer development
system (MDS). During this time the 8080A CPUwas in a desk drawer and numerous
people had handled it with no precautions against static electricity. Whenthe
firmware was finally programmed and insta!led and No. 8 rudder was cured, the
CPUwas found to have an intermittent fault. It was replaced with a new one
which was also found to be faulty. It was replaced with no further problems.
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The Doric data logger malfunctioned twice; once during a cure and the
other time was during a test prior to putting the tool into the oven. One
channel suddenly started to display a temperature indication that was 22 degrees
Kelvin too low. This channel would respond to a heat gun applied to the thermo-
couple junction but was continuously 22 degrees Kelvin in error. After about
two hours of troubleshooting, with no cause determined, the malfunction
vanished. The heat-up of production rudder No. 3 (rudder box assembly No. 5)
was progressing satisfactorily with all part temperatures above 436 degrees
Kelvin with the exception of one which was I.I degrees low. The computer
started a temperature profile printout. This requires about four minutes.
Whenthe printout was concluded, the computer, by means of the TTY, was asked
for an up-to-date temperature reading. It was reading about 380 degrees, about
56 degrees low. We immediately began receiving error messages and this con-
tinued until the computer had reported that every thermocouple may be giving
false information. This was confirmed by the next temperature profile. It was
apparent the Doric had developed a fatal malfunction. The temperature control
system has no parallel path or backup for the loss of temperature information
so the oven was set at 450 degrees Kelvin and the 4-hour cure period was started
without the temperature system in operation. When the Doric started giving
false heater temperatures, the computer had turned on all heaters which ini-
tiated an over-temperature condition. The control system had to be shut down.
A check of the equipment determined that a clamping field effect transistor
had shorted on Channel 88 of the multiplexer circuitry. The junctions of all
the thermocouples are tied to a commonpoint; thus a malfunction of this type
on one channel affects all channels. It was discovered that disconnecting
-- this one thermocouple made all other channels operative. The defect was
repaired and all who were involved in the curing of the rudder boxes were
informed of the quick-fix method used for isolating the faulty channel.
Numerous problems were caused by the thermocouple leads. These wires
were the same wires that had been used on the previous contract and were
beginning to show their age. To extend the life of these wires, standard
thermocouple disconnects were installed at the mold, so the cable could be
disconnected during mold loading operations. This type of connector had been
used on the mandrel No. 31 tool with no problems experienced during the cure
of 14 rudder boxes on the previous contract and one on present contract.
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However, the oven temperature during the heat-up phase of these rudders was
505 degrees Kelvin. The heat-up temperature was changed to 533 degrees Kelvin
beginning with the test article rudder. This additional 28degrees caused
oxidation of the constantan contact of the connectors which made them very
difficult to disconnect and caused intermittent open circuits. The use of
Silicone grease (Dow Corning No. 4) successfully alleviated the disconnecting
problem. However this grease contributed to the intermittent contact problem.
The oven floor consists of a refractory material and is always covered with a
light dust. The silicone grease in the female contacts was soon contaminated
with this dust which further hindered good contact. Cleaning the connector
contacts with small wire brushes prior to each cure was time consuming, and
still did not prevent the loss of some thermocouples during heat-up and cure.
No satisfactory solution to this problem was ever devised. One candidate
solution would be use of an insulated box integral to the mold, ventilated
with plant air in which these connections could be made. They only need to be
kept at a temperature below the oxidation point.
The most serious thermocouple problem encountered was not discovered to
be a thermocouple problem until after the cure of production rudder No. 9. It
manifested itself in the early stages by jitter in Doric readings and a slower
than normal scan time on one group of 20 channels. Also one spar thermocouple
would rapidly rise to 605 degrees Kelvin when everything else including oven
air temperature was at about 367 degrees Kelvin. Then it would slowly decrease
as the rest of the mold heated up. After all expertise in attempting to
correct this trouble had been exhausted, the Doric customer service was con-
tacted and it was unsuccessful also. There was a production schedule to main-
tain so it was decided to try to live with the problem.
During the heat-up phase of No. 8 rudder, the right-hand side of the tool
lagged the left-hand side, including the oven air temperature thermocouPle, by
as much as 22 degrees Kelvin. The right-hand side is downstream with respect
to air flow in the oven and it was thought that the mold was blanketing itself.
To counteract this, the inlet louvers on the left-hand side of the oven were
readjusted in an attempt to get better hot air distribution around the tool.
The key to the problem was that all thermocouples on that side of the tool
were together in one cable assembly.
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The problem came to a head during the heat-up and cure of rudder No. 9.
"- After about 20 minutes into the heat-up phase of this rudder, 13 thermocouples
were on the computer's ignore list and ii more were obviously going bad. The
,- trouble seemed to be confined to channels 39 through 61. The cure was aborted.
These channels comprised the thermocouple leads making up one of the 5 separate
cables connecting the Doric to the mold. These cables were taped with fiber-
glass tape with an adhesive of unknown composition to provide abrasion resist-
ance. As stated before the oven floor consists of a refractory material and
is very abrasive. The thermocouple wire insulation is also a fiberglass tape
impregnated with an unknown resin system. This fiberglass tape was stripped
from the cable in an attempt to discover the cause of trouble. It was noted
that the wires were stained where they exited the oven conduit but at that
time it was thought to be'oil contamination caused by a diffusion vacuum pump
, that was in the vicinity. As the tape wrapping was removed the low temperature
reading slowing started rising. Departments that might have thermocouple wire
were canvassed as replacing the wire seemed to be the only remedy. Whenwe
returned to the oven with the borrowed wire, the readings had returned to nor-
mal and the Stained area on the wire seemed to have dried out. This led to
the conclusion that moisture, and not oil, was the cause of the trouble. To
-- maintain schedule it was decided to again attempt to cure the rudder assembly
even though it meant a second shift operation. The heat-up appeared to be
-- normal except the right-hand side temperatures were lagging all others. The
conclusion was that the change in the oven louver position was not producing
the desired results. After about three hours elapsed time it was apparent
that the right-hand skin was never going to reach cure temperature.
Jury rig baffling was set in place in the oven in an attempt to redirect
the hot air flow. This did not cause any change in the right-hand temperatures.
A separate thermocouple was substituted for the oven air thermocouple and taped
to the bracket on the mold adjacent to the suspected junction. It registered
a temperature reading of 454 degrees Kelvin in place of the 400 degrees Kelvin
being reported by the regular thermocouple. Similar troubles were encountered
during the aborted run. It was assumed that all temperatures being reported
by the cable attached to the right-hand side plate were 55 degrees Kelvin in
error. The computer was commandedto enter the cure cycle.
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The next morning the tape wrapping was stripped from this cable and the
same damp area was encountered. This time it was investigated more thoroughly.
It had a strong odor of acetic acid and the cause of the trouble was now clear.
The thermocouple insulation, wet with an acetic acid solution, caused the
dissimilar wires of the thermocouple to act as a dry cell battery. Since
copper-nickel alloys are positive with respect to iron, the resulting voltage
generated by the current was in opposition to the thermal emf produced by the
junction (the input impedance of the Doric is essentially an open circuit).
The moisture was evidently condensation since it only occurred at the
external end of the oven conduit. This condensation somehowreacted with the
adhesive or the fiberglass tape to produce the acetic acid solution. The tape
was removed from all thermocouple cables and rudder No. i0 had no problems of
this nature.
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CALCULATIONOF MAXIMUMRUBBERPRESSURE
DURINGFIRST RUDDERCURE
Height measurements of the front spar near the lower large end of the
unsuccessful rudder indicated an oversize of 3.3 mm. This lead to the hypothe-
sis that the rubber pressure was excessive during the cure cycle and deflected
3.3 _ 1.65 mmper plate.the molding tool side plates 2
The following work consists of deflection calculations of the molding tool
side plates located at the front spar. Purpose of this work was to determine
the rubber pressure which produced the excessive rudder size. These calcula-
tions were carried out for an assumed rubber pressure of 6.89 MPaacting on a
2.54-cm chordal strip of the molding tool side plate located between the rudder
front spar and rear spar.
The side plates are modeled as a beam on four supports (see Figure B-l).
Supports A and D are free ends bearing on hard points. Supports B and C are a
line of 2.54-cm-diameter bolts used to assemble the molding tool.
The followingsteps were taken to determine the side plate deflection and
the rubber mandrel pressure relationship.
The beam on four supports was divided into three beams (forward, middle,
and aft) by cuts at support points B and C. Each beam is supported with the
moments at supports B and C (i.e., MB and MC) treated as the redundant forces
needed for the solution.
Solution of the redundant beam problem led to the result that
Deflection YF/S = 2.16 mm (pressure = 6.89 MPa)
To produce YF/S = 1.65 mm
1.65 J IPressure - 2_i-6 x 6.89:15.27 MPa!
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W = 6.89 x 0.0254 x 0.6096 = 0.1067 MN
lllitltlltll Y:c
---,57cn_--.-llm_7---[• _006cm----.- --Ocm'O----1333om----
I L 87.63 cm =,X
I = 1/12 x 2.54 (5.08)3 = 27.75 cm4
E = 207 GPa
FIGURE I}.1. BEAM MODELING OF THE RUDDER TOOL SIDE PLATES
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'-" THERMOCOUPLESURVEYDURINGTHEFIRSTRUDDERCURE
-- Thisappendixprovidesa surveyof all the thermocouplereadingstaken
: duringthe testruddercure. The heat-upand cureportionsof the ruddercure
_- cyclerequireda spanof 387minutes. The ruddercurecyclemilestoneswere
as follows:
Startof Heat-Up- 13:19:411
-- _ 265Minutes
• Startof Cure - 17:44:36
122Minutes
Endof Cure - 19:46:36
The testrudderwas curedusingthe computerizedtemperaturecontrol
system. The 8080ACentralProcessingUnit (CPU)was removedfromthecontrol
systemand the ICE-80circuitemulationfeatureof themicrocomputerdevelop-
ment sYstemwas substituted.This allowedone to observeall thatwas tran-
spiring,to lookat or changeanymemorylocation,and to changethe program
-- whilethe controlsystemis controllingthe process.
TableC-1 showsthe listingand the teletypeprintoutformatof the99
thermocouplesmountedon the ruddermoldingtool. The locationsof these
thermocouplesare shownin FigureC-1.
TableC-2 givesa surveyof all the rudderskinthermocouplesat about
half-hourintervalsthroughouthecurecycle. A plotof the average.ofther-
mocouplesL78 and R8O at StationZAR = 476.94is givenin FigureC-2. This
plotpermitsestimatesto be made of skinheat-uprates. Typicalvaluesare
-- 0.689and 0.953°Kperminute.
Aboutevery10 minutes,the programtypesout themost recenttemperatures
at each thermocouple.Fiveof thesethermocouplesurveysare givenin Tables
C-3 to C-7. Theseare typicalsurveysof the testruddercurefromthe begin-
ningthroughthe endof thecure.
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TABLE C-1
THERMOCOUPLE LISTING FORMAT
L-0A L-RS L-LE L-PL L-SK HTR SPAR R-SK R-PL R-LE R-RS R4A
_" 1
2
3
4
64 5 65
"-- 6
7
: 8
9
10
,... 11
12
: 68 74 72 67 66 13 69 70 73 75 7114
15
16
r.-- 17
18
: 19
20
76 21 77
,'-" 22
23
24
25
26
27
28
79 78 29 80 81
30
31
32
33
: 34
35
36
82 37 83
,'-'- 38
39
40
41
42
43
44
84 45 85
46
47
48
-- 49
5O
51
52
88 94 92 87 86 53 89 90 93 95 91
.-- 54
55.
56
57
58
59
6O
96 61 97
62
63
,.,--.
(SEE TABLES C-3 TO C-7)
NOTATION
LEFT RIGHT LOCATION
: L -_ 0A R - 0A OVEN AIR
L - RS R - RS REAR SPAR
L - LE R - LE LEADING EDGE
._ L - PL R - PL PLATE (PLM SIDE PLATE)
L-SK R -SK SKIN
SPAR FRONT SPAR
HTR HEATERS (INTERNAL ELECTRIC)
: 99
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TABLE C-2 \
SKIN THERMOCOUPLE SURVEY - TEST RUDDER CURE
TEMPERATURE (°K)"
TIME ZAR 413.53 " 436.31 "_ 456.64 476.94 497.37 " 512.62 537.10 555.47 "
H:M:S MIN- L64 R69UTES R65 L66 L76 R77 L78 R80 L82 R83 L84 R85 L86 R89 L96 R97
13:19:41 " 0
13:20:35" 1 297" 297" 297' 298' 297" 297' 297 297" 297" 297" 297" 297 297 298 297 299
13:31:12" 11 300" 299" 299' 300 299" 299 300 300' 299" 300' 299" 301" 300 302 298 303
13:41:51" 22 306" 304' 305' 305 304" 305" 306 307" 305" 307 306" 308 307 311 308 313
14:02:50" 43" 324" 320" 322' 322" 319" 321" 322' 325" 322" 325 323" 330" 325 335 328 339
14:23:53" 64 345 • 338" 340' 342' 338" 340• 342' 346" 343" 347' 344" 353" 346 360 352 365
14:45:06" 85 366' 358 359' 360" 356 359 360' 365" 362" 367' 364 375" 367 384 376 390
15:06:09" 106" 384" 374" 377' 376" 373• 376" 377' 380" 380" 385 383" 392" 386 402 398 411
15:37:52" 138" 407; 390" 399" 400 396" 400' 401 398" 404" 410" 408" 407' 412 424 425 432
15:58:41" 159" 420" 400" 413" 414" 409' 413' 414' 412' 418" 423" 420" 415 426 433 438 435
16:30:28" 191" 438" 418" 432" 432" 428" 432 432 429" 435" 440" 439" 434 444 448 455 448
17:02:15" 222 446" 427" 441" 439" 437 434 441" 438" 445" 448' 448 440 453 450 460 454
17:34:01" 254" 447" 431• 444" 440" 443" 444 445' 442" 448" 448" 450" 437 455 451 463 452
,I
"17:44:36" 265 449" 433'; 445" 443" 444 • 445" 445' 442' 448" 448" 450 434 455 449 462 452
18:17:15 " 298 448 439 446 445 445 445 446 443 448 445 450 434 454 447 459 45218:46:28" 327 444 441 447" 447 445 447 447 445 ,448 447 450 444 453 448 457 454
19:10:14" 351 448 443"! 447 447 446" 447' 447 446 447' 448 450 449 453 450 455 453
19:40:09" 381" 447" 445" 447" 447" 446" 447" 447' 447" 448" 448" 449" 449 452 450 453 454
"19:46:36 ° 387"
REF *START AND END OF CURE PERIOD
(400)
RUDDER SKIN
AT ZAR = 476.94
450 -
j,
/
(300) - /0.689 OK/MIN_
:' oU" ' (1.24 °F/MIN)_ /
v 400 - "_/ _ 2 HR AT 450°K'-_
o ,/
uJ"
,,- /
_- /
<:
-- (200)- /
uJ
_- /
350 --
/ _.- 0.953 °K/MIN
/ (1.715 °F/MIN)
/
(100) - / _z u. _/300 7 _
a
o I I I
0 100 200 300 40(
TIME (MIN)
FIGURE C-2. PLOT OF SKIN THERMOCOUPLES NO. 78 AND 80
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,_, TABLE C-3
THERMOCOUPLE SURVEY, TIME = 13:20:35, TEST RUBBER CURE
(OK)
p-=
13:20:35
SPAR,SKIN COEFF: 22 68
LK)A L-RS L-LE LJPL L_K HTR SPAR R_K R-PL R-LE R-RS R_OA
295.4
! 295.0
294.8
296.0
297.1 294.8 297.1
298.2
294.8
295.4
294.8
,.-. 296.5
295.4
! 296.0
310.4 297.6 295.4 301.5 296.5 294.8 297.6 303.2 297.6 298.2 311.5
296.5
_- 294.8
296.0
294.8
297.1
295.4
297.1
297.1 295.4 297.1
297.6
295.4
297.6
--. 296.0
298.2
295.4
298.2
301.5 297.1 296.0 297.1 303.2
__ 298.2
296.0
299.3
296.O
3O0.4
296.0
_-- 299.9
296.5 295.4 297.1
300.4
295.4
299.9
'-- 295A
302.6
295.4
299.9
296.5 295.4 297.1
--" 304.3
: 295.4
304.3
295.4
295.4
294.8
295.4
310.4 297.6 296.5 301.5 297.1 295.4 297.6 302.6 297.1 298.2 311.5
295.4
296.0
295.4
296.0
296.0
296.5
296.5
_'- 297.1 296.5 298.7
::. " 298.2 296.5
,....--.
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TABLE C-4
THERMOCOUPLE SURVEY,'TIME = 14:45:06, TEST RUDDER CURE
(OK)
14:45:06
SPAR, SKIN COEFF: 68 57
L-OA L-RS L.LE L-PL L-SK HTR SPAR R-SK R-PL -R-LE R-RS R-OA
363.7
402.1
363.7
435.4
366.0 361.5 357.6
436.0
362.1
431.5
: 360.4
431.5
• 361.0
431.5
489.9 369.3 356.5 407.6 359.3 359.3 359.8 409.8 358.2 370.4 498.7
431.0
360.4
428.2
358.2
428.2
358.7
416.0
356.0 357.6 358.7
437.1
359.3
441.0 "-"
361.0
435.4
362.1
453.2
393.2 359.8 361.0 365.4 415.4
443.2
364.3
440.4
363.7
449.3 --_
364.8
438.2
365.4 367.1
453.2
366.5
456.5
369.3
453.7
369.8
459.9
364.3 372.1 375.4
458.7 _
370.4
471.0
374.3
473.2
377.6
473.2
490.4 371.0 363.2 409.3 366.5 378.7 383.7 423.2 379.3 381.0 506.0
474.3 381.0
471.5
382.6
449.3
357.1
409.8376.0 388.7 390.4
410.4
385.7
m
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" TABLE C-5
: THERMOCOUPLE SURVEY, TIME = 15:58:41, TEST RUDDER CURE
(OK)
15:58:41
SPAR, SKIN COEFF: 48 171
p.-.,
L-OA L-RS L-LE L-PL L-SK HTR SPAR R-SK R-PL R-LE R-RS R-OA
417.6
441.6
417.6
455.4
420.4 415.4 397.8
463.2
416.0
463.2
• 413.2
464.3
412.6
.._. 462.6
496.5 426.0 408.2 441.5 412.6 462.6 413.7 441.5 403.7 427.1 503.2
468.7
402.1
467.6
401.5
_-- 464.3
411.5
465.4
409.3 409.3 413.2
468.7
"--" 409.8
456.5
411.5
458.2
412.1
458.2
433.2 413.7 . 409.3 411.5 448.7
452.6
414.3
447.1
"-" 415.4
464.3
417.6
463.2
418.2 418.7 422.6
468.2
• 414.8
453.7; :418,7
453.2 :::• . _ :...
:-- 417.6
446,4
420.4 417.6 414.8
447.1
419.3
466.5
423.7
461.5
427.6
462.6
499.9 432.6 423.2 448.2 426.0 430.4 433.2 459.9 432.1 439.3 498.2
453.7
431.5
462.1
432.6
-- 439.3
434.3
.
439.3
437.6 436.0 434.9
457.1
-- 436.0
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TABLE C-6
THERMOCOUPLE SURVEY, TIME = 17:44:36, TEST RUDDER CURE
(OK)
17:44:36
SPAR, SKIN COEFF: 22 11
L-OA L-RS L-LE L-PL L_K HTR SPAR R_K R-PL RoLE R-RS R_A
446.5
458.2
447.1
460.4
448.7 449.3 433.2
453.2
447.1
451.5
446.0
453.7
444.9
458.7 -_.
447.6 452.6 442.1 446.5 445.4 446.5 443.2 442.6 432.1 452.6 444.3 i
458.2 4465
453.2 4:33.7
454.3
446.0
459.3
443.7 434.9 444.9
442.6 _
447.1
• 461.0
448.7
459.3
447.1 •
461.0
446.5 445.4 448.7 441.5 446.5
456.0
448.2
458.7 ___
448.7
461.5
450.4
458.2
448.2 450.4 447.6
449.9 _
459.3 406.5
• 450.4
445.4 __452.6
453.2
450.4 418.2 433.7
456.0
453.2
458.2
448.2
460.4
458.2
457.6
448.2 458.2 454.3 452.6 454.9 460.4 448.7 449.3 457.1 456.0 433.2
459.9
457.6
466.0
461.5
459.9
462.1
461_0
462.1 463.7 452.1
467.6
463.7
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TABLE C-7
THERMOCOUPLE SURVEY, TIME = 19:40:09, TEST RUDDER CURE
(OK)
: OVEN TEMP HAS NOT YET GONE DOWN2.8°K (5°F)
"" 19:40:09
i SPAR, SKIN COEFF: 16 10
L.OA L.RS L-LE L-PL L.SK HTR SPAR RoSK R-PL R-LE R-RS R-OA
449.3
452.1
448.7
._ 451.0
447.1 449.3 444.9
452.6
449.3
453.2
447.6
451.5
451.0
; 450.4
447.6 446.0 445.4 447.1 446.5 447.6 446.5 446.5 433.7 448.2 444.3
453.2
448.2
452.1
447.6
- 452.6
447.6
453.7
._ 446.0 446.5 446.5454.9
447.6
,.._-. 453.7
448.2
452.6
446.2
453.2
,._ 447.1 446.5 448.2 446.5 " 447.1
452.6
450.4
449.3
451.0
" 452.6 450.4
452.1
447.6 451.0 448.2
455.1
445.4
459.3
445.4
454.3
453.7
453.2
449.3 450.4 449.3
454.9
452.6
453.2
452.6
'--" 454.9
454.3
457.1
447.1 451.5 451.0 449.9 451.5 454.9 449.9 450.4 446.0 451.0 448.9
454.9
-_ 452.6
457.1"
456.0
457.1
454.9
,"-" 454.3
452.6 454.3 451.0
453.2
454.3
,-- 19:46:36 CURE COMPLETE
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_- APPENDIXD
DIMENSIONALMEASUREMENTSOF DUMMYSKINS
The first set of dummyskins was used to cast internal rubber mandrels.
These mandrels were used in the curing of the first composite rudder box
(Section 5). However, this was an unsuccessful effort. Part of the fault was
thought to lie in the use of a plywood base for the dummyskins because of an
excessive thickness tolerance range. The first set of rubber mandrels was
determined to be oversize (reference Section 6, Task 7) and the problem was
_- resolved by fabricating a new set of dummyskins.
The fabrication of these dummyskins is described in Task II of Section 6.
_" In place of the plywood, a 0.635-cm (1/4-inch) aluminum base plate was used
for these new dummyskins in order to improve dimensional consistency. The
right-hand dummyskin is shown in Appendix P (Figures P-3, P-4, and P-5).
These photos were taken just prior to mounting the left-hand dummyskin which
would close the mold for the internal rubber mandrels. The dummyskins were
fabricated in such a manner so as to provide a rubber gap of 0.061 cm
(0.024 inch). In order to avoid some of the previous dimensional problems, a
survey was made of the dummyskin thicknesses. The results are shown in
Tables D-I and D-2. These tables also show the computation for the rubber gap
allowance which would result from the use of these dummyskins. The results
of the rubber gap calculations demonstrate the accuracy of the construction of
•-- the dummyskins and permit a judgment to be made on their suitability for
casting usable rubber mandrels. This judgment is made in Task II of Section 6.
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TABLED-1
DUMMY PART DIMENSIONS FOR LEFT-HAND SKIN
(CORDAX READINGS)
TOTAL ALUMINUM FIG DUMMY SKIN SKIN ACTUAL AVERAGE
MEASURED PLATE PLUSGAP PLUS PLUS G/E ACTUAL GAP FOR
THICKNESS THICKNESS 0.0762 SHROUD GAP THICKNESS GAP NOTED AREA
AREA (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)
OVERALL 0.864 0.652 0.213 0.137 0.091 0.046 --
SKIN 0.871 0.653 0.221 0.145 0.091 0.053
0.866 0.650 0.216 0.140 0,091 0.048
0.874 0.647 0.224 0.147 0.091 0.056 0.053
0.876 0.651 0.226 0.150 0.091 0.058 _
0.869 0.650 AVG 0.218 0.142 0.091 0.051
0.871 0.221 0.145 0.091 0.053
0.869 0.218 0.142 0.091 0.051
6-PLY 0.927 0.650 0.277 0.201 0.142 0.058 "_
RIB 0.925 0.650 0.274 0.198 0.142 0.056 t !
FLANGE 0.927 0.650 0.277 0.201 0.142 0.058
0.919 0.650 0.269 0.193 0.142 " 0.051 0.053
0.922 0.650 0.272 0.196 0.142 0.053
0.917 0.650 0.267 0.191 0.142 0.048
0.922 0.650 0.272 0.196 0.142 0.053
0.917 0.650 0.267 0.191 0.142 0.048 -_
. 7 . . 7 .201 . . 8
8-PLY 0.935 0.650 0.284 0.208 0.160 0.048
RIB 0.945 0.650 0.295 0.218 0.160 0.058
FLANGE 0.947 0.650 0.297 0,221 0.160 0.061
0.945 0.650 0.295 0.218 0.160 0.058
0.950 0.650 0.300 0.224 0.160 0.064 0.061
0.95 3 0,650 0.302 0.226 0.160 0.066
0.947 0.650 0.297 0,221 0.160 0.061
0.950 0.650 0.300 0.224 O.160 0.064
0.947 0.650 0.297 0.221 0.160 0.061
0.950 0.650 0.300 0.224 "0.160 0.064
1REAR 0.947 0.650 0.297 0.221 0.183 0.038SPAR 0.940 0.650 0.290 0.213 0.183 0.0310.950 0.650 0,300 0.224 O.183 0.041 0.0380.953 0.650 0.302 0.226 0.183 0.0430.94"1 0.650 0.297 0.221 0.183 0.038 !
FORWARD 1.092 0.650 0.442 0.366 0.318 0.048 /
SPAR 1.099 0.650 0.450 0.373 0.318 0.056 I 0.051
1.095 0:650 0.445 0.358 0.318 0.051
1.095 0.650 0.445 0.368 0.318 0.051
H INGE 1.372 0.650 0.721 0.645 0.599 0.046 0.046 __,
BUILDUP 1.328 0.650 0.678 0.602 0.559 0.043 0.043
SKIN 0.965 0.650 0.315 0.239 0.188 0.051 0.055
BUILDUP 0.965 0.650 0.323 0.246 0.188 0.058
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TABLED-2
DUMMY PART DIMENSIONS FOR RIGHT-HAND SKIN ,
--" (CORDAX READINGS)
_" TOTAL ALUMINUM F/G DUMMY SKIN SKIN ACTUA.L AVERAGE
MEASURED PLATE PLUS GAPPLUS PLUS G/E ACTUAL GAP FOR
THICKNESS THICKNESS 0.0762 SHROUD GAP THICKNESS GAP NOTED AREA
AREA (cm) (cm) (cm) Icm) (cm) (cm) (cm)
p.,..
OVERALL 0.856 0.649 0.208 0.132 0.091 0.041
SKIN 0.853 0.649 0.206 0.126 0.091 0.038
0.859 0.650 0.211 0.135 0.091 0.043
,-, 0.864 0.645 0.216 0.138 0.091 0.048 -
0.859 0.651 0.211 0.135 0.091 0.043
0.859 0.650 0.211 0.135 0.091 0.043 0.043
0.859 0.646 0.211 0.135 0.091 0.043
,-- 0.856 0.647 0.208 0.132 0.091 0.041
0.861 0.648 AVG 0.213 0.137 0.091 0.046
: 0.853 0.206 0.130 0.091 0.038
6-PLY 0.902 0.648 0.254 0.178 0.142 0.036
RIB 0.902 0.648 0.254 0.178 0.142 0.036
FLANGE 0.909 0.648 0.262 0.185 0.142 0.043
0.907 0.648 0.259 0.183 0.142 0.041
0.904 0.648 0.256 0.180 0.142 0.038
0.909 0.648 0.267 0.185 0.142 0.043 0.041
0.904 0.648 0.260 0.183 O.142 0.041
0.907 0.648 0.262 O.185 0.142 0.043
0.899 0.648 0.252 0.175 i 0.142 0.033
0.912 0.648 0.264 0.188 I 0.142 0.046
0.904 0.648 0.257 0.1801 0.142 0.038
i
SKIN 1.043 0.648 0.396 0.3201 0.257 0.064 0.066
_- BUILDUP 1.046 0.648 0.399 0.3231 0.257 0.066 0.066
i
8-PLY 0.925 0.648 0.277 0.201 I 0.160 0.041 1
RIB 0.922 0.648 0.274 0.1981 0.160 0.038 !FLANGE 0.925 0.648 0.277 0.201 I 0.160 0.0410.930 0.648 0.282 0.2061 0.160 0.0460.925 0.648 0.277 0.201 I 0.160 0.041 . 0.041
0.925 0.648 0.277 0.201 I 0.160 0.041 I
_- 0.922 0.648 0.274 0.198 I 0.160 0.038 J0.922 0.648 0.274 0.198 I 0.160 0.0380.927 0.648 0.254 0.203 I 0.160 0.043
1.046 .....
REAR 0.925 0.648 0.277 0.201 I 0.183 0.018
SPAR 0.930 0.648 0.282 0.206 I 0.183 0.023
0.930 0.648 0.282 0.206 I 0.183 0.623 0.023
0.935 0.648 0.287 0.211 I 0.183 0.023
r-- 0.932 0.648 0.285 0.208 I 0.183 0.025
0.930 0.648 0.282 0.206 I 0.183 0.023
I
FORWARD 1.069 0.648 0.422 0.345 I 0.318 0.028 "_
r-- SPAR 1.069 0.648 0.422 0.345 I 0.318 0.028 !1.080 0.648 0.432 0.356 I 0.318 0.0381.082 0.648 0.434 0.358 I 0.318 0.0411.082 0.648 0.434 0.358 I 0.318 0.041 j 0.041
_-- 1.092 0.648 0.445 0.368 I 0.318 0.051 |
1.092 0.648 0.445 0.368 I 0.318 0.051 J1.092 0.648 01445 0.368 I 0.318 0.05 11.092 0.648 0.445 0.368 I 0.318 0.05 1
HINGE 1.031 0.648 0.384 0.307 I 0.257 0.051 "_
BUILDUP 1.031 0.648 0.384 0.307 I 0.257 0.051 _ 0.0531.034 0.648 0.386 0.310 I 0.257 0.053
/.--.-- =
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PLMSlDE PLATESTRAIN VERSUSRUBBERPRESSURE
" Two uniaxial strain gages were bonded to the outer faces of the 5.08-cm
steel side plates of the PLMin the chordal direction (one gage per side plate,
"- midway between rib bays at ZAR: 461.70 and ZAR : 468.77 and midway between
the front and read spars). These strain gages were installed to:
I. Provide a measure of the internal rubber pressure which would be indicated
by deflection and strain in the side plates.
2. Provide an indication of how well the rubber mandrels perform during
repeated use.
To achieve No. I above, it was necessary to compute a relationship between
chordwise strain in the 5.08-cm sideplates and the internal rubber pressure in
rib bay ZAR : 461.70 to 466.77. This was based on the assumption that the PLM
side plates act like an infinitely long plate since they are about 4.27 meters
long and 0.914 meters wide.
_- _ The strain gage readings recorded during the cure of the replacement test
rudder and the first production rudder are given in Figures E-1 and E-2. These
are the greater of the two strain gage readings in each case. The maximum
strain for each rudder cure as well as the corresponding rubber pressure were
_- plotted in Figure E-3, A pressure-strain relationship was derived as an aver-
age of the strain calculated from the two PLMside plate idealizations depicted
in Figure E-4. The relationship is that
r---
716 pm/m strain is equivalent to 2.07 MPa (300 psi) rubber pressure.
Rubber was first used for the cure of the replacement rudder box and it•
produced a maximumpressure of 2.17 MPa (314 psi). A maximumpressure of
1.86 MPa (270 psi) was produced during the curing of the tenth rudder. This
demonstrated that rubber mandrels (DAPCO38-3 silicone rubber) are a reasonably
reliable means of producing pressure for this process.
The strain gage values shown in Figure E-I indicate that the rubber
started to produce pressure shortly after the oven was turned on and the
;i
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RUDDER CURE CYCLE (STA ZAR -- 461)
maximumstrain was reached in 3-1/2 hours time. The maximumstrain of
750 _ m/m corresponds to a maximumrubber pressure of 2.17 MPa (Figure E-3)
which shows that the goal of not exceeding 2.07 MPato avoid yielding the rub-
ber has not been significantly exceeded considering the steep slope of
Figure J-12 (Appendix J).
A prime goal of the cure cycle was to provide a minimum of 0.69 MPa
(I00 psi) rubber pressure when theresin gelled. The strain observations and
the calculations in Section 7 demonstrate that this goal was achievedduring
the rudder cure cycles.
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THREEBEAM, SIMPLE SUPPORTASSUMPTION
r'-"
W = 96.873 kN (21,780 LB)
_B MC
_, i_ ,o- l . FI c l
-- F21 = 15.75cn_ -_ 17.27cmI,_, 22 .55"319cm;81.989cm "19"40cm_. [Q'23"13"34cm'_l
t
FULLYFIXED ASSUMPTION
W = 96.873 kN (P= 4.653 MPa)
_V-=-_t,-??9-LB_= 675 PSI)-
I I
B F/S R/S C
_ 6.8 IN. , 21.779 IN. _ i _ 3.7 IN.17.27 cm 55.32 cm [ 9.40 cm
32.279 IN.
81.99 cm " L
: PLATE t = 5.08 cm (2 IN.)
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'-- FIGURE 1_-4. PLM SIDE PLATE IDEALIZATION DURING PRESSURIZATION CYCLE
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_" LINEARTHERMALCOEFFICIENTMEASUREMENTSOF SILICONE RUBBER
AND RUBBER-STEELMESHCOMPOSITESAMPLES
Linear thermal coefficient measurements of three DAPCO38-3 silicone
-- rubber samples and three DAPCO38-3 silicone rubber-steel mesh composite sam-
ples are described in this appendix. Size of these specimens and the method
__ of curing are also described. These specimens were fabricated at the Douglas
Aircraft Companyand delivered to Geoscience, Ltd. of Solano Beach, California
for measurement of the thermal expansion coefficients. A description of the
results is presented in Table 18. :
Geosciencewas requestedto make measurementsrangingfrom room tempera-
ture to 450°K. The sample blocksmeasured2.54 cmthick, 7.62 cm wide, and
15.24 cm long. Measurementswere made in all three dimensions. The following
paragraphsoutlinethe laboratorytest method used and the resultsobtained.
--_ Apparatus
The samples had to be utilized intact and were too large for a standard
ASTME 228-66A vitreous silica dilatometer. The ASTMapparatus was therefore
modified. Figures F-I and F-2 present a sketch and photograph of the apparatus
used. The vitreous silica rods, which support the dial gage, are fastened
securely into the aluminum base plate and slide in the alignment plate so that
the aluminumcan expand around the low-expansionsilica rods withoutmoving
them. The base plate constitutesthe referencesurfacefor measurement.
-- The dial gage lowest scale markings are 2.54 x 10-4 cm and values can be
interpolatedto 7.62 x 10-5 cm. Temperaturesare measured by two thermocouples,
-- one in the oven for settingthe temperaturelevel,and the other taped securely
• to the sample.
Some of this apparatuswas speciallyconstructedfor this set of measure-
ments. It was thereforenecessaryto test the proper functioningof the
instrument by measurement of thermal expansion of a sample of known material.
This was done using a 7.62-cm sample of 1020 steel bar stock. The data ob-
-- tainedwith this sample agree with the literaturevalue within I percent.
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AIR CIRCULATING FAN
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AND BASE PLATES
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LABORATORY OVEN
FIGURE F-1. SKETCH OF MODIFIED FUSED SILICA (QUARTZ) DILATOMETER
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FIGURE F-2. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MODIFIED DILATOMETER
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Test Procedure
After an initial reading of the thermometer and dial gage, the oven power
level was set to yield a chosen temperature, and the apparatus was allowed to
equilibrate for 90 minutes. After this time, initial tests indicated that the
temperature was sufficiently uniform throughout, as evidenced by a stable dial
gage reading. Sample temperature and dial gage readings were then recorded
and the oven power level Changed to a new value. After taking readings at
450°K, the entire assembly was allowed to return to room temperature and the
dial gage reading was recorded to ensure that the sample had not shifted.
Readings were then taken at room temperature and at temperatures near 339°K,
394°K, and 450°K.
Results
The raw data for each sample are shown in Figures F-3 through F-8, and
the average thermal coefficients of expansion over the temperature range are
presented in Table 18.
The extreme variation in expansion coefficient with temperature level of
some of the samples should be noted, along with the differences in coefficient
exhibited by the same sample in different directions. In some cases, two
points are shown for nearly equal temperatures. One point of these pairs was --
obtained on expansion, the other on contraction.
Discussion
All of the data from these samplesexhibitmore scatterthan would be
expectedfor the apparatus,which reproducesthe coefficientof expansionfor
steel accuratelydespitethe fact that steel expandsan order of magnitude
less than that of siliconerubber samples. This is thoughtto be caused by
transientsample warping. During the heatingcycle, the sample surfaceexpands
faster than the center,thus buildingup internalstresseswhich cause the
sample faces to warp. This resultsin some shift in the apparatus.
The behaviorof the samplescontainingsteel mesh may be attributedto
internalstresses. These stressescan affect the sample in at least three
ways. If the slab is without internalstressat room temperature,then heating
m
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places the steel mesh in tension and the silicone rubber in compression.
Since the steel is not uniformly distributed, the faces of the slab would be
expected to warp, even though the internal temperature of the slab is uniform.
If the steel does not lie on the neutral axis (considering the slab as a beam),
the entire slab would be expected to bend exactly as does a bimetallic thermo-
stat material. Finally, the volume of the sample increases with heating.
Since the steel restrains the sample from expanding in the long direction, the
short direction -- which is unrestrained -- expands a proportionately larger
amount.
o
o 10o 200
(0) (100) (200) (300) (400)
TOTAL CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE °K, (OF)
FIGURE F-4. SAMPLE NO. 2, 38-3, 5 PERCENT THINNER
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FIGURE F-6. SAMPLE NO. 4, 38-3, 5 PERCENT THINNER
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•RUDDERWEIGHT
"- This Appendixcontainsthe estimatedcomponentand subcomponentweights
for the woven broadgoodsrudderand the 7.62-cmtape rudderwhich are listed
-- in Table G-I.
f--
r---
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TABLE G-1
WEIGHT COMPARISONS OF UPPER AFT RUDDER
CONVENTIONAL VERSUS ORIGINAL GRAPHITE COMPOSITE VERSUS NEW COMPOSITE
METAL COMPOSITE RUDDER WEIGHT (kg)
RUDDER ORIGINAL COMPOSITEDESIGN NEW COMPOSITEDESIGN WEIGHT DIFFERENCEOF ORIG COMPOSITE
WEIGHTS FIBER- FIBER- RUDDER VERSUSNEW
(kg) GRAPHITE GLASS OTHER GRAPHITE GLASS OTHER COMPOSITE RUDDER REASON FOR WEIGHT CHANGE
SKIN 14.58 7.20 8.28 +1.08 INCREASED THICKNESS
RIBS 6.84 3.56 4.79 +1.23 INCREASED THICKNESS
FRONT SPAR 4.64 1.46 1.98 +0.53 INCREASED THICKNESS
REAR SPAR 3.00 0.23 0.30 +0.08 INCREASED THICKNESS
TRAILING EDGE -- 2.19 0.10 2.21 0.16 +0.08 ACTUAL VERSUSCALCULATED '
TIP ASSEMBLY 0.49 0.43 0.05 0.43 0.05
oo LEADING EDGE 6.30 4.35 0.14 4.14 0.14 -0.21 ACTUAL VERSUSCALCULATED
FA!RINGS 0.83 0.54 0.54
FITTINGS 3.36 3.10 3.12 +0.02 ACTUAL VERSUSCALCULATED '
ACCESSDOORS 0.17 0.13 0.13
PAINT 0.68 2.68 2.68
SEAL 0.49 0.48 0.48
ADDITIONAL ITEMS 0.04 1.20 0.85 -0.35 BOOKKEEPING, CHANGES, MISC
PARTS INCORPORATED UNDER
MAJOR HEADINGS °
12.44 7.52 7.87 15.36 7.32 7.60
TOTAL 41.42 +2.45
27.82 30.28
.I . I ] ) ..l ,I .... I .. l J ..... I ] ] ] , .1 .... ] I
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,'- DETERMININGTHERESIN(N5208) GELTEMPERATURE
"- The gel temperaturewas determinedfor T300/5208graphite/epoxycomposite
broadgoodsfor freshmaterialandtwo predensificationsand twoconstantheat
.- riserates.
To determinethe gel temperaturefor a particularconstantheatriserate,
severalsamplesof 0.635-cmby 0.635-cmpreimpregnatedmaterialwere placedin
an ovenat roomtemperature.The oventemperaturewas raiseduniformlyat the
-- desiredrate. Periodically,a samplewas removedfromtheovenand placedon
a hot plateheatedto 450°K. The time-to-gelwas notedin minutesand seconds.
.- As the gel timegrewshorter,the operatorcoulddeterminetheupperand lower
limitsof the gel temperature.
-- The gel timewas determinedusingthefollowingprocedure:
_ 1. Cut a randomlyselectedsampleof prepregapproximately0.635cm by
0.635cm in size.
2. Preconditiona hotplateto 4500± l°K (3500± 2°F).
3. Placea microcoverglasson the hot plate,allowing20 secondsfor it to
reachtemperaturequilibrium.Positiona specimenat the centerof the
microcoverglassand simultaneouslycommencetiming. Within5 seconds,
-- placea secondmicrocoverglassoverthe specimen.Afterthe resin
softensand duringthe first30 seconds,probethetop microcoverglass
and isolatea dropof resin. Observethe fluidityand colorof the iso-
latedresindrop periodically(continuallyas the end pointapproaches).
_- The lateral(spreading)movementof the resinwill decreaseuponprobing
and the colorshadewill be alteredas the gel pointapproaches.Stop
the timerat the firstindicationof resinimmobilityand recordelapsed
timeto the nearestsecond.
The resultsof the gel temperaturetestsare givenin TableH-1 for heat
riseratesof 0.556°Kperminute0.833°Kperminute. The resultsformaterial
_ previouslydensifiedfor 30 minutesat 394°Kundervacuumpressureare also
shownin FigureH-I.
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TABLEH-1
GEL TEMPERATURE AND TIME TO GEL AT 450°K FOR T300/N5208 GRAPHITE/EPOXY
p-, 0.56°K HEAT RISE FROM 0.83°K HEAT RISE FROM
AMBIENT TO 450°K AMBIENT TO 450°K
GEL TIME TEMP AT REMOVAL TIME TO GEL TEMP AT REMOVAL TIME TO GEL
AT 450°K FROM OVEN AT 450°K FROM OVEN AT 450°K
,-- T300/N5208 ' (MIN:SEC) (OK) (MIN:SEC) (OK) (MIN:SEC)
411 10:20 433 10:15
Fresh 428 4:30 450 1:20
Material 20:32 433 1:20
439 0:0
Densifiedfor 400 9.:40 411 8:05
30 minutes 12:06 428 1:30 439 1:24
at 394°K 433 0:0 450 0:20
Densified for 400 5:00 389 9:05
60 minutes 10:26 417 1:00 422 1:19
at 394°K 422 0:0 444 0:0
-- In thedesignof the internalrubbermandrels,one of the primedesign
criteriaconsiderationsis to ensurethat0.689MPa of rubberpressureis
achievedinsidethe rudderboxmoldtoolat the gel temperatureof the
graphite/epoxycompositematerial.
The gel temperaturerangeforconstantheatriseratesis givenin Figure
H-I. However,the heatriserateduringan actualrudderbox curecycleis
-- not constantand variesfromabout0° to 0.97°Kperminute(ReferenceFigure
C-2).
The gel temperaturestimatesat threerudderstationsare_hown.in
FiguresH-2 throughH-7and themethodof estimatingis describedin Task 11 of
_- Section6. The summaryof ruddercurecyclegel temperaturesis givenin
TableH-2 and theruddercurecycledesignpressureversustemperaturedesign
criteriais givenin TableH-3.
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TABLEH-2
GEL TEMPERATURE SUMMARY - RUDDER CURE CYCLE
T300/N5208 GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITEBROADGOODS
DENSIFIED FOR30 MIN AT 394°K
TEMPERATURE (OK)
SMALL END MIDDLE LARGE END
ZAR = 413.53 ZAR = 476.94 ZAR = 555.47
LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT
SKIN SKIN SKIN SKIN SKIN SKIN
GELLED 447 439 436 433 439 428
NOT GELLED 437 433 430 428 432 423
FIGURE REF H-6 H-7 H-4 H-5 H-2 H-3
TABLE H-3
DESIGN PRESSURES AT TEMPERATURE - RUDDER CURE CYCLE
DESIGN TEMPERATURE (°K)
SMALL END MIDDLE LARGE END
ZAR '= 413.53 ZAR -- 476.94 ZAR = 555.47
2.07 MPaMAX* 447 447 447
0.689 MPa MIN** 433 428 422
*MAXIMUM CURE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE
**TABLE Ho2(NOT GELLED)
i
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_- DAPCO38-3SILICONERUBBERBULKMODULUSTESTS
i
.- This appendixdescribesthe DAPCO38-3siliconerubberbulkmodulustests
and the resultsof thosetests. Themajorityof the testswere conductedon
rubberspecimenscastwithan innerlayerof expandedmetalwhichis usedtop--.
reinforcethe actualrubbermandrels.Theserubberspecimenswere castunder-
sizein a 11.43cm (4-1/2-inch)-diameterby 2.86cm (1-1/8-inch)-deepaluminum
toolshownin FigureJ-l. Thispermittedbulkmodulusteststo be conducted
in the castingtoolwhileprovidingvariousgapsbetweenthe rubberspecimens
-_ and the tool.
11.43 CM CAST DAPCO 38-3 - CAST 2.54 CM DEEP
_3_
,.-.- IMINUM RING TOOL
2.86 CM
" T 0.318-CM LOWER SPACER
FIGUREJ-1. CASTINGTOOL
Basically,the equipmentfor thesetestsconsistedof a sturdyaluminum
' ringtool (FigureJ-l),a loadingpad (FigureJ-7),anda meansof applying
and recordingloadand deflection.Photosof theequipmentare shownin
FiguresJ-2 to J-6, and a simplifiediagramof the testsetupis shownin
FigureJ-7.
The cylindricalrubberspecimenswere castundersizeand curedper
__ specimenNo.4 in Table16. Aluminumandteflonshimswere usedto provide
i thegap when loadedintothe aluminumring. Theserubberpressure-versus-
deflectiontestswereconductedfor temperaturesfromroomtemperatureup to
" 450°K(350°F)and for rubberpressuresfromzeroup to 4.14MPa (600psi).
_- The testresultsshownin FigureJ-8 demonstratethe nonlinearityof the
: rubber. Thisspecimenwas DAPCO38-3siliconerubberwithembeddedscreen
meshand the testwas conductedat 394°K(250°F).The bulkmodulusfor this
: specimenis not a constantand the rubberspecimenappearsto experience
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FIGURE J-2. RUBBER, RING, AND PRESSURE PLATE
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FIGURE J-3. RUBBER, HELD RING, AND PRESSURE PLATE
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FIGURE J-4. RUBBER, RING, PRESSURE PLATE, AND METAL AND TEFLON SHIMS
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FIGURE J-5, PRESSURE MEASUREMENT SETUP IN OVEN
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FIGURE J-6. OVEN AND INSTRON RECORDING AND CONTROL BOARD I
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_-- jPRESSURE BAR
j,,_ .CAST DAPCO 38-3
. __ LI_OAD J SHIM" TO ZERO GAP AT
.--.-_ '"J PAD) _/_ _ALUMINUM RING TOOL [ R.T./TEST TEMP]
- I
2.54 cm I
- f
"METAL AND TEFLON FILM
FIGURE J-7. TEST SETUP
yielding above2.07 MPa(300 psi) followed by an apparent reduction in stiff-
- nesswhenthe loadreturnsto zero.
FigureJ-9 is a plotof pressureversusdeflectionfor a seriesof six
testsconductedon one cylindricalrubberspecimen(withmetalscreen). These
testswere conductedwithzerogap at roomtemperature.Eachtestwas con-
ductedup to near4.14MPa (600psi)with intervalsof from 1 to 3 days
betweenteststo allowthe rubberto recoverfromtheeffectsof the preceding
test. The rubberspecimenappearedto exhibitlessstiffnessat each loading
thanwas exhibitedduringthe precedingtest. Run No. 5 doesnotappearto
-- conformto the abovehypothesis,but this is attributedto faultyshimming
(i.e.,a smallgap existedbetweenthe aluminumringand the rubberspecimen
at roomtemperature).
Similartestsconductedon rubberspecimenswithoutembeddedmetalscreen
-- exhibitedsimilarnonlinearandyieldingpropertiesas with themetalscreen.
The bulkmodulustestresultsthusfarhave indicatedthatthemethodof
testingproducedpressure-versus-deflectioncurveswithwidelyvaryingvalues
fordifferentspecimensof the samerubber. Thiswas attributedto the
apparentyieldingof the rubberspecimensat pressuresabove2.07MPa (300psi).
It was theorizedthat,if thesebulkmodulustestswereconductedat pressures
-- belowwhichrubberexhibitedyielding,thenthe rubberspecimenscouldbe used
repeatedlywithouta continualshiftin physicalproperties.
Thus,the firststep in establishingthe bulkmoduluspropertieswas to
determinethe rubberyieldpressure.Tests67 and69 were conductedforthis
purpose;thesetestsand theirresultsare reportedin this•Appendix.A room
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FIGURE J-8. PRESSURE VERSUS DEFLECTION
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FIGURE J-9: REPEAT BULK MODULUS TEST - ROOM TEMPERATURE
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temperature radial gap of 0.889 mm(0.035 inch) was provided between the ring
and the rubber specimen after the rubber was wrapped with a layer of 0.127 mm
(O.O05-inch) Teflon strip. The rubber specimen was made to fill the aluminum
ring (gap and all) by raising the rubber temperature to 433°K (320°F). The
rubber specimen was then cycled at gradually increasing pressures to establish
the highest pressure for which the rubber retains repeatable pressure-deflection
properties. This pressure was established as 2.07 MPa (300 psi). i
The bulk modulus properties of DAPCO38-3 silicone rubber were established _
from the results of Tests 67, 69, and II of this appendix and given in Figure
J-13. This appendix also contains the results of Test 97, which is the bulk
modulus test for a rubber specimen previously subjected to 43 temperature/
pressure cycles. The results of Test 97 are plotted in Figure J-12 and show
excellent agreement with the results of Tests 67, 69, and 71.
The tests for the bulk modulus of DAPCO38-3 silicone rubber were
conducted at room temperature, and at 394 and 450°K (250 and 350°F). In
these tests, the rubber specimen is loaded in compression. However, the
specimen did not deflect uniformly over the entire specimen due to the dif-
ficulty of centering the applied load. Thus, it was necessary to measure the
pad deflection at two diametrically opposite pad locations in order to estab-
lish the average deflection of the rubber specimen for each loading.
The room-temperature tests were conducted by wrapping metal and teflon-
shim material around the under diameter silicone rubber to fill the gap between
the ring tool and the rubber specimen as shown in Figure J-7. Load was applied
through a metal pressure pad sized to fit the rubber specimen and the compres-
.sionload versus rubber deflectionvalueswere recorded.
The tests at 394 and 450°K (250 and 350°F)were conductedby wrapping
shim material around the under diametersiliconerubber specimenso as to leave
a calculatedgap betweenthe rubber and the retainingring at room temperature.
The gap was sized such that the rubber specimenwould just fill the ring tool
at the test temperature. Compressionloads were appliedto the rubber and the
resultingrubber deflectionswere recorded. The test set up was similarto the --
setup shown in FigureJ-7.
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The tests have been grouped into:
i. Preliminary Tests: These tests included the rubber pressure-versus-
deflection data given in Figures J-8 through J-11. They were not con-
- sideredsuitablefor derivingusefulbulkmodulusdata.
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FIGUREJ-11. PRESSUREVERSUSDEFLECTION(DAPCO38-3, ROOMTEMPERATURE)
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"- 2. FinalTests: Theseincludedthe load-versus-deflectiontestsNo. 67, 69,
71,and 97. For rubberpressuresbelow2.07MPa (300psi)the results
-- fromthesetestsprovidedconsistentand repeatabledatawhichresulted
in the bulkmodulusdataof FiguresJ-12andJ-13.
(400)
• (300) -- 2.0
-re 1.5 1-.
(2001 m
mW
.ec I_
1.0 a.
(100)
0.5
(o) o
0 0.01 0.02 0.03
_v/V2
_-- FIGURE J-12. RELATIONSHIP OF PRESSURE VERSUS BULK STRAIN(DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER)
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FIGURE J-13. COMPARISON: PRESSUREVERSUS BULK STRAIN
PreliminaryTests
Thesefourtestswere conductedup to rubberpressuresgreaterthan560
psiand theyielding,whichgenerallyoccursat thesehighpressures,was
consideredresponsiblefor the nonrepeatabilityofthe resultsof thesetests.
FigureJ-8 is a plotof six pressure-versus-deflectiontestsconducted
on one rubberspecimenwithmetalscreening.Rubberstiffnessappearsto
reduceaftereachloading. The factthatNo. 5 is out of orderis attributed
to inadequateshimming.FiguresJ-9 and J-lOare plotsof pressure-versus-
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deflection tests conducted on virgin rubber* specimenswith metal screening.
Thesefiguresshowthe typicalyieldingwhichgenerallybeginsto occurat
pressuresabove2.07MPa (300psi). Thesetestswereconductedat394 and
_ 450°K(250and 350°F),respectively.FigureJ-11 is a plotof pressure-versus-
deflectiontestsconductedon virginrubberspecimenswith no metalscreening.
_- FinalTests
The resultsof testsNos.67, 69 and 71 aregivenin FigureJ-13. These
: datawere averagedin TableJ-1 and plottedin FigureJ-12and constitutethe
soughtafterrelationshipbetweenrubberpressureand bulkstrain.
: TABLE J-1
AVERAGE VALUES FOR PRESSURE VERSUS BULK STRAIN DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
"- TEMPERATURE - 422° TO 450°K (300° TO 350°F)
BULK STRAIN (_V/V 2)PRESSURE
; (MPa) TEST 67 TEST 69 TEST 71 AVERAGE
0.345 0.0227 0.0199 0.0196 0.0207
0.689 0.0241 0.0214 0.0211 0.0222
1.034 0.025 0.0224 0.02 !8 0.0231
1.379 0.0256 0.0236 0.0225 0.0239
1.724 0.0263 0.0239 0.0235 0.0246
r-- 2.068 0.0270 0.0246 0.0245 0.0254
2.241 0.0275 0.0253 0.0252 0.0260
REF REF FIGURE 3-7
An additional purposeof tests Nos. 67 and 69 was to establish the rubber
yield pressure. It is undesirable to exceed this pressure if the rubber is to
-- maintainconsistentpropertiesduringrepeateduse. Thisis the reasonwhy
eachof thesetestswere repeatedfor six graduallyincreasingloadsand the
testwas repeatedthreetimesfor eachloadlevel. It was foundthatthe
rubbersettledin betterbecauseof theserepetitionsand improvedthe consist-
ency of the results. The rubber yield pressure was found to be 2.07 MPa
: (300psi ).
"- TestNo. 97 was a bulkmodulustestconductedon a rubberspecimenwhich
had beensubjectedto 43 temperature-pressurecycles. The resultsof the test
_- were plottedin FigureJ-12and showedverygoodagreementwith theaverageof
testsNos.67, 69, and 71.
*"Virginrubber.. is the termusedto signifya castrubberspecimenthathas
beencuredand heat-treatedbut not stressedbeyonditsyieldpressure.
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These bulk modulus tests Nos. 67, 69, 71 and 97 were carried out as
describedfortest "2" (Referencepage182). Itwas intendedto carryout
thesetestsat about450°K(350°F).Thusit was necessaryto providesuffic-
ientrubbergap at roomtemperaturethatwouldallowtherubberto expandat
about450°K(350°F)to justfillthe cylindricalaluminumretainingtool.
The rubbergap situationwas as follows:
RADIALGAP
ROOMTEMPERATURE TEST GROWTHAT
TEST RUBBERGAP TEMPEBATURE TESTTEMPERATURE REFERENCE
NO. (cm) (UK) (cm) PAGE
67 0.089 433 0.107 J-7 --
69 0.089 433 0.107 J-9
71 0.089 433 0.107 J-9 --
97 0.099 450 0.122 J-54
The calculationsconnectedwith the followingbulkmodulustestsfor
rubberspecimenradialgap and rubberbulkstraintakeintoaccountsilicone
rubber specimen and aluminumretaining ring thermal expansion.
Bulk Modulus Test No. 67 (T : 433°K (320°F)). -To establish the rubber
yield pressure, this test was conducted for gradually increasing loads of
13.34, 17.79, 22.24, 26.69, 31.14 and 35..58 kN. The 13.34 and 17.79 kN tests
were very valuable in settling the rubber into the ring; that is, the rubber
appeared to produce more consistent results after being cycled through these
relativelylow loads. A minimumwait of 5 minuteswas allowedbetweentests. --
The extensometereadingsare plottedin FiguresJ-14 to J-16. TableJ-2
givesthe extensometerand dialgagereadingsandthe averageof thesefor
the 26.69kN loadtest.
The representativebulkmoduluspropertiesfor thisspecimenare given
in TablesJ-3 andJ-4. ThesePropertiesare plottedin FigureJ-13. Rubber
yieldingappearsto startat a loadof 23.13kN in the first26.69kN load
cyclein FigureJ-15. Thistranslatesto a pressureof 23130/0.0113= 2.05
MPa (297psi). Typicalcalculationsforbulkmodulusare givenbelow(Also
seeTableJ-3):
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TABLE J-2
'--" TESTNO. 67 - BULKMODULUSTEST RESULTS(T = 433°K) - SECTION4
r-. GAGE DEFLECTION (cm)
LOAD FIRST CYCLE SECONDCYCLE THIRD CYCLE
(kN) EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG
0.045 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.445 0.0406 0.0508 0.0457 0.0394 0.0508 0.0424 0.0521
0.890 0.0508 0.0660 0.0584 0.0505 0.0660 0.0521 0.0660
r-- 2.224 0.0643 0.0787 0.0716 0.0645 0.0787 0.0665 0.0787
• 4.448 0.0747 0.0787 0.0767 0.0752 0.0787 0.0770 0.0787
8.900 0.0869 0.0737 0.0803 0.0876 0.0749 0.0897 0.0747
13.344 0.0960 0.0711 0.0836 0.0970 0.0711 0.0991 0.0711
,-- 17.792 0.1036 0.0660 0.0848 0.1054 0.0686 0.1072 0.0686
: 22.24 0.1105 0.0635 0.0869 0.1125 0.0660 0.1143 0.0660
26.688 0.1194 0.0610 0.0902 0.1196 0.0635 0.1214 0.0635
22.24 0.1184 0.0610 0.0897 0.1191 0.0622 0.1204 0.0622
17.792 0.1138 0.0610 0.0874 0.1148 0.0635 0.1161 0.0627
13.344 0.1065 0.0635 0.0859 0.1092 0.0635 0.1110 0.0635
8.900 0.1016 0.0635 0.0826 0.1021 0.0648 0.1041 0.0650
4.448 0.0904 0.0686 0.0795 0.0914 0.0686 0.0935 0.0686
r'-" 2.224 0.0813 0.0711 0.0762 0.0826 0.0711 0.0838 0.0711
0.890 0.0655 0.0699 0.0676 0.0655 0.0686 0.0686 0.0699
0.445 0.0521 0.0610 0.0564 0.0508 0.0584 0.0559 0.0610
0.045 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
: REF FIG J-8 FIG J-9 FIG J-9
TABLE J-3
TEST NO. 67 - PRESSURE VERSUS STRAIN - FIRST 26.69 kN LOADING CYCLE
• DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
p..-,
AVERAGE • BULK
LOAD DEFLECTION PRESSURE A VOLUME STRAIN
(kN) (cm) (MPa) (cu cm) (AViV 2)
0.045 0 0.0069 0 0
0.445 0.0457 • 0.0414 5.14 : 0.0171
0.890 0.0584 0.0758 6.56 0.0219
2.224 0.0716 O.1999 8.05 0.0268
4.448 0.0767 0.3930 I 8.62 0.0287
8.896 0.0803 0.7859 9.03 0.0301
13.344 0.0836 1.1789 9.40 0.0313 " . •
,--- 17.792 0.0848 1.5718 9.53 0.0323
22.240 0.0569 1.9717 9.77 0.0325
26.688 0.0902 2.3646 10.14 0.0338
22.240 0.0897 1.9717 10.08 0.0335
17.792 0.0874 1.5718 9.82 0.0327
13.344 0.0859 1.1789 9.66 0.0321
8.896 0.0826 0.7859 9.28 0.0309
4.448 0.0795 0.3930 8.94 0.0297
2.224 0.0762 O.1999 8.56 0.0285
"" 0.890 0.0676 0.0758 7.60 0.0253
0.445 0.0564 0.0414 6.34 0.0211
0.045 0 0.0069 0 0
REF TABLE J-2 LOAD/11.29 112.4 (AVG DEFL) AV/302.8
(0.010 IN.)
0.0254 em -
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FIGURE J·14. TEST NO. 67 - EXTENSOMETER READING PLOTS, SECTION 1
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RubberCastingNo. 26S (withexpandedmetalscreening)
.- RT averagedia : 1/2 (11.81+ 11.76): 11.786cm
RT height = 2.578cm
PressurePad (aluminum),RT dia = 11.956cm
Aluminumring,RT ID = 11.989cm
RT Radialgap = I/2(11.989- (11.786+ 0.025))
-- = 0.089cm
*Onewrapof (0.0127cm) Teflontape
_- (RT) Pressure PadArea : (11._56)2- : 112.266 sq cm
433°K Pressure Pad Area : 112.266 (I + 46.8 x 10-6 x 136)
.• : I13.0sq cmp.,--
AL
_L = 23.4x 10-6 m/m/°K
-- AL
_A = 46.8x 10-6 m/m/°K
_T = 433 - 297 = 136°K
_- (433°KRubberCastingRadialGrowth = 1/2 x 11.786x 127 x 10-6 x 136
= 0.1067cm (0.042in.)
_ = 1/2 (175+ 78)x 10-6AVG
= 127 x 10-6 m/m/°K
(inplaneof expandedmetalscreening,
see AppendixF)
%- (RT)RubberCastingVolume = _(11.786/2)x 2.578= 279.86cu cm
• (433°K) Rubber Casting Volume (V2) : 279.86 (1 + 565 x 10-6 x 136)
: 300.44 cu cm
(433°K) Rubber Casting Area : x(11.786/2 + 0.0889)2 : 112.41 sq cm
The loadversusdeflectioncurvefor the first26.69kN loadingcycle
indicatesthatthe onsetof loadoccurredabout0.015cm laterthanthe nom-
inalzerodeflection(seeFigureJ,15). Therefore,the valuesfor the
averagedeflectionfromTableJ-3will be adjustedto correlatetheonsetof
deflectionwith theonsetof load. Thesecorrectionsare givenin TableJ-4.
_- TableJ-4 alsocontainscorrectedbulkstrainvalueswhichare in FigureJ-13.
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TABLE J-4
TEST NO. 67 - PRESSUREVERSUS CORRECTED BULK STRAIN -
FIRST 26.69 kN LOADING CYCLE - DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
® ® ® ® ® ® _
NOMINAL CORRECTED
AVERAGE AVERAGE CORRECTED CORRECTED
LOAD DEFLECTION DEFLECTION PRESSURE A VOLUME BULK STRAIN
(kN) (cm) (cm) (MPa) A V (cu cm) (AV/V 2)
0.045 0 -0.0152 0.0069 - 1.708 -0.0057
0.445 0.0457 0.0305 0.0414 3.428 0.0114
0.890 0.0584 0.0432 0.0758 4.856 0.0162 ----,
2.224 0.0716 0.0564 0.1999 6.339 0.0211
4.448 0.0767 0.0615 0.3930 6.913 0.0230
8.896 0.0803 0.0651 0.7859 7.317 0.0243
13.344 0.0836 0.0584 1.1789 7.688 0.0256
17.792 0.0848 0.0696 1.5718 7.823 0.0260
22.240 0.0869 0.0717 1.9717 8.059 0.0258
26.688 0.0902 0.0750 2.3646 8.430 0.0280
RE F TABLE J-3 @--0.0152 TABLE J-3 112.4 @ @ /302.8
Bulk ModulusTest No. 69, T = 433°K (320°F) -This test was a repeat of
test No. 67. Again, rubber yielding appears to start at a load of 23.13 kN
(approximately 2.07 MPa (300 psi)).
The extensometer readings are plotted in Figures J-17 and d-18. Table
J-5 gives the extensometer and dial gage readings and their average values
for the 26.69 kN load test.
The representative bulk modulus properties for this specimen are given
in TablesJ-6 and J-7.
The loadversusdeflectioncurvefor the first26.69kN loadingcycle
indicatesthatthe onsetof loadoccurredabout0.0076cm afterthe nominal
zerodeflection(seeFigureJ-18). Therefore,the valuesfor the average
deflectionfromTableJ-6will be adjustedto correlatetheonsetof deflec-
tionwith the onsetof load. Valuesof pressureversuscorrectedbulk strain
are computedin TableJ-7 and plottedin FigureJ-13.
BulkModulusTestNo. 71, T = 433°K(320°F)-This is a bulkmodulustest
setup,as shownin FigureJ-7. The rubberwas settledin firstby performing
threeloadingcyclesto a maximumloadof 13.34kN to obtainresultsconsist-
entwith tests67 and 69. A minimumof 5 minuteswas allowedbetweentests.
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r,=.
: TABLE J-5
TEST NO. 69 - BULK MODULUS TEST RESULTS (T = 433°K) - SECTION 4
r'-'
FIRST (3:08 P.M.) SECOND(3:24 P.M.) THIRD (3:36 P.M.)
LOAD EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG
(kN) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm} (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)
0.045 0 0 0
0.445 0.0358 0.0305 0.0330 0.0368 0.0287 0.0366 0.0330
0.890 0.0437 0.0437 0.0437 0.0442 0.0432 0.0439 0.0457
2.224 0.0480 0.0650 0.0566 0.0483 0.0635 0.0559 0.0483 0.0648 0.0566
4.448 0.0538 0.0688 0.0615 0.0544 0.0673 0.0546 0.0686
8.896 0.0592 0.0711 0.0650 0.0607 0.0701 0.0607 0.0711
_" 13.344 0.0617 0.0747 0.0683 0.0635 0.0739 0.0688 0.0635 0.0752 0.0693
17.792 0.0635 0.0782 0.0709 0.0650 0.0775 0.0714 0.0655 0.0787 0.0721
22.240 0.0645 0.0813 0.0729 0.0663 0.0813 0.0739 0.0665 0.0826 0.0747
26.688 0.0665* 0.0864 0.0765 0.0676 0.0853 0.0765 0.0681 0.0864 0.0772
_- 22.240 0.0660 0.0864 0.0762 0.0663 0.0848 0.0665 0.0859
17.792 0.0655 0.0833 0.0744 0.0660 0.0815 0.0663 0.0826
13.344 0.0650 0.0795 0.0724 0.0668 0.0785 0.0660 0.0787
6.896 0.0648 0.0749 0.0699 0.0655 0.0734 0.0658 0.0742
_ 4.448 0.0620 0.0699 0.0660 0.0627 0.0683 0.0625 0.0686
2.224 0.0566 0.0681 0.0625 0.0572 0.0660 0.0572 0.0663
0.890 0.0511 0,0538 0,0523 0.0518 0.0508 0.0521 0.0533
0.445 0.0427 0.0406 0.0417 0.0427 0.0396 0.0429 0.0406
,-- 0.045 0 0.0025 0.0013 0 0 0.0025
REF FIG J-11 FIG J-11 FIG J-11
*APPARENT YIELD @23.13 kN
,--- TABLE J-6 '
TEST NO. 69 - PRESSURE VERSUS BULK STRAIN (T = 433°K)
FIRST 26.69 kN LOADING CYCLE - DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
AVERAGE BULK
LOAD DEFLECTION PRESSURE A VOLUME STRAIN .
(kN) (cm) (MPa) AV (cucm) (AV/V2)
0.045 0 0.0069 0 0
0.445 0.0330 0.0414 3.709 0.0122
0.890 0.0437 0.0758 4.912 0.0162
"-" 2.224 0.0566 0.1999 6.362 0.0211
4.448 0.0615 0.3930 6.913 0.0228
8.896 0.0650 0,7859 7,306 0.0241
13.344 0.0683 1.1789 7.677 0.0254
,--- 17.792 0.0709 1.5714 7.969 0.0263
22.240 0.0729 1.9717 8.194 0.0271
22.688 0.0765 2.3646 8.599 0.0284
22.240 0.0762 1.9717 8.565 0.0283
,-- 17.792 0.0744 1.5714 8.363 0.0276
13.344 0.0724 1.1789 8.138 0.0269
8.896 0.0699 0.7859 7.857 0.0259
4.448 0.0660 0.3930 7.418 0.0245
,-- 2.224 0.0625 0.1999 7.025 0.0232
0.890 0.0523 0.0758 5,879 0.0194
0.445 0.0417 0.0414 4.687 0.0155
0.045 0.0013 0.0069 0.146 0.0005
! REF TABLE J-5 LOAD/11.29 112.4 (AVG DEFL) AV/302.8
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TABLE J-7
PRESSUREVERSUS CORRECTED BULK STRAIN - FIRST 26.69 kN
LOADING CYCLE - TEST NO. 69 - DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
® ® ® ® ® ®
NOMINAL CORRECTED
AVERAGE AVERAGE CORRECTED CORRECTED
LOAD DEFLECTION DEFLECTION PRESSURE A VOLUME BULK STRAIN
(kN) (cm) (cm) (MPa) AV (cm3) (_V/V2)
0.045 0 -0.0076 0.0069
0.445 0.0330 0.0254 0.0414 2.855 0.0094
0.890 0.0437 0.0361 0.0758 ,. 4.058 0.0134
2.224 0.0566 0.0490 0.1999 5.508 0.0182
4.448 0.0615 0.0539 0.3930 6.058 0.0200
8.896 0.0650 0.0574 0.7859 6.452 0.0213
13.344 0.0683 0.0607 1.1789 6.823 0.0225
17.792 0.0709 0.0633 1.5714 7.115 0.0235
22.240 0.0729 0.0653 1.9717 7.340 0.0242
26.688 0.0765 0.0689 2.3646 7.744 0.0256 _
REF TABLE ®_0076 TA8LE .24® ®,026
The extensometereadingsare plottedin FigureJ-19. TableJ-8givesthe
extensometerand dialgage readingand the averageof theseforthe 36.34kN
loadtest.
The bulkmoduluspropertiesaregivenin TablesJ-9 and J-lOand are
plottedin FigureJ-13. In FigureJ-19,it is apparentthatthe rubber
yieldingstartsat about22.24kN (1.98MPa).
The loadversusdeflectioncurvefor thistestshownin FigureJ-19
indicatesthatthe onsetof loadoccurredabout0.0102cm afterthe nominal
zerodeflection.Therefore,the valuesfor the averagedeflectionfrom
TableJ-9 willbe adjustedto correlatethe onsetot deflectionwith the
onsetof load..
Valuesof pressureversuscorrectedbulkstrainare computedin Table
J-lOand are plottedin FigureJ-13.
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TABLE J-8
TEST NO. 71 -- BULK MODULUS
TEST RESULTS (T = 433.2°K)
GAGE DEFLECTION (cm)LOAD
(kN) EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG
0.045 0 0 0
0.311 0.0257 0.0211 0.0234
0.756 0.0381 0.0318 0.0351
2.091 0.0541 0.0417 0.0478
4.315 0.0640 0.0432 0.0536
8.763 0.0762 0.0381 0.0572
13.211 0,0853 0.0330 0.0592
17.659 0.0945 0.0292 0.0620
22.107 0.1041 0.0257 0.0650
26.555 0.1148 0.0229 0.0688
31.003 0.1278 0.0203 0.0742 _
36.340 0.1486 0.0203 0.0843
REF FIG J-19
TABLE J-9
TEST NO. 71: PRESSUREVERSUS BULK STRAIN
(T = 433.2°K) DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
AVERAGE
LOAD DEFLECTION PRESSURE & VOLUME BULK STRAIN
(kN) (cm) (MPa) _V (cm3) (_V/V 2) :
0.045 0 0.0040 0 0
0.311 0.0234 0.0277 2.629 0.0087
0.75 0.0351 0.0673 3.944 0.0127
2.091 0.0478 0.1860 5.371 0.0177
4.315 0.0536 0.3840 6.023 0.0199
8.763 0.0572 0.7798 6.428 0,0213
13.211 0.0592 1.1756 6.652 0.0220
17.659 0.0620 1.5715 6.967 0.0231
22.107 0.0650 1.9673 7.304 0,0242
26.555 0.0688 2.3631 7.731 0.0256
31.003 0.0742 2.7590 8.338 0.0276
36.340 0.0843 3.2340 9.473 0.0314
_.
REF TABLE J-15 LOAD/11.237 112.37/
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TABLEJ-10
TEST NO. 71 - PRESSURE VERSUS CORRECTED BULK STRAIN
r'- DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
"- ® ® ® ® ® ®
NOMINAL CORRECTED
AVERAGE AVERAGE CORRECTED CORRECTED
LOAD DEFLECTION DEFLECTION PRESSURE A VOLUME BULK STRAIN
: (kN) (cm) (cm) (MPa) AV (cucm) (AV/V 2)
0.045 0 -0.0102 0.0040 -1.146 -0.0038
"-" 0.311 0.0234 0.0132 0.0277 1.483 0.0049
! 0.756 0.0351 0.0249 0.0673 2.798 0.0090
• - 2.091 0.0478 0.0276 0.1860 3.101 0.0140
4.315 0.0536 0.0434 0.3840 4.877 0.0162
8.763 0.0572 0.0470 0.7798 5.281 0.0175
: 13.211 0.0592 0.0490 1.1756 5.506 0.0182
17.659 0.0620 0.0518 1.5715 5.821 0.0193
22.107 0.0650 0.0548 1.9673 6.158 0.0204
_-- 26.555 0.0658 0.0586 2.3631 6.585 0.0218
31.003 0.0742 0.0640 2.7590 7.192 0.0238
; 36.340 0.0843 0.0741 3.2340 8.327 0.0276
REF TABLE J-16 -0.0102 TABLE J-16 112.37 3_ _V/302.10
r-- BulkModulusTestNO. 97,T = 450°K(350°F)--TestNo. 97 was performed
on rubbercastingNo. 37S afterit had beensubjectedto 43 temperature/
pressurecyclesdescribedin AppendixK.
The intentionwas to determineany changein the bulkmodulusproperties
-- of DAPCO 38-3 siliconerubberafter numerouscure cycles (see Figure J-12).
Thistestwas conductedfor threemaximumloads: 13.34kN, 17.79kN,
-- and 22.24kN, and cycledthreetimesat eachmaximumload. The initialcy-
clingparallelsthe loadingsequenceof the previousbu,. ,,odulustest=. It
r-- settlesthe rubberin the tooland shouldprovidebetterCO_Farable@ta. A
minimumwait of 5 minuteswas allowedbetweentests.
The extensometereadingsare plottedin FigureJ-20. TableJ-11gives
the extensometerand dialgagereadingsand the averageof these. The bulk
moduluspropertiesare givenin TableJ-12and are plottedin FigureJ-12.
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FIGURE J-20. TEST NO. 97 - EXTENSOMETER READING PLOTS, SECTION 2
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TABLE J-11
TEST NO. 97 - BULK MODULUS TEST RESULTS (T = 450°K) - SECTION 3
p-.
GAGE DEFLECTION (cm)
LOAD FIRST CYCLE SECOND CYCLE THIRD CYCLE
_- (kN) EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG EXTENSOMETER DIAL AVG
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.445 0.0295 0.0305 0.0300 0.0302 0.0305 0.0304 0.0295 0.0305 0.0300
_'_ 0.890 0.0404 0.0356 0.0381 0.0406 0.0368 0.0386 0.0394 0.0381 0.0386
! 2.224 0.0508 0.0457 0.0483 0.0511 0.0457 0.0483 0.0508 i 0.0457 0.0483
4.448 0.0556 0.0508 0.0533 0.0556 0,0508 0.0533 0.0551 0.0508 0.0528
8.896 0.0599 0.0559 0.0579 0.0605 0.0559 0.0582 0.0599 0.0572 0.0584
13.344 0.0632 0.0610 0.0620 0.0635 0.0610 0.0622 0.0630 0.0610 0.0620
: 17.792 0.0648 0.0660 0.0655 0.0653 0.0660 0.0655 0.0648 0.0660 0.0655
- 22.240 0.0660 0.0699 0.0681 0.0668 0.0711 0.0691 0.0660 0.0711 0.0686
17.792 0.0650 0.0686 0.0668 0.0660 0.0686 0.0673 0.0655 0.0686 0.0671
13.344 0.0635 0.0660 0.0648 0.0640 0.0610 0.0650 0.0638 0.0660 0.0648
: 8.896 0.0599 0.0635 0.0617 0.0605 0.0635 0.0620 0.0599 0.0635 0.0617
4.448 0.0556 0.0584 0.0569 0.0556 0.0584 0.0569 0.0551 0.0584 0.0569
2.224 0.0521 0.0533 0.0528 0.0521 0.0521 0.0521 0.0516 0.0521 0.05 18
_-- 0.890 0.0457 0.0457 0.0457 0.0450 0.0457 0.0452 0.0447 0.0457 0.0452
0.445 0.0371 0.0381 0.0376 0.0368 0.0381 0.0376 0.0376 0.0381 0.0378
: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
REF FIG J-20 FIG J-20 FIG J-20
TABLE J-12 "! "'_/:
TEST NO. 97 - PRESSURE VERSUS BULK STRAIN (T = 450°K)
FIRST 22.24 kN LOADING CYCLE - DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
_- AVERAGE BULK
LOAD DEFLECTION PRESSURE & VOLUME STRAIN
(kN) (cm) (MPa) _V (cucm) (_V/V2)
0 0 0 0 0
0.445 0.0300 0.0393 3.386 0.0111
0.890 0.0381 0.0787 4 301 0,0141
2.224 0.0483 0.1967 5.452 0.0179
4.448 0.0533 0.3934 6.017 0.0198
8.896 0.0579 0.7868 6.536 0.0215
• 13.344 0.0620 1.1803 6.999 0.0230
17.792 0.0655 1.5737 7;394 0.0243
22.240 0.068 1 1.9671 7.687 0.0252
REF TABLE J-18 LOAD/11.306 112.88 (AVG DEFL) AV/304.4
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ANALYSISVERIFICATIONTESTS
The tests described in Appendix K had a two-fold purpose, one purpose
was to provide a demonstration of the relationship between temperature and
pressure for specimens of trapped rubber with a variety of gaps between the
_- rubber specimen and the enclosing structure. The other purpose was to show
the degree of accuracy in predicting the trapped rubber pressure using the bulk
_- modulus properties of Figure J-12.
Tests 72, 74, 76, 77, and 78 are typical temperature-versus-trapped-
rubber-pressure tests with gaps ranging from zero to 0.635 mm (0.025 inch) at
the top and sides of the specimen. Graphs of temperature versus pressure
show reasonable agreement between tests and analysis values, considering the
possible scatter of rubber material and dimensional properties.
• The rubber specimen used for Test 78 (gap = 0.635 mm (0.025 Inch)) pro-
duced 2.14 MPa (310-psi) rubber pressure at 450°K (350°F). This specimen was
r_
temperature/pressure-cycled 43 times with an 0.635-mm (O.025-inch) gap.
Tests 81, 86, 90, and 95 were performed at the 6th, 13th, 21st, and 43rd
-- cycles. Oncompletion of these tests, bulk modulusTest 97 was conductedon
the same rubber specimen,and its bulk modulus propertiesat that time showed
_ excellent agreement with average properties of Figure J-12.
To illustrate that rubber expands as a volume due to temperature,
Test 89 was conducted with the gap on one face of the rubber only. The gap
volume for Test 89 was the same as for Test 78, where the gapwas on the face
and sides of the specimen. A comparisonof the temperature/pressureobserva-
tion for Tests 89 and 78 (FigureK-IO) is given in this appendix. The results
__ are remarkably similar.
Test 93 is a duplication of Test 77 after a lapse of 23 days. These
"- tests were performed with the same rubber specimen to determine the effects
• of aging. The results of these tests were plotted in this appendix. These
results are a reasonable comparison with the results of Test 93 being more
compatible with analysis (Figure K-11).
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i
The equipment for these tests was the same as that used for the bulk
modulus tests described in Appendix J and shown in Figures J-1 through J-7.
The cylindrical rubber specimens were cast of Dapco 38-3 silicone rubber with
an inner layer of metal screening. These specimens were curedper specimen
No. 4 in Table 20 (Section 6). The size of these specimens was the same as
described in Appendix J and used for the bulk modulus tests. These analysis
verification tests consisted of three general types which are described below.
The Dapco 38-3 siliconerubber specimenswere cast slightlyundersizeand
cured by standardprocedures. The followingtests were performedby enclosing
the rubber specimensin cylinderswith variousgaps. They provided informa-
tion on how much pressureresultedfrom the thermalexpansionof silicone
rubber and also an opportunityto comparetest resultswith the values
obtainedby analysis,using bulk modulus, and thermalexpansioncoefficient
information.
1. Zero Gap Tests - Metal shims were used to fill thegap around all the
sides of the cylindricalrubberspecimenwhen at room temperaturewhile
the pressurepad was broughtdown to contactthe upper flat side of the
rubber specimeninsidean oven (see Figure K-l). The oven was turned on
and the rubber pressureand temperaturewere measuredand recordedwhile -_
holdingthe volume constant.
2. ControlledGap (0.254-,0.0457-,and 0.0635-cm;(0.010-,0.018-, and 0.025-
inch))Tests - CylindricalDapco 38-3 siliconerubber specimenswere
cast slightlyundersizeand cured by standardprocedures. Metal shims
(see Figure K-2) were used to achievethe desiredgap (0.0254,0.0457,
and 0.0635 cm; (0.010,0.018, and 0.025 inch))betweenthe sides of the
rubber specimenand the enclosingmetal ring. The pressurepad,
attachedto the loadingmachine,was used to providethe desiredgap at
the upper surfaceof the rubberspecimen. With the holdingcontainer
maintainingconstantvolumewhen placea in the oven, rubber pressure
was measured as the rubber temperatureincreased.
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SHIM* TO ZERO GAP (RT)
PRESSURE "_
®
"METAL AND TEFLON FILM
FIGURE K-1. TRAPPED RUBBER PRESSURE TEST SETUP
(NO INITIAL RUBBER GAP)
GAP
SHIM* TO LEAVE DESIRED GAP
.ALUMINUM RING TOOL
CONSTANT HEIGHT
-- DAPCO
38-3
"METAL AND TEFLON FILM
FIGURE K-2.TRAPPED RUBBER TEST SETUP
(SPECIFIED GAP)
i
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3. Repeat Cycle Pressure Tests - A cylindrical Dapco 38-3 silicone rubber
specimen was found to produce the maximumdesirable pressure of approxi-
mately 2.068 MPa (300 psi) when placed in an enclosure providing an
0.0635-cm (O.025-inch) gap and then heated to 449.9°K (350°F). This
setup was temperature-cycled 42 times in a plain oven. However, the
6th, 13th, 21st, and 42nd cycles were performed in the oven attached to
the loading machine, and pressure versus temperature values were recorded
up to 449.9°K (350°F). This test should provide useful information on
the longevity of Dapco 38-3 silicone rubber when used as mandrels for the
trapped rubber process.
During each of this series of tests a record is kept of the rubber
temperature and pressure. Then, an analysis is made to estimate the rubber
pressure for each test for the observed corresponding rubber temperature. _
The analytical method for estimating the rubber pressure consists of the
following steps:
1. Estimate the volume of the rubber specimen at its desired temperature •
if it were permitted to expand in an unrestricted manner.
2. Repeat Step 1 for the internal surface of the aluminum ring.
3. Subtract the result of Step 2 from that of Step 1.
4. If the result of Step 3 is a positive number, divide it by Step 2 to
obtain the bulk strain.
5. Read off the rubber pressure from Figure J-12.
A step-by-step analysis using the above method is given in the following
work for test No. 74 only. For the other tests, only the results are given
in the tables and figures of this appendix.
Pressure Versus Temperature Test No. 72
A temperature versus trapped rubber pressure test with zero gap was
conducted as described previously. Figure K-3 presents the rubber pressures
resulting from test and analysis.
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: FIGURE K-3. TEST NO. 72 - PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE
PressureVersusTemperatureTest No. 74
This is a temperatureversus trappedrubber pressuretest with zero gap
and was conductedper test No. 72. The rubber pressuresresultingfrom test-
"- ing and the followinganalysisare given in Tables K-l and K-2 and plotted in
Figure K-4. There is excellentagreementbetweentest and theory.
RT Radial Gap = 0.00254 cm
RT Axial Gap = 0 cm
0.0127 cm Teflon: 2wraps on side
1 wrap on top and bottom
-- Rubber CastingNo. 33S
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TABLEK-1 I
TEST NO. 74 - PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS
ZERO GAP, DAPCO 38-3 SILICONE RUBBER
TEMP ,_T &V R V= z_VRN=c PRESSURE(°KI (°K) (cucm) (cucm) . (MPa)
297.1 0 -0.25 289.89 0 0
305.4 8.3 0.936 291.19 0.0032 0.021
311.0 13.9 1.736 292.07 0.0060 0.028
324.8 27.8 3.723 294.24 0.0127 0.069
338.7 41.7 5.709 296.42 0.0193 0.221
344.3 47.2 6.495 297.28 0.0219 0.579
349.8 52.8 7.295 298.15 0.0245 1.655
351.5 54.4 7.524 298.40 0.0253 2.068
353.2 56.1 7.767 298.67 0.0260 2.241
355.4 58.3 8.081 299.01 0.0271 2.413
REF 0.1429AT 0.1565&T FIG. J-12
-0.25 +289.89
TABLE K-2
TEST NO. 74 - PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE TEST RESULTS
ZERO GAP, DAPCO 38-3 SI LICONE RUBBER
TEMP LOAD PRESSURE
(°K) (kNI (MPa)
311.0 0.156 0.0138
316.5 0.245 0.0218
322.1 0.334 0.0297
327.6 0.489 0.0435
333.2 0.801 0.0713
338.7 1.601 0.1425
344.3 6.450 0.5739
349.8 17.347 1.5435
353.7 24.019 2.1371
REF LOAD/11.239
*PRESSUREPAD AREA _ 112.39 cu cm
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i FIGURE K_,. TEST NO. 74 - PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE
RT Average Diameter = 11.984 cm
RT Height = 2.570 cm
Aluminum Ring, RT Diameter = 12.040 cm
Pressure Pad, RT Diameter : 11.956 cm
-- (12.040 _ 0.0508) 2RT Aluminum Ring Volume = x x2.570 = 290.14 cu cm
(TOK) Aluminum Ring Volume Expansion = 290.14 x 46.8 x 10-6 x AT
: 0.0136 AT cu cm
RT Rubber Volume = 7(11.984/2) 2x2.570 : 289.89 cu cm
(T°K) Rubber Volume Expansion = 289.89 x 565 x 10-6 AT = 0.1638 AT cu cm
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(T°K) Rubber Volume (V2) = 289.89 + 0.1638 AT cu cm
(T°K) Aluminum Ring Inner Volume : 290.14 + 0.0136 AT cu cm
Change from free rubber volume
AV_ = 289.89 + 0.1638 AT - (290.14 + 0.0136 AT)
= 0.1502 AT - 0.25 cu cm
Bulk Strain = AV_/V2
Pressure Versus Temperature Test No. 76
This is a temperature versus trapped rubber pressure test with a
0.0254-cm (O.010-inch) rubber gap. Figure K-5 shows the rubber pressures that
resulted from testing and analysis.
Pressure Versus Temperature Test No. 77
This is a temperature versus trapped rubber pressure test with a
0.0457-cm (O.018-inch) rubber gap. Figure K-6 shows the rubber pressures that
resulted from testing and analysis.
Pressure Versus Temperature Test No. 78
This is a temperature versus trapped rubber pressure test with a
0.0635-cm (O.025-inch) rubber gap. Figure K-7 gives the rubber pressures
resulting from testing and analysis.
Pressure Versus Temperature Tests No. 78, 81, 86, 90 and 95
Tests No. 78, 81, 86, 90, and 95 were all part of an overall test to
determine the effect of subjecting a rubber specimen to many temperature-
pressure cycles.
This testing started when it was determined by Test No. 78 that a gap
of 0.0635 cm (0.025 inch) at the sides and top of rubber casting No. 37S
produced a pressure of 2.14 MPa (310 psi) at 450°K (350°F) (See Figure K-7).
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FIGURE K-6. TEST NO. 77 - PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE
Thus rubber castingNo. 37S Was placed in an enclosingaluminumcylinderwith
the same gaps as for test No. 78 and cycled betweenroom temperatureand
449.9°K (350°F)as indicatedin FigureK-8.
Altogether there were 43 temperature-pressurecycles performedon
castingNo. 37S, with five of the cycles performedon a loadingmachine,as
listed in Table K-4. The resultsof these tests are given in Figure K-9.
The pressure-temperatureplots in Figure K-9 indicatethat the rubber
tends to soften during the first 13 cycles but stiffensduring the later
cycles. After the 43 cycles were performed,castingNo. 37S was subjectedto
a bulk modulus test describedin AppendixJ under test No. 97.
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FIGURE K-8. TEMPERATURE - TIME CYCLE: RUBBER CASTING NO. 37S
TABLE K-3
PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE TESTS
DURING CYCLING OF CASTING NO. 37S
TEMP.PRESSURE TEST
CYCLE NO. NO.
1 78
6 81
13 86
21 90
43 95 --
Pressure Versus Temperature Test No. 89
The volume gap between the rubber specimen and the enclosing aluminum
ring at room temperature for this test was designed to be similar to the
volume gap for test No. 78. The purpose of this was to demonstrate whether
or not rubber tended to expand as a volume. Although the two volume gaps
were similar in quantity, they were different in shape. The volume gap for
test No. 89 was on top only while the volume gap for test No. 78 was on the --
sides and top. A review of the comparisonof the test results indicatesthat
this rubber expandedas a volume (See Figure K-IO).
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FIGURE K-9o TESTS 78, 81, 86, 90, AND 95 - PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE TEST RESULTS
AFTER HEAT AND PRESSURE CYCLING
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FIGURE K-10. TESTS NO. 89 AND 78-- PRESSURE VERSUS TEMPERATURE
COMPARISON
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DESIREDGAPBETWEENRUBBERMANDRELSANDGR/EP
"- LAYUPINSIDETHEPLM
.- This appendixpresentsthe resultsof calculationstodetermineinternal
rubberpressureforvariousrubbergaps. The rubberpressureswerecomputed
for variousrubbergapsat thegel temperaturesderivedin AppendixH.
Samplecalculationsfor the rib baybetweenribsat ZAR= 419.26and 424.94
are given;calculationsforotherrib baysare similar.The basictheoryis
.___
extractedfromReference3 and the rubbercharacteristicsu edwere takenfrom
L
AppendicesF and J.
In generalit is desirablethatthe pressure,producedby the rubber
mandrelsduringa curecycle,rangefrom0.689MPa (100psi)at gel tempera-
tureto 2.068MPa (300psi)at curetemperature.Withthisin mind,Fig-
uresL-6and L-7were constructedfromthe calculationsmade hereinto show
thedistributionof desiredrubbergapsacrossthewholespanof the rudder.
FiguresL-6 and L-7are estimatesproducedfor a curecyclebasedon a 505°K
_- (450°F)oventemperaturesettingand a 533°K(500°F)oventemperaturesetting,
respectively.The use of the 533°K(500°F)ovenduringtheheatup portion
-- of the curecycleresultsin a higherruddertemperatureand pressurewhen
gel occurs.
FiguresL-6 and L-7weredevelopedfromanalysescarriedout for three
rudderbays:
r--
ZAR = 419.26- 424.94
-- ZAR = 461.70- 466.77
ZAR= 550.88 - 555.47
Only the calculations for rudder bay ZAR= 4i9.26 - 424.94 are shown.
The basic geometric properties of the rib bay needed for the
calculations are:
#.==.
I. The rudder bay volume and the rudder bay outer surface area bonded by the
-- outer surface of the skins, ribs, front and rear spar webs (Figure L-I).
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TABLE L-1
RUBBER PRESSURE VERSUS RUBBER GAP -
RUDDER BAY ZAR = 419.26-424.94
RUBBER PRESSURE (MPa)RUBBER
GAP GEL TEMP CURE TEMP
(cm) T2 = 422.1 °K T2 - 450 °K
0.0508 0.593 1.241
0.0381 0.965 1.689 _
0.0254 1.372 1.999
REF PAGES
j_,,,_- (5 68 IN.)__
14143 cm
• • (1,0326 IN.)
,_ 2.62 cm
__\_._ •
J
_!6.39 IN.I 16.23 cm
I
ZAR = 422.10
FIGURE L-1. RIB BAY, MOLD CAVITY GEOMETRY (ZAR = 419.26-424.94)
2. The rudder bay graphite/epoxy structure volume.
3. The graphite/epoxy inner surface area.
4. The metal mandrel volume comprising the heater spikes and the breakaway --
metal mandrels (Figure L-2).
The calculations were carried out by a trial and error method due to the
fact that the deflection of the molding tool side plates exerts a very sub-
stantial influence on the value of the internal rubber pressure. The steps --
186
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(2-1/2 IN.) 6.35 cm
I -, 1_-,4,.I8.255__L_n_ I I ___.__,,,v--_,_
t=,.,,,,
: _ t- 11/41N.1 0.635crn
,_ T 13/_---_-T EoGE
13-1/4 IN.) 8.25
' 17.25IN.) t --'^- " :, LD- (1 75 IN.)
18.415 cm _.u;_ cm I " "4.445 cm
(23.5 IN.)
,-- 59.69cm
FIGURE L-2. METAL MANDREL GEOMETRY (ZAR = 419.26 TO 424.94)
in the calculationof rubber pressurefor rubber temperatureT2 and a rubber
_- gap t were as follows:
i
i. Compute AT = T2 (OK) - T1 (OK)
,....
where TI : room temperature
- R
: 2. ComputeVI : volume of rubbermandrel at TI
R
_- 3. ComputeV2 = volume of freely expandedrubber at T2
R
4. ComputeAV = compressedvolume of freely expandedrubber
.__ C
R
: = V2 + metal mandrel volume at T2
+ graphite/epoxy structure volume
.- - rudder bay volume at T2
5. Assume a value for the rubber pressure. Adjust the value for AV R for
_._ C
the effectsof tool plate deflectiongiven in Table N-I.
6. Compute the bulk strain = AVcR/V2R.
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7. Read the rubber pressureP1 (MPa) from the bulk moduluscurve in
FigureJ-13.
8. Using the rubber pressurevalue PI' readjustthe value for AVcR for the
effects of tool plate deflection as in Step 5. .--
9. Repeat Step 6.
I0. Repeat Step 7 to obtain the rubber pressure P.
11. Repeat Steps 8, 9, and 10, n times (where n = 1, 2, -_) until P(n)
= P(n-1).
Bay Volume at RT: 14.43_16"23+22.62) 64.49
3
= 8771.96cm
Volume at 422°K = 8771.96(1 + 37.8 x 10-6 x 125.0)= 8813.41 cu cm
Volume at 450°K = 8771.96(1 + 37.8 x 10-6 x 152.8)= 8822.61cu cm
Volume at 433°K = 8771.96 (1 + 37.8 x 10-6 x 136.1)= 8816.76cu cm
Volume at 446°K = 8771.96 (1 + 37.8 x 10-6 x 148.9)= 8821.33cu cm
Bay SurfaceArea (RIBBAY ZAR = 419.26- 424.94)
Right Skin = 930.417sq cm
Left Skin = 930.417sq cm
Lower Rib = 608.018sq cm
UpperRib = 608.018sq cm
F/S Face = 234.200sq cm
R/S Face = 37.839 sq cm
TOTAL 3348.903sq cm
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GR/EP Structure(RIB BAY ZAR = 419.26 - 424.94)
Skin t = 6 x 0.0152 = 0.0914 cm
F/S Cap CSA = 0.762 x 1 x 0.0343 + 0.762 (2 x 0.0343 + 0.0152)
,--,-
+ 0.762 (2 x 0.0343 + 4 x 0.0152)
= 0.0265+ 0.0639+ 0.0987 = 0.1890 sq cm
-- F/S Cap Reinforcement
CSA = 1.016 x 2 x 0.0152 + 1.016 x 4 x 0.0152 + 0.762 (4 x 0.0152
+ I x 0.0343)
= 0.0310 + 0.0619+ 0.0723
= 0.1652 cm2
Rib Cap
_-- CSA = 1.905 [0.0152+ 0.0343]+ 1.27 x 0.0152
__ = 0.0942 + 0.0194 = 0.1136 sq cm
R/S Cap and Web
CSA = 2 [0.762x 0.0152 x 2 + 0.508 x 4 x 0.0152+ 0.4445 x 4 x 0.0152]
+ 0.4445 x 2 x 0.0152)+(2.623 - 2 x 0.0914)0.19050
_ = 2 [0.0232+ 0.0310 + 0.0271 + 0.0136]+ 0.0465
= 2 [0.0948]+ 0.4645 = 0.654 sq cm
F/S Web
CSA = 0.381 x [16.233- (10 x 0.0152 + 0.0343)2] = 6.0426 sq cm
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GR/EPStructureVolume (RIBBAY ZAR= 419.26- 424.94)
Left Skin Vol : 930.417x 0.0914+ 0.1652 x 14.43 + 2 x 0.1135 x 64.49
= 85.0816+ 2.3761+ 14.6500= 102.1077cu cm
RightSkinVol = = 102.1077cu cm
.--..,
LowerSkinVol = 608.0181[0.0152+ 0.0343]= 30.1194cu cm
UpperRib Vol = 30.1194cu cm --
RearSparCap + Web Vol = 14.43x 0.6542= 1.463cu cm
F/S Web Vol = 14.43x 6.0426= 87.1792cu cm
TotalVolume = 2 [102.1077+ 30.1194]+ 1.463+ 87.1792
= 361.073cu cm
_ 361.073_
AVGt 3348.903 0.1078cm
Rib Bay (ZAR= 419.26- 424.94)
GR/EPStructureInnerSurfaceArea (RIBBAY ZAR= 419.26- 424.94)
RightSkin= 14.275x 64.341 = 918.450
LeftSkin= = 918.450
LowerRib = 1/2 (16.0807+ 2.470)64.338= 596.773
UpperRib = 596.773
F/S Face= 14.275x 16.0807 = 229.548
R/S Face= 14.275x 2.470 = 35.264
Total =3295.258sq cm
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RT MandrelVolume= (8.255)2 x 18.415+ 1/2 [ 8.255+ 6.35x 1.905]36.83
+ 1/2[6.35x 1.27+ 6.033x 0.635]4.445
= 1254.888+ 1477.653+ 26.4323= 2758.973cu cm
(422.1°K)Vol = 2758.973[1+ 70.2x 10-6 x 125.0]= 2783.177cu cm
(449.9°K)Vol = 2758.973[1+ 70.2x 10-6 x 152.8]= 2788.568cu cm
- (433.2°K)Vol = 2758.973[1+ 70.2x 10-6 x 136.1]= 2785.340cu cm
_ (446.0°K)Vol = 2758.973[I+ 70.2x 10-6 x 148.9]= 2787.814cu cm
Rib Bay (ZAR= 419.26- 424.94)
T2 = 422°K
_- RubberUndersizet = 0.0508cm (RIBBAY ZAR= 419.26- 424.94)
AT = 4220- 2970= 125°K
_ = 540 x 10-6 cm3/cm3/°K(Page53) (Approx)
3
V_ = 8771.955- [273.893+ 2758.973+ 3295.255x 0.0508]= 5571.695cm
-- v2R = 5571.695[1+ 540 x 10-6 x 125.0]=.5947.778cu cm
R
AV = 5947.778+ 2783.177+ 273.893*- 8813.418= 191.450cu cm
C
aVcR/V2R = 191.450/5947.778= 0.0322
P2 = Large(FigureJ-12)
Takingintoaccounttheassociatedeflectionof the tool,assumerubber
pressure.P2 = 0.862MPa
R = 191.450 0.862
aVc 6.894 x 702.677= 103.615cu cm (TableN-l)
aVcR/V2R = 103.615/5947.778= 0.0174
P2 = 0.152 MPa
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Assume rubber pressure P2 = 0.600 MPa
R = 191.450 0.600AVc 6.894 x 702.677 = 130.310 cu cm
i
AVcR/V2R : 130.310/5947.778 = 0.0219 -_
P2 = 0.593MPa (.FigureJ12) --
*GR/EP structure volume = 361.073 - 87.179 = 273.893 cu cm
(F/S is the aft face of the F/S web)
Rib Bay (ZAR = 419.26 - 424.94)
T2 : 422°K
Rubber Undersizet = 0.0381 cm (RIB BAY ZAR = 419.26 - 424.94)
AT = 422 - 297 = 125°K
oR = 540 x 10-6 cu cm/cu cm/°K (Page 53) (Approx)C
vIR = 8771.955- [273.893+ 2758.973+ 3295.255x 0.0381]= 5613.548cm3
V2R : 5613.548 [1 + 540 x 10-6 x 125] : 5992.466cm3
R
AV : 5992.466+ 2783.177+ 273.893- 8813.418= 236.137cu cmC
R
AVc : 236.137/5992.466= 0.0394
P2 = Large
Taking into account the associateddeflectionof tool assume rubber pressure
IP2 = 0.965 MPaI
R = 14.410 - 0.965AVc 6.894 x 702.677= 137.766cm3 (Ref Table N-I)
AVcR/V2R = 137.766/5992.466= 0.0230
P2 = 0.965 MPa (FigureJ-12)
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Rib Bay (ZAR = 419.26 = 424.94)
-- T2 = 422°K
Rubber Undersize t = 0.0254 (RIB BAYZAR = 419.26 - 424.94)
r"-
AT = 422 - 297 = 125°K
R
_c = 540 x 10-6 cu cm/cu cm/°K (Page53) (Approx)
vIR = 8771.955- [273.893+ 2758.973+ 3295.255x 0.0254]= 5654.985cu cm
= 5654.958 cu cm
V2R = 5654.958 (1 + 540 x 10-6 x 125) = 6036.661 cu cm
AVcR = 6036.661 + 2783.176 + 273.893 - 8813.41 = 280.333 cu an
-- Taking tool deflectioninto accountassumerubber pressureP2 = 1.337MPa
R = 280.333 1.337AVc 6.894 x 702.677 = 144.009 cu cm (Table N-l)
AVcR/V2R = 144.009/6036.661= 0.0239
[ ]
_- T2 = 450°K
Rubber Undersizet = 0.0508 cm (RIB BAY ZAR = 419.26 - 424.94)
AT = 450 - 297 = 153°K
R
_c = 540 x 10-6 cu cm/cu cm/°K (Page 53) (Approx)
_- V1R = 5571.695cu cm (Page 191)
R 10-6 x 153) = 6031.352cu cmV2 = 5571.695(1 + 540 xi
AV R = 6031.352+ 2788.568+ 273.893- 8822.607= 271.206cu cm
C
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Taking Tool Deflection into account assume Rubber Pressure P2 = 1.269 MPa
AVcR = 271.206 - 1.269/6.894x 702.677= 141.912cu cm (TableN-l)
AVcR/V2R = 141.912/6031.352= 0.0235
P2 = 1.249 MPa I (FigureJ-12) --
Rubber Undersizet : 0.0381 (RIB BAY ZAR : 419.26- 424.94)
vIR = 5613.548cu cm (Page 192)
V2R : 5613.548 (1 + 540 x 10-6 x 153) : 6076.662cu cm
AVcR = 6076.662+ 2788.568+ 273.893- 8822.607: 316.516cu cm -_
Taking Tool Deflectioninto accountassumeRubber PressureP2 = 1.648 MPa
AVcR = 316.516- 1.648/6.894x 702.677= 148.58cu cm (TableN-l)
AVcR/V2R = 148.581/6076.662= 0.02445
P2 = 1.689 MPa (FigureJ-12)
w
Rib Bay (ZAR = 419.26 - 424.94)
T2 : 450°K (cont'd) -_
Rubber Undersize t : 0.0254 cm (RIB BAY ZAR : 419.26 - 424.94)
vIR = 5654.958 cu cm (Page 193)
v2R : 5654.958 (i + 540 x 10-6 x 153) : 6121.497 cu cm
I
AVcR = 5654.958+ 2788.568+ 273.893- 8822.607: 361.35 cu cm
194 --
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TakingToolDeflectionintoaccountassumerubberpressureP2 = 2.034MPa
i AVcR = 361.351- 2.034/6.894x 702.677= 154.055cu cm (TableN-l)
-- AVcR/V2R = 154.055/5654.958= 0.0252
P2 = 2.000MPa I (FigureJ-12)
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RUBBER
TEMP GAP PRESSURE REF
(OK) (cm) (MPa) PAGE
422 0.0508 0.593 192 -_
(GELTEMP) 0.0381 0.965 192
505OK 0.0254 1.379 193
OVEN 0.0508 1.241 194
450 0.0381 1.689 194
• (CURE TEMP) 0.0254 2.000 195
TABLE
REF H-3 --'
ACCEPTABLEPRESSURES _'
AND CORRESPONDINGGAPS
GAP 0.0254-=. 0.0508 cm
GEL PRESSURE 1.379 --_0.586 MPa
CURE PRESSURE 2.000 --*- 1.241 MPa
(cm)
0 0.0252 0.0508 0.0762400
(350° F)-450oK -_
(300o.F)422OK
i -- 2.5 --_300 %
_ 2.0
%
\
%
2oo \ -,.
_ _ 1.0
J,i
i
_ 0.5
0 0.010 0.020 0.030
RUBBERGAP (IN.)
FIGURE L-3. PRESSURE VERSUS RUBBER GAP (ZAR = 419.26 -_ 424.94) --_
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RUBBER
TEMP GAP PRESSURE
(oK) (cm) (MPa)
428 0.0635 0.379
(GEL TEMP) 0.0508 0.862
0.0381 1.351
505°K 0.0635 1.000
r- OVEN 450 0.0508 1.517 r
(CURETEMP) 0.0381 2.027
REF (TABLE)
H-3
(cm)
0.0254 0.0508 0.0762 0.1016
500 , ,
ACCEPTABLEPRESSURES
AND CORRESPONDING GAPS
GAP " 0.0356-'0.0559 cm
-- GEL PRESSURE 1.448 --_0.655, MPa-_1
CURE PRESSURE 2.137 --- 1.310 i MPa
40(
T =(310°F)4 _°K
T (350°F) 4 ;0OK
2.6
\
\ 2.o
"_ LU
m _ -- 1.5
"-- " 200 '_
\
\
1.0
100 _ -- 0.5
0
o O.Ol 0.02 0.03 0.04
_- RUBBER GAP (IN.)
FIGURE L4. PRESSURE VERSUS RUBBER GAP (ZAR = 461.70 -* 466.77)
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RUBBER
TEMP GAP PRESSURE
(OK) (cm) (MPa)
433 0.0635 0.083
(GEL TEMP) 0.0508 0.758
0.0381 1.896
505°K 0.0635 0.538'
OVEN 450 0.0508 1.627
(CURE TEMP) 0.0381 2.551
REF TABLE _,
H-3
I ACCEPTABLEPRESSURES
AND CORRESPONDING GAPS
4
GAP 0.0432"-,-0.053.3cm
I GEL PRESSURE 1.379 -_ 0.620 MPa
ICURE PRESSURE 2.17:2 -_ 1.413 MPa
0 0.0254 cm 0.0508 cm 0.0762 cm 0.1016 cm
500 ! I
(350°F) 450°K
(320° F) 433°K
3.0
400 \ I =
\
\
\ -- 2.5
\ - 2.0 ----
,,, \
,,- \
a. 20( _ -- 1.5
\
\
\ _ 1.0 -
10(
_ 0.5
O' _0
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 --_
RUBBER GAP (IN.)
FIGUREL-5. PRESSUREVERSUSRUBBERGAP (ZAR = 550.88 --->555.47) _
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0.024 0.0610
,,---,
TOO LARGE
,_ 0.022 _ "J_ "=_ _ _"_ _ "_! " O'°'vgMpa^-" 0.0559
0.020 0.05O8
- o oo o,NNNNNa: N
0.016 _X__m k300_P 0.0406
I ,oos,,L,I0.014 0.0356
F--, __ , 505.4°K (450°F) OVEN
I GAP (cm) PRESSURE (MPa)
MIN MAX
,"" 0.012 ZAR MIN MAX GEL CURE 0.0305
422.1 * 0.0254 0.0508 0.586 2.000
4r_.2 0.0356 0.0559 0.655 2._37
553.2 0.0432 0.0533 0.620 2.172
O.OLO I I I I i0.0254
400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540 560
"REFERENCE FIGURE L-3. ZAR (IN.!
FIGURE L-6. RUBBER GAP 505OK (450°F OVEN)
!
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0.024 0.061 cm
IToo v ,_
LL..k.__GE
0.022 0.0559 cm
o.o o o.m
_ _o.o18 _ -0.0457 cm
m _'-cuBE _,
,ooNNN ., oore\? TOO SMALL "--"0.014 0.0356 cm
GAP (cm) PRESSURE (MPa)
ZAR MIN MAX
MIN MAX GEL CURE
0.012 _ 422.1 0.0305 0.0559 0,689 1.806 _ 0.0305 cm
464.2 0.0356 0.0610 0,689 1.999
DCol0COMPOSITE RUDDER 553.2 0.0432 0.0610 0,689 2.206
CONTR,z CT NAS1-14724
0,010 0.0254 cm
400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540 560
ZAR (IN.)
F IGURE L-7. RUBBER GAP 533°K (500°F OVEN)
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FRONTSPARWEBREDESIGN
In order to avoid a repeat of the front spar damage, due to tool spring
-_ back, such as occurred during the cure of the first test rudder (Reference
Table 14), it was decided to reinforce the front spar web. It was anticipated
that the rubber mandrel gap size would be designed to limit the rubber pressure
to a maximumof 2.068 MPa (300 psi) during the next rudder cures. Therefore,
the analysis described in this appendix was undertaken to size the front spar
web reinforcement in order to permit it to support the tool spring back which
.... results from 2.068 MPa (300 psi) of internal rubber pressure. Figure M-I shows
,-- the distribution of unidirectional reinforcing plies.
i
( I t I8 PLIES 6 PLIES 4 PLIES 2 PLIESI I I I
_- 400 470 505 535 555 ZAR
FIGURE M-I. FRONT SPAR REINFORCING PLIES
The layup location of the front spar web reinforcing plies (Layers A, B,
C and D) is shown in Figure M-2. In order to strengthen the front spar web in
the vicinity of the flange, reinforcing layers A and C were extended up into
_-
the flange 1.27 cm (0.50 inch) and 0.635 cm (0.25 inch), respectively. The
distribution of reinforcing plies in Figure M-1 is obtained by dropping the D
_- layers at ZAR = 470, the C layers at ZAR : 505, and the B layers at ZAR = 535.
The relationship between the compressive strength of the front spar web
and the spring back load of the PLMside plates at three critical sections of
the front spar is shown in Figures M-4, M-5 and M-6. In these figures, the
"- spring back load in the PLMside plates reduces as the deflection of the side
plates reduces but the load on the front spar web increases at the same time.
_- Equilibrium occurs when the side plates load line intersects the F/S web load
line. The deflection of the F/S web when equilibrium is reached is compared
.-- with the allowable deformation of the F/S web to obtain a margin of safety.
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C LAYER
0_m 063_5cm F --5SKIN
'il
---.rlJI_IIII-----[oo., _o,-.oo.,,5.-,5ooo.45.,,5°°0°,oo,'IsIIINIIIII A B ° D --
_IfNllfl--_Y,=RSc *,:,,-WOV,_NLAYER --
-- ;'N'_!II'_"_- LAYERS D " "
SYM ABOUT XAR = 0 +H+lntll
FRONT SPAR DATUM --/
FIGURE M-2. REINFORCING PLIES LAY-UP, FRONT SPAR WEB
FIGURE M-3. FRONT SPAR WEB GEOMETRY, ZAR = 419.26-_ 424.94 "_
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PF/S° YF/S
(kN) (cm)
(3 BEAM) HINGE + OVERHANG 217.3 0.1044
FIXED ENDS 238.0 0.0691
AVERAGE 227.7 0.0689
0.0488111MS -1 +0.170.0416
0 0.0254 cm 0.0508 cm 0.0762 cm 0.1016 cm
6O I
"F/S SPRINGBACK LOAD
IN DEFLECTED PLM
SIDE PLATES--- -- 250
_v'_'__ - 200
_'_,_
F_
; 4o J'_"F--
_ 10.0164 IN.)
_. ,,.,.
/0.0416 cm
•- w 150
X
a 30 kN
• < /oJ
o.
-- 100
F" 20
u_J_"O__x_ -- 50
K
0
: 0.01 0.02 0,03 0.04
DEFLECTION AT F/S = YF/S (IN.)
FIGURE M4. F/S LOAD VERSUS DEFLECTION DURING COOLDOWN
,_ (ZAR = 419.26-* 424.941 (AVERAGE SUPPORT)"
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PF/S* YF/S
(kN) (cm)
(3 BEAM) HINGE + OVERHANG 178.9 0.0851
FIXED ENDS 186.2 0.0579
AVERAGE 189.2 0.0716
0.0429MS - -1 = +0.140.0376
0 cm 0.0254 cm 0.0508 cm 0,0762 cm 0.1016 cm
60 I "
*F/S SPRINGBACK LOAD
IN DEFLECTED PLM
- 250SIDE PLATES
5O
- 200 --
40 ,,.9# _.
_/o"
_o . .°_'_ -,6o ._
_ _Z..-
0148 IN3
O, %% 376 cm
,/°! - 100 _20
\%
\ _'_.. • -so --
_o \\_
\
0 '_
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 --,
DEFLECTION AT F/S = YF/S (IN.)
FIGURE M-5. F/S LOAD VERSUS DEFLECTION DURING COOLDOWN
(ZAR : 461.70-+ 466.70) AVERAGE SUPPORT " _
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0 cm 0.0254 cm 0.0508 cm 0.0762 cm 0.1016 cm
60 I I I
PF/S_ YF/S
.,--, (kN) (cm) - 250
(3 BEAM) HINGE + OVERHANG 130.2 0.0509
FIXED ENDS 142.6 0.0353
AVERAGE 136.4 0.0437
50 t I
0.0318
MS = -- -1 = +0.1680.0272
I
*F/S SPRINGBACK LOAD IN
DEFLECTED PLMSIDE PLATES - 200
4O
7--
__IF/S WEBCOMPRESSION -- 150
,-- _ _LOAD LINE
- / I. X"' 30 Q P kN
_ Po / I
7 ._ / I _..,,+Lo+/ I _L+•I . I_',,_,___(L'_ -- 10020 ;.,f-+
•---10.0107 IN.I --...-_,0.272 cm
'-- 10 - 50
0 0
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
DEFLECTION AT F/S = YF/S (IN.)
FIGURE M-6. F/S LOAD VERSUS DEFLECTION DURING COOLDOWN
(ZAR = 550,88 _ 555.47) (AVERAGE SUPPORT)
The actual computationsto show adequatestrengthfor one criticalfront
_- spar bay (ZAR = 419.24 to 424.94)are shown on Pages 209 to 209. Basically,
the assumptionis made that only the front spar web absorbsall the tool
spring back crushingforces. This is a conservativeassumptionsince the ribs
will actuallyassistthe frontspar. A descriptionof the stepsin the calcu-
lationis as follows:
t_
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1. Estimate the maximum rubber pressure (approximately 2.068 MPa (300 psi)).
2. For the Three-BeamAssumption (AppendixE), estimatethe maximumdeflec- --
tion of a PLM side plate at the front spar locationdue to the maximum
rubber pressureand thermalexpansion.
3. Calculatethe maximumcrushing load exertedon the front spar web due to
tool cool down to room temperature. --"
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for the Fixed End Conditionassumption(AppendixE). ._
5. Obtain the averagemaximum deflectionof the PLM side plate and the
averagemaximum crushingload on the front spar for the averageend fixity. --
6. Estimatethe value for Young'sModulusand the averagefront spar web
----.
cross sectionalarea per rib bay.
7. Calculatethe load versus straindata for the front spar web. --
8. Plot a load versus deflectionline for the PLM side platesat the front
spar location.
Plot a force versus strain line for the front spar web.
The intersectionpoint is where equilibriumis reached.
9. Calculatethe front spar web margin of safety by comparingthe equilibrium
deformationwith the permissiblefront spar web deformation.
The margins of safety for the reinforcedfront spar web at three front
spar stations, due to the molding tool spring back loads, are given in Figures --
M-4, M-5 and M-6.
MaximumRubber Pressure During Rudder Cure Cycle
Rudder Station ZAR = 419.26 - 424.94 -_
Assume Rubber Gap = 0.0381 , 0.0127 cm (0.015 ± 0.005 in.)
MaximumTemperature = 450°K (350°F)
MaximumRubber Pressure = 2.00 MPa (290 psi) (Figure L-3)
.i
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Front Spar Spring Back Force (ZAR= 419.26 - 424.94)
- I. Three BeamAssumption
YF/S: MoldingToolSidePlatedeflectionat frontspar
Due to RubberPressure
6.894MPa (1000psi) YF/S: 0.2415+ 0.12852(TableN-l)
= 0.3058cm
2.00 - 0.0886cm
2.00MPa (290psi) YF/S= 0.3058x 6.894
Due to ThermalContraction
_(1) 12.6 x 10-6 x 152 x 16.233 _ 0.0157 cm
IF/S= 2
__ Total YF/S = 0.0886 + 0.0157 = 0.1044 cm
0.1044 x 106
(Spring Back Force) PF/S = 0.480 (Table N-2)
= 217.3 kN (48,870 Ib)
2. FixedEndAssumption
Due to RubberPressure
6.894MPa (1000psi) YF/S= 0.1491+ 0.06882(TableN-l)
= 0.1836cm
f 2.00 - 0.0533 cm2.00 MPa(290 psi) YF/S : 0.1836 x 6.894
Total YF/S = 0.0533 + 0.0157 : 0.0691 cm
106
(Spring Back Force) PF/S = 0.0691 x 0.290 (Table N-2)
: 238.0 kN (53,510 Ib)
(I) Steel Coefficient of Thermal Expansion = 12.6 x i0-_ cm/cm/°K_
-- (7 x I0-° in./in./VF)
aTemp= 450 - 297 = 153°K(350- 75 = 275°F)
SpareHeight= 16.233cm (6.391in.)
YF/S= Toolsteelsideplatedeflectionat F/S location.
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3. AverageEnd Fixity
Total YF/S : 1/2 (0.1044+ 0.0691): 0.0869 cm
(SpringBack Force) PF/S = 1/2 (217,300+ 238,000)
= 227.7 kN (51,190Ib)
PermissibleStrain in F/S Web
Maximum PermissibleStrain = 8000 _m/m : _2
P
E2 = _ _
p = A2 €2 E2
=_.__ •
_1 AlE1
A2 _2 E2
A1 E1
= A2/AI _2 (sinceE1 = E2)
Average PermissibleStrain = 1/2 (€2 + _1)
A2
: 112 (8000 +_-T8000) .mlm
( AI + A21 .m/m
: 8000 1 ,/
Front Spar Web (ZAR = 419.26 - 424.94)
GR/EP LAY-UP [90, (0-90)*,90, 45, -45, 90, -45, 45, 90, (90-0)*]S
Uni weave t = 2 [8 x 0.0152] 0.244 cm
Bi weave t = 2 [2 x 0.0343] 0.137 cm
0.381 cm
2O8
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±45o plies 2 x 4 = 8 33,3percent
-- 90o plies 2 x 6 = 12 50 percent
0° plies 2 x 2 = 4 16.7percent
E(9oO) = 85,500MPa (12.4x 106 psi)
Averagewidthof effectivecompressionmaterial
= 1/2 [4.318 + 8.636] = 6.477 cm (Figure M-3)
,-- AverageC.S.A.= 6.477(1)x 0.381+ 5.08(2)x 0.0457= 2.700cm2
Max F/S WEBLOAD(P) - E A e
= 85,500x 2.700x 0.0869= 247.04kN
_- 16.233/2
_- (1) 1/2 (8.636+ 4.318)= 6.477cm (FigureM-3)
(2)Rib flangeand ribweb material
J
PermissibleDeformationin FrontSparWeb
MaximumPermissibleStrain= 8000_m/m.
AveragePermissibleStrain= 8000 2Al _m/m
_ = 8000 1.8"-63-6+ 4.3182 x 8.636 )
= 6000 _m/m
PermissibleF/S Web Deformation
oooox o°x °I I2 = 0.0488cm
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MOLDTOOLSIDE PLATEDEFLECTIONANDTOOLVOLUMECHANGE
-- The calculationof rubberpressureduringthe compositeruddercurecycle
requiresan accurateestimateof the volumechangein the moldingtoolduring
- the curecycle. Thisappendixconsistsof estimatesof themoldingtool
volumechangedue to 6.894-MPa(lO00-psi)rubberpressurein the following
_- rudderbays:
ZAR : 419.25--424.94
ZAR = 461.70--466.77
-- ZAR = 550.88--555.47
The moldingtoolvolumechangeunderrubberpressureis dueto the
deflectionof theside platesandthe extensionunderpressureof the 2.54-cm
(one-inch)-diameterboltsusedto clampthemoldingtool. The moldingtool
_- sideplatesareassumedto be dividedinto2.B4-cm(one-inch)-widechordwise
beamssupportedat the boltlines. The beam-endconditionsare assumedto be
an averageof the followingsupportmethods:
1. Threecontinuousbeamson simplesupports. (AppendixE)
_ 2. Fixed-endsupports. (AppendixE)
The summaryof the resultsis givenin TableN-I.
Moldingtoolspringbackproducescrushingforceson the rudderduring
toolcooldown.Themagnitudeof the springbackforcesis relatedto the
__ deflectionof themoldingtoolsideplatesduringthe ruddercurecycle. The
forceson the frontsparresultingfrommoldingtoolsideplatedeflection
are summarizedforthreerudderbays in TableN-2. Thesevaluesare basedon
the conservativeassumptionthatall the springbackforcesact on the rudder
frontspar. TableN-2givesthe frontsparforces(PF/s)for two different
_- toolsideplatebeamend conditions:
1. Three-beamassumptionwheresupportsB and C are at the linesof 2.54-cm
(one-inch)-diametertoolclampingbolts.
-- 2. Fixed-endassumption.
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TABLE N-1
SUMMARY OF SIDE PLATE DEFLECTION AND TOOL VOLUME CHANGE DUE TO 6.894 MPa (1000 psi)
INTERNAL RUBBER PRESSURE
SIDE PLATE DEFLECTION AT THE F/S (cm) VOLUME CHANGE
DUE TO BENDING DUE TO BOLT EXTENSION (cm3I
THREE FIXED THREE FIXED THREE FIXED
BEAM END BEAM END BEAM END
RUDDER BAY ASSUMPTION ASSUMPTION ASSUMPTION ASSUMPTION ASSUMPTION ASSUMPTION AVERAGE
419,26 TO 424.94 0.2416 0.1491 0,1285/2 0.0688/2 823.12 582.23 702.68
461.70 TO 466.77 0.1775 0.0805 0.0777/2 0.0541/2 480.436 304.636 392.536
550.88 TO 555.47 0.0752 0.0447 0.0447/2 0.0282/2 109.433 63.942 86.688 "
RERPAGE
f_
TABLE N-2
SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A CONCENTRATED
FRONT SPAR LOAD AND THE MOLD SIDE PLATE
DEFLECTION AT THE FRONT SPAR
PF/S= CONCENTRATED FRONT SPAR LOAD (MN)RUDDER BAY
ZAR 3 BEAM ASSUMPTION FIXED END ASSUMPTION
YF/S YF/S419.22-424.94
0.4797 0,2897
YF/S YF/S461.70-466.70
0.4757 0.2903
YF/S YF/S
550.88-555.47 m
0.3981 0.2476 z
NOTE: YF/S " cm :><
Z
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APPENDIXP
APPENDIXP
RUBBERMANDRELFABRICATIONANDSIZE MEASUREMENT
The major steps taken to prepare for pouring of the front spar rubber
-- mandrels_FiguresP-Iand P-2)and themain internalrubbermandrels(Figures
P-3,P-4,and P-5)are describedin thisappendix.
A comparisonbetweenthe designrequirementsforthe thicknessesof the
dummyfrontsparweb versustheachievedthicknessesis givenin TableP-I.
-- The dummyfrontsparweb gageswerefabricatedidenticallyto the rudderfront
sparweb gages. Hence,a chordwiserubbergapof zerowas used in the pouring
,-- operation.The finaldesiredch_rdwiserubbergap was achievedfromshrinkage
J duringthe high-temperaturecureprocedure.
Gapmeasurementsof the frontsparforwardflangerubberweremade
followingthe initialcureof 36 hoursat roomtemperatureand 4 hoursat
33g°K(150°F).The resultsare givenin TableP-2. Theserubbergapswere
consideredsatisfactory.
• Measurementsof rubbergapsbuiltintothe dummysideskinsare shownin
AppendixD. Followingthe castingof the frontsparflangerubbermandrels,
7° the dummyF/S web,metalmandrels,metalscreening,and dummyfrontspar skins
and ribswere assembledon the PLM tooland themain internalrubbermandrels
were poured. Afterthe rubberwas curedat temperaturesup to 450°K(350°F),
the entirerubbermandrelwas dimensionallycheckedat rudderbaysNo. 4, 11,
- 20,and 27 and foundto be satisfactory.Followingthis,the rubbermandrels
were sectionedintosix parts. The volumeof thesesectionedpiecesfor
rudderbaysNo. 4, 11, 20, and 27 weremeasuredby immersionin waterand
the resultsrecordedin TableP-3. The volumesof the rubberandmetal
mandrels,the compositematerial,and the PLMtoolat rudderbays NO. 4, 11,
20,and 27 were computedand recordedin TableP-4. Thesevalueswere used
to estimatethe existingrubbergap tolerancerangewhichin turnwere used
"- to judgethe adequacyof themain rubbermandrelsfor use in curinggraphite/
compositerudders(Task13 of Section6).
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FIGURE P-1. METAL SCREEN REINFORCEMENT FOR FRONT SPAR FORWARD FLANGE RUBBER MANDRELS
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FIGURE P-2. FRONT SPAR FORWARD FLANGE DUMMY PART ASSEMBLED ON PLM
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FIGURE P-3.. METAL SCREEN REINFORCEMENT FOR CENTRAL MAIN RUBBER MANDRELS
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FIGURE P-4. METAL SCREEN REINFORCEMENT FOR UPPER MAIN RUBBER MANDRELS
FIGURE P-5. VIEW OF R/H DUMMY SKIN, DUMMY RIBS, METAL MANDREL F/S FORWARD FLANGE RUBBER
APPENDIXP
TABLE P,1
DUMMY FRONT SPAR WEB THICKNESS
RUDDER
:STATION ACTUALNUMBER OF LAYERS
ZAR REQUIRED(1) THICKNESS
BI-WOVEN UNI-WOVEN THICKNESS (cm) (cm)
400
416.25 0.391
433.35 0.391
4 16 0.381
448.95 0.376
464.25 0.378
469.35
479,55 0.340
4 14 0.343
494.85 0.338
505.05
510.15 0.318
4 12 0.320
• " 525.45 0.315
534_90
539.50 0.287
4 10 0.290
553.30 0.284
555.47
""
(1)NOMINAL BI-WOVEN LAYER t = 0.0343 cm
NOMINAL UNI-WOVEN LAYER t = 0.0152 cm
TABLE P-2
GAP MEASUREMENTS - FRONT SPAR FORWARD FLANGE RUBBER
TOTAL *ACTUALSPIKE MEASUREMENT
SKIN ZAR NO. (cm) GAP (cm)
-6 550.88 29 0.445 0.051
539.50 27 0.447 0.053
• 517.75 22 0.447 0.053
505.05 20 0.452 0.058
471.87 13 0.437 0.043
459.15 11 0.439 0.046
436.31 6 0.442 0.048
421.95 4 0.414 0.020
419.26 3 0.401 0.008
407.70 1 0.419 0,025
-5 550.88 29 0.419 0.025
539.50 27 0.455 0.061
517.75 22 0.419 0.025
505.05 20 0.445 0.051
471.87 13 0.429 0.036
459.15 11 0.457 0.064
436.31 6 0,457 0.064
430.61 5 0.419 0.025
421.95 4 0.424 0.031
419.26 "3 0.457 0.064
F- 407.70 1 0.445 0.051
*ACTUAL GAP IS THE TOTAL MEASURED THICKNESS LESS 0.076 cm SHROUD THICKNESS AND
0.318 cm SKIN THICKNESS
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TABLE P-3
RUBBER MANDREL VOLUMES -
WATER OVERFLOW METHOD
RUBBER VOLUME (cm)
BAY
NO. SECTION A SECTION B SECTION C SECTION D SECTION E SECTION F TOTAL
4 904 935 1269 823 926 818 5675
11 797 828 478 890 938 369 4300
20 443 444 494 514 565 475 2935
27 309 294 336 354 360 390 2043
TABLE P-4
MEASUREMENT OF RUBBER GAP FOR RUDDER BAYS 4, 11, 20 AND 27
® ® ® ® ® ®1® ® I® ® ® I®
TOOL BAY
O INTERNAL'MATERIAL VOLUME (cm3| VOLUME 121 GAP CAVITY GAP (cm) 111
BAY
SURFACE
BAY RUBBER METAL COMPOSITE (cm3) (cm3) (cm3) (cm3) AREA (cm2| MAX MINNO. MANDREL MANDREL MATERIAL TOTAL I
4 5675 2642 361 8678 8897 8720 219 42.4 3295 0.066 0.013
11 4300 1493 288 6081 6235 6096 153 14.3 2589 0.058 0.005
20 2935 1205 231 4370 4582 4481 211 110 2057 O.102 0.053
27 2043 779 173 2995 3077 3001 88.5 6.1 1534 0.053 0.005
REF ®.®®.® ®,® ® @
(1) THESE RUBBER GAPS DO NOT INCLUDE AN ALLOWANCE OF ABOUT 0.010 cm FOR THE TEFLON TAPE PROTECTIVE >
"o
LAYER "_I'-rl
(2) THE LOCATION OF DUMMY RIBS INTO OVERSIZE SLOTS IN THE DUMMY SKINS (DUE TO THE TOLERANCE Z
REQUIREMENTS OF PLACING 30 DUMMY RIBS IN 0.30 SLOTS IN LEFT-AND RIGHT-HAND DUMMY SKINS AT THE
SAME TIME DURING THE RUBBER CASTING EFFORT) RESULTED IN THESE ESTIMATES OF MAXIMUM AND x
MINIMUM VALUES FOR TOOL BAY VOLUMES. "o
l I I I I ., I I 1 I I I 1 I .. I I I I I 1
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